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Delaration





The overarhing theme of my thesis is understanding observed variations ofnorthern hemisphere atmospheri arbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4)onentrations. I fous my analysis on high-latitude observations of these gases,as there are large stores of arbon in boreal vegetation and tundra whih arevulnerable to rapid warming in the Arti. My thesis is split into two parts.First, I use the wavelet transform to spetrally deompose observed multi-deadaltimeseries for CO2 and CH4. I perform a series of numerial experiments basedon syntheti data in order to haraterise the errors assoiated with the analysis.For CO2, I analyse the phase and amplitude of the detrended seasonal yle ofCO2 to infer hanges about arbon uptake by northern vegetation. I do not nda long-term hange in the length of the arbon uptake period despite signianthanges in the spring and autumn phase. I do nd an inrease in the rate ofpeak uptake whih oinides with the observed inrease in seasonal amplitude.These results suggest that the arbon uptake period of boreal vegetation hasbeome more intense but has not hanged in length, whih provides evidenefor an inrease in net uptake of CO2 in the high latitudes. For CH4, I testthe hypothesis that an inrease in Arti wetland emissions ould result in aderease in the seasonal amplitude of CH4 in the high latitudes. This hypothesisis based on the fat that the seasonal minima of CH4 roughly oinides withthe peak of high latitude wetland CH4 emissions. I nd that the CH4 seasonalv
amplitude has signiantly dereased at a number of high-latitude sites. HoweverI also nd that atmospheri transport appears to drive muh of the variability inhigh-latitude CH4 and that transport ould also be responsible for the observedhanges in amplitude. I show that an inrease in wetland emissions is likely tohave a more pronouned eet on the high-latitude CH4 seasonal yle in thefuture. In the seond setion of my thesis, I desribe a series of experiments inollaboration with the UK Astronomy Tehnology Centre, in whih I haraterisea new instrument tehnology for satellite appliations to observe hanges in CO2from low-Earth orbit. The proof of onept experiments were performed with abenh top hyperspetral imager. I show that the instrument is able to apturelean spetra at the wavelengths required for CO2 with low levels of satteredlight between spetra.
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It was nearly 200 years ago in the 1820s when Joseph Fourier, a Frenhmathematiian and physiist, disovered that Earth should be muh older thanit is given its proximity to the Sun. One of the explanations he provided, wasthat the atmosphere was ating as an insulator, trapping some of the heat frominoming solar radiation. Today, his theory is widely reognised as the rstproposal of the greenhouse eet.Roughly 35 years later, the physiist John Tyndall developed this theory, explain-ing the additional heat in the Earth's atmosphere in terms of the apaities ofvarious greenhouse gases to absorb radiant heat or infrared radiation. He not onlydetermined the relative radiative foring of dierent greenhouse gases, but alsosuggested that slight hanges in the atmospheri onentration of these gases,whether man made or natural, ould bring about variations in the Earth's li-mate. In 1896, Svante Arrhenius was the rst sientist to attempt to alulatehow hanging levels of atmospheri arbon dioxide (CO2) ould alter global sur-fae temperatures via the greenhouse eet. His fous was on CO2, as althoughwater vapour (H2O) was far more abundant in the atmosphere, it utuated daily.1
2In ontrast, the level of CO2 was onsidered to hange over geologial timesalesdue to volani emissions and uptake by the oeans, and at as a ontrol knobfor the amount of atmospheri water vapour. Although Arrhenius was primarilyinterested in nding the neessary derease of CO2 to bring about an ie age, healso reognised that CO2 in the atmosphere ould inrease as a result of burn-ing oal. He alulated that a doubling of atmospheri CO2 would bring aboutroughly 5-6◦C of global warming, although it was thought at the time that itwould take several thousand years to burn this quantity of oal. This numerialalulation was done by penil over several laborious months, and as suh left outmany of the omplexities of Earth's limate system.
Figure 1.1: Observed global mean (ombined land and oean) surfae temperaturetime series from 1850 to 2012 from three seperate datasets (above) and deadal meantemperatures (blak) with unertainty values for the dataset (shaded grey) (below)(Stoker et al., 2013).Well over a entury has now passed sine the initial studies of the relationshipbetween CO2 and the limate, and the Earth's human population has grownfrom just over one billion people in 1820 to more than 7 billion people in thepresent day. Sine the industrial revolution began in 1760, industrial output and
CHAPTER 1. Introdution 3the burning of fossil fuels have grown to math the demands of the inreasingglobal population, with the assoiated rate of anthropogeni emissions of CO2far exeeding anything imagined by Arrhenius. Atmospheri CO2 has risen froma relatively stable pre-industrial onentration of ∼280 ppm to over 400 ppm inthe present day. Atmospheri CH4, the seond most important greenhouse gashas risen from 700 ppb to over 1600 ppb over the same time period. These levelsare far higher than anything inferred from proxy data in the past 800,000 years.Alongside these inreases in greenhouse gases, we have also observed an inrease inthe global mean surfae temperature (GMST) of ∼0.85◦C between 1880-2012 (seeFigure 1.1) and muh larger regional hanges in temperature, partiularly in theArti. Gaining a better understanding of future greenhouse gas onentrationsis essential to redue unertainties on projetions of limate hange.Charles Keeling set up the rst ontinuous measurement of atmospheri CO2using infrared instrumentation in 1958, whih after a few years showed a rise inCO2 as a result of human ativity. He seleted his rst site, based at MaunaLoa in Hawaii, as it was situated far away from strong loal soures suh thatmeasurements were representative of the global atmospheri onentration. Aswell as the year-to-year rise in CO2, Keeling's measurements also showed thepresene of a seasonal yle representing the imprint of the natural arbon yle.This seasonal yle was later assoiated with terrestrial vegetation, whih removesCO2 from the atmosphere during its growing phase, and releases CO2 duringthe autumn and winter months. Indeed, the natural arbon yle onsists ofmany soures and sinks of arbon whih ontrol the amount of anthropogeniemissions that remain in the atmosphere. The rate of CO2 aumulation in theatmosphere is smaller than expeted, and it is hypothesised that this is due tohanges in the sinks of the natural arbon yle. The inrease of CH4 in theatmosphere has not been as persistent as the rise in CO2, as the atmospherigrowth rate reahed near equilibrium before inreasing again following 2007. The
4reason for this remains highly unertain. We an move forward and redue theseunertainties by improving the methods that we use to monitor the arbon yle.While the presene of CO2 in our atmosphere is essential for life on Earth, thereent and rapid rate of inrease in its atmospheri onentration as a result ofhuman ativity is unsustainable and ould lead to disastrous onsequenes. Thereare urrently huge eorts in the sienti ommunity in many dierent disiplinesto improve observations of the limate and our atmosphere, eah aiming to toprovide a better understanding of the many underlying drivers and mehanismsof the limate and how they interat. It is hoped that this information will help toinuene poliy deisions linked to managing the auses and mitigating the eetsof anthropogeni limate hange. Two examples of mitigation are the redution ofanthropogeni CO2 emissions by onverting from fossil fuel to renewable energysoures, and the maintenane of eosystems that at as a net sink of CO2.In this thesis, I attempt to address some of the unertainties in the arbon yleby analysing time series of CO2 and CH4 surfae mole fration data. In partiularI am interested in high-latitude observations, as there are large stores of arbonin boreal vegetation and tundra whih are vulnerable to rapid warming in theArti. In Chapter 2 I fous on observations of the CO2 mole fration. I use awavelet transform to separate the long-term trend and the seasonal yle in CO2time series. The long-term trend provides information about the growth ratesof CO2 in the atmosphere, while the seasonal yle is used to look at hangesin the arbon uptake period. I assoiate hanges in these metris with hangesin arbon uptake in high-latitude boreal vegetation. In Chapter 3, I fous onobservations of the CH4 mole fration. I use hourly in situ measurements of CH4from the Alaska North Slope to estimate summertime CH4 anomalies whih areassoiated with hanges in loal wetland emissions. I analyse high-latitude CH4ask measurements to look for evidene of large-sale inreases in Arti wetland
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tion 5emissions, and use an atmospheri transport model to interpret the results. Akey fous throughout these studies is the detetability of trends assoiated withhigh-latitude surfae uxes when using observations from the urrent observingnetwork. In Chapter 4, I present a proof of onept study of a novel satelliteinstrument for observing CO2 and CH4 from spae. Finally, in Chapter 5, Isummarise the results of my work, and suggest potential avenues to explore infuture studies.In this rst hapter I will desribe the basi relationship between the greenhousegases CO2 and CH4 and the limate, and why further study of these areas andpartiularly the arbon yle is essential for maintaining a sustainable futurefor Earth's inhabitants. I will also look at reent hanges in atmospherionentrations of CO2 and CH4 and the ways in whih we measure hanges in thearbon yle. Finally I will present an outline of my thesis.
1.1 Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change1.1.1 Planetary Radiation BalaneThe basi siene behind the eet of greenhouse gases on surfae temperature isrelatively simple, and starts with the planetary radiation balane. The amountof inoming short wave radiation reeived by the Earth is determined by thesolar onstant, S (= 1370Wm−2) given Earth's distane from the Sun, minus theproportion of radiation that is reeted into spae, dependent on the planetaryalbedo, αp, multiplied by the area of the Earth faing the Sun (πr2). We assumethat the emission from the Earth is equal to a blakbody ux at temperature,
Te. As a blak body emitter, the energy is radiated isotropially (independent of
6 1.1 Greenhouse Gases and Climate Changediretion) and thus the amount of outgoing longwave radiation is the equivalentblakbody ux (σT 4e ) multiplied by the surfae area of the Earth (4πr2). We antherefore write the following to express Earth's radiative energy balane underonditions of radiative equilibrium:
S (1 − αp)πr
2 = σT 4e 4πr
2, (1.1)where r is the radius of Earth, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann onstant and Sπr2 is theamount of solar radiation interepted by Earth given onditions of no reetion(αp = 0). Rearranging equation 1.1 for the blak body temperature of Earth:
Te =
(
S (1 − αp)
4σ
)1/4
. (1.2)The temperature Te is simply the blakbody emission temperature requiredto balane the inoming solar radiation. Assuming an albedo of αp = 0.30(Goode et al., 2001), we obtain from equation 1.2 a value of Te = 255K (or -18◦C). Note that this temperature is signiantly lower than the global meansurfae temperature that is atually observed on Earth, T0 = 288K (15◦C). Theobservation of this dierene led to speulation and theory on the greenhouseeet and is indeed a result of emission of thermal radiation from atmospherigases and water vapour.
1.1.2 The Greenhouse EetWhen shortwave radiation from the Sun penetrates to the surfae of the planet,it is absorbed at the Earth's surfae and re-radiated outwards as energy of a
CHAPTER 1. Introdution 7longer wavelength as a result of the ooler temperature of Earth. Constituentsof the atmosphere, suh as water vapour, arbon dioxide and methane, whih arerelatively transparent to inbound shortwave radiation, absorb and trap a propor-tion of the outgoing longwave radiation, whih leads to a warming of the Earth'ssurfae and lower atmosphere. The amount of outgoing radiation absorbed byindividual gases depends on their onentration and spetral properties.
Figure 1.2: Shemati showing the dierent omponents of the planetary radiationbalane, inlusive of an atmospheri layer whih simulates the greenhouse eet. f isthe fration of outgoing radiation absorbed by the atmospheri layer, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann onstant, T0 is Earth's surfae temperature and S is the solar onstant.The simple model in the previous setion an be extended to inlude thegreenhouse eet and is shown by the shemati in Figure 1.2. We begin byintroduing an atmosphere and assume that it is an isothermal layer (onstanttemperature) at some arbitrary distane above Earth's surfae. This layer istransparent to inoming shortwave radiation from the sun, but absorbs a fration,
f , of outgoing terrestrial radiation due to the presene of greenhouse gases. Thetemperature of the Earth's surfae is T0, while the temperature of the atmosphereis T1. The amount of outgoing radiation absorbed by the atmosphere is equalto fσT 40 , while the radiation emitted by eah surfae (top and bottom) of theatmosphere is fσT 4
1
. The energy balane of the new system, inlusive of anatmospheri layer, an be written:
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S (1 − αp)
4









(1.4)Inserting equation 1.4 into equation 1.3 and solving for T0 yields:
T0 =
[








4 (1.5)Using this equation with T0 = 288K, αp = 0.30 (Goode et al., 2001), S =1370Wm−2 and σ = 5.67×10−8Wm−1K−4, indiates that the atmosphere mustbe absorbing approximately f = 0.77, or 77% of Earth's outgoing radiation.From the simple model shown in equation 1.5, it is easy to see than an inreasein greenhouse gases, and the assoiated inrease in the absorption eieny, f ,would result in an inrease in T0, the surfae temperature.
1.1.3 Radiative ForingRadiative foring (RF) is a ommon measure to desribe the eet of an individualgreenhouse gas on Earth's temperature. RF is dened as the dierene betweenthe radiant energy reeived by Earth, and the energy that is radiated bak into
CHAPTER 1. Introdution 9spae. For example, an inrease in a greenhouse gas suh as arbon dioxide wouldintrodue a positive foring eet, and subsequently warm the system. In limatesiene, radiative foring is typially used as a measure of how important a fatoris in terms of global warming potential, desribed in the following setion. Inpratie it is also used to estimate hanges in the equilibrium surfae temperature(∆Ts) resulting from some hange in the radiative foring. The following equationdesribes this relationship:
∆Ts = λ∆F (1.6)where λ is known as the limate sensitivity and ∆F is the radiative foring.









10 1.1 Greenhouse Gases and Climate ChangeThe GWP given by equation 1.7, is alulated by integrating the RF due to apulse of a partiular emission over a time horizon (given by H), typially 20, 100or 500 years. In equation 1.7 ax is the radiative foring due to an inrease in theatmospheri abundane of a given gas, while [x(t)℄ is the time-dependent deay ofthe substane determined by its atmospheri lifetime between t=0 and the timehorizon t=H. In the denominator, ar and [r(t)℄ are the equivalent for the referenegas, CO2.Gas Lifetime Conentration dC/dt Rad. For. GWP(yrs) 1750 2011 (2005-2011) (Wm−2) 20-year 100-yearCO2 Variable 278 ppm 390 ppm 1.94 ppm/yr 1.82±0.19 1 1CH4 12.4 722 ppb 1803 ppb 4.77 ppb/yr 0.48±0.05 84 28Table 1.1: This table ontains information about the two greenhouse gases whih arethe top ontributors to radiative foring. The lifetimes are the perturbation lifetimesused to estimate global warming potential. The pre-industrial onentrations arealulated from air extrated from ie ores. The 2011 onentrations and annualmean growth rates between 2005-2011 are taken from the National Oeani andAtmospheri Administration Global Greenhouse Gas Referene Network. Unertaintiesare 90% ondene intervals. Climate-arbon feedbaks are inluded for CO2 GWP,but not for the other gases. Data table is reprodued from Stoker et al. (2013).
Values of RF and GWP for the three single largest ontributors are given byTable 1.1. This table exludes water vapour, whih while being the strongestgreenhouse gas (Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997), is a funtion of temperature andresponds to limate as a feedbak (Held and Soden, 2000; Soden et al., 2005).The table instead shows the three strongest greenhouse gases whih are diretlyadded to the atmosphere by human ativity. It an be seen that CH4 is 84times more absorptive than CO2 over 20 years. This means that one kg of CH4,
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Figure 1.3: Radiative foring of CO2 and CH4 as a funtion of their atmospherionentration relative to pre-industrial levels (1780 values in Figure 1.1). It isreprodued from the simplied equations and updated onstants from Myhre et al.(1998). Note the dierene in sales for both axes.produes 84 times the radiative foring of a kilogram of CO2 over 20 years. After100 years the GWP of CH4 is signiantly redued to 28 due to its relativelyshort lifetime of 12.4 years. Although CH4 is the most absorptive of these gases,CO2 is urrently the most problemati greenhouse gas due to its sheer quantity inthe atmosphere, present in 1000× higher atmospheri onentration. Despite this,CH4 is of partiular onern, primarily due to the abundant stores in high-latituderegions where there are large quantities stored in frozen soils whih are vulnerableto inreases in temperature. In addition to this, as the abundane of CO2 andCH4 inreases in the atmosphere, their ontribution to radiative foring does notinrease linearly. For example, as the ppm onentration of CO2 inreases, theadditional radiative foring it adds to the atmosphere beomes less and less - this isbeause the thermal absorption frequeny of CO2 beomes saturated. Other gases,
12 1.1 Greenhouse Gases and Climate Changesuh as CH4 have thermal absorption frequenies that are far from saturated, andthus inreases in their onentration ould have far more signiane for limatehange in the future. This non-linear relationship is highlighted in Figure 1.3.
1.1.5 Reent Changes in a Historial ContextIn order to understand reent inreases in greenhouse gases, it is useful to have anunderstanding of how they have varied historially and what the primary driversof these hanges were. Time series of historial CO2 and CH4 onentrationshave been determined by measuring the omposition of trapped air in ie oresdeep in the Antarti ie sheet (Lüthi et al., 2008; Loulergue et al., 2008;MaFarling Meure et al., 2006), while reords of isotopi deuterium from ie oresare used as a proxy for temperature hange (Jouzel et al., 2007). Ie ores that aretaken from progressively deeper ie typially ontain older air bubbles. Howeverdeeper ie is also signiantly more ompressed, resulting in a oarser time stepas we look further into the past. Despite this, these methods have allowed timeseries that extend as far bak as 800,000 years.Figure 1.4 shows time series of temperature, CO2 and CH4 over the past 800 thou-sand years. It shows yli behaviour and that in the past 800 thousand yearsthe atmospheri onentration of CO2 has varied regularly from about 180 ppmduring deep glaiations to 280 ppm during interglaial periods (Lüthi et al., 2008).The temporal pattern of CH4 variations are very similar, ranging from 350 ppb to800 ppb in glaial and interglaial periods respetively (Loulergue et al., 2008).Finally temperature variations over this time period show the same yli be-haviour with a range in the temperature anomaly of 15◦C. This highlights themagnitude of limati variability before the inuene of human ativity, but also
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Figure 1.4: Blak lines are 800 thousand year historial reords of CO2 (Lüthi et al.,2008), CH4 (Loulergue et al., 2008) and temperature (Jouzel et al., 2007), red linesshow reords over the past 2000 years for CO2 and CH4 (MaFarling Meure et al.,2006). Red markers indiate values of CO2 and CH4 onentrations in 1750, 1950and the 2011 values taken from table 1.1.the relationship between temperature and greenhouse gases. The limate is af-feted by a large number of fators, suh as solar variability, volani ativity andnatural hanges in atmospheri omposition. However the huge shifts in limatebetween glaial and interglaial periods seen in Figure 1.4 are thought to be trig-gered by periodi hanges in the Earth's orbit, termed Milankovith yles, whihalter the distane of the Earth from the Sun and subsequently the total solar irra-diane on Earth's surfae. However, these orbital shifts alone are not onsideredsuient to drive the huge hanges in temperature and atmospheri ompositionobserved in the historial time series. Instead, a number of feedbak proesses
14 1.1 Greenhouse Gases and Climate Changeare involved. These proesses are desribed by Shakun et al. (2012) who studied80 proxy reords (for example proxies from tree ring data) to build up a pitureof global temperature hanges as opposed to Antartia ie ore reords alonewhih are only representative of loal variations in temperature. It is suggestedfrom this analysis that the shift in orbit resulting from the Milankovih ylestrigger the initial warming, whih results in huge quantities of fresh water frommelting Arti ie being mixed into the oean. This disrupts the Atlanti merid-ional overturning irulation, whih auses a warming of the Southern Oean,whih in turn releases signiant quantities of CO2 into the atmosphere. The ma-jority of the rise in temperature subsequently follows the rise in atmospheri CO2.The natural variations of CO2 and CH4 observed over the past 800 thousandyears puts into ontext the reent hanges in their atmospheri onentration,also shown in Figure 1.4, whih have risen well above any onentration observedin reent geologial history. The more reent historial reord over the past 2000years (MaFarling Meure et al., 2006) also shows that CO2 soures and sinks werein relative equilibrium (resulting in a negligible growth rate) until approximately200 years ago. In fat, the rapid rise in CO2 and CH4 oinides with the onset ofthe industrial revolution, and there is signiant additional evidene other thanlooking at historial human ativities that this rise is aused by anthropogeniemissions (see Figure 1.5)
1.1.6 Reent Human InueneThere are numerous lines of evidene to show that the reent rise in atmospheriCO2 is aused by human ativity. The ombustion of fossil fuel for example,
CHAPTER 1. Introdution 15uses O2 from the atmosphere to produe CO2 moleules. O2 has been observedto derease along with the inrease in CO2 (Keeling and Shertz, 1992; Sirignanoet al., 2010). If inreasing CO2 was due to natural soures it would most likely befrom the oean. However the pH of the oeans is dereasing as a result of inreasedabsorption of CO2 by the oean resulting in oean aidiation (Feely et al., 2009).Analysis of arbon isotopes has also been used to attribute reent inreases in CO2with anthropogeni emissions. There are three primary arbon isotopes, where
12C is the most ommon, 13C makes up around 1% and 14C aounts for just 1 in1 trillion arbon atoms. CO2 produed from fossil fuel ombustion or forest reshave a dierent isotopi omposition from CO2 in the atmosphere. This is beauseplants prefer to take up lighter arbon isotopes (12C over 13C). Fossil fuels, whihare formed from anient plants, have approximately the same 13C/12C ratio asurrent plants. As the isotope ratio of plants and fossil fuels is smaller than thatof the atmosphere, the ombustion of those materials results in a derease of theatmospheri isotopi ratio. 14C is known as radioarbon due to its radioativity.The radioarbon in fossil fuels extrated from the ground has mostly deayed.The addition of arbon to the atmosphere from fossil fuel ombustion thereforeauses a derease in ∆14C as most other CO2 in the atmosphere is from relativelyyoung soures. Although there are other soures of CO2 that alter ∆14C in theatmosphere, they have a muh smaller eet than that of fossil fuel CO2, makingit a useful measurement to determine the fration of anthropogeni CO2 in theatmosphere (Levin and Hesshaimer, 2000).There is also strong evidene to suggest that reent hanges in warming are due tothe rapid inreases in greenhouse gas onentrations, with the largest ontributionfrom atmospheri CO2. In fat, reent results published in the AR5 IPCC report(Stoker et al., 2013) indiate that there is now more ertainty than ever thathuman ativity is responsible for the reent rise in greenhouse gases, and thatthis inrease is responsible for ontemporary limate warming. The report states
16 1.1 Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change
Figure 1.5: Atmospheri onentrations of CO2, O2, 13C/12C stable isotope ratioin CO2, CH4, N2O and oean surfae observations of CO2 partial pressure (pCO2)and pH reorded at 4 representative sites in the northern and southern hemispheres(Stoker et al., 2013).
that it is extremely likely (p<0.01) that human ativities aused more than half ofthe observed inrease in global average surfae temperatures from 1951 to 2010.Figure 1.6 shows reent observed temperature hanges and modelled temperaturevariations driven by natural and greenhouse gas foring and natural foring only.In reent years, the observed anomalies of GMST relative to the 1880-1919 meanlie well outside the range of GMST anomalies from model simulations whih donot inlude greenhouse gas foring. In ontrast, inluding greenhouse gas foringin model simulations produes an ensemble mean trend in model GMST that
CHAPTER 1. Introdution 17losely follows observed GMST. Although this is not evidene in itself of human-indued warming, it shows that reent natural variations in limate foring annotaount for the observed warming, while greenhouse gas foring an.
Figure 1.6: Three observational estimates of global mean surfae temperature (blaklines) from the Hadley Centre/Climati Researh Unit gridded surfae temperature(HadCRUT4), Goddard Institute for Spae Studies Surfae Temperature Analysis(GISTEMP) and Merged Land-Oean Surfae Temperature Analysis (MLOST),ompared with model simulations (CMIP3 Model - blue lines, CMIP5 Model - yellowlines) with (a) anthropogeni and natural forings and (b) natural forings only(Stoker et al., 2013).So far, we have shown a simple model whih highlights the ability of greenhousegases present in the atmosphere to ause warming at the Earth's surfae. Wehave seen that by sheer quantity, CO2 urrently adds the most radiative foringto the Earth's surfae and that this is followed by CH4. We have seen thathistorial reords of CO2 and CH4 are losely oupled with temperature, and thata number of proesses, namely Milankovih yles in onjuntion with internalfeedbak proesses have aused the Earth to yle in and out of glaial andinterglaial periods over hundreds of thousands of years. We have shown thatreent inreases in CO2 and CH4 are unpreedented in reent geologial historyand that these inreases are a result of human ativity. Finally, we have shownthat the reent inreases in greenhouse gases are very likely to be strongly linked
18 1.2 The Global Carbon Cylewith reently observed inreases in global temperature. All of this information isuseful, but a number of important questions remain:
• How is the limate going to hange in the near and distant future?
• What onsequenes will these limati hanges have on human ivilisation?
• How an we mitigate limate hange?Our ability to answer these questions strongly depends on our ability to determinethe amount of arbon in the atmosphere, and we must therefore improve ourknowledge of the arbon yle.
1.2 The Global Carbon CyleThe global arbon yle is a huge and omplex system whih determines theamount of arbon stored within Earth's atmosphere. It is made up of arbonreservoirs - uniquely dened pools of arbon, and uxes - whih dene the rates ofmovement of arbon from one reservoir to another. Carbon in Earth's atmosphereprimarily exists in the form of CO2 and CH4. The largest uxes of CO2 are yledbetween the atmosphere, oean and terrestrial biosphere. There are also geologialstores with whih arbon is exhanged over very long time sales (Arher et al.,2009), although the extration and burning of fossil fuels is an exeption. CH4has many soures that are unique from CO2 but only has one primary sink. Theprimary sink of CH4 is its destrution by the hemial reation with the hydroxylradial (OH) in the atmosphere. There are several other minor sinks of CH4 whihare desribed briey below. An imbalane between the soure and sink terms anresult in a positive or negative net ux to the atmosphere whih leads to an
CHAPTER 1. Introdution 19inrease or derease in their atmospheri abundane respetively. At present,there still remains great unertainty in the loation and distribution of many ofthe soures and sinks of CO2 and CH4 and how they vary from year to year, andthis prevents us from being able to make long term preditions of the naturalarbon yle response to hanging atmospheri omposition and limate hange.It is vital that we improve our understanding and redue these unertainties inorder to predit future hanges in limate.
1.2.1 CO2 Soures and SinksThe CO2 budget is divided up into the following major reservoirs, where Table1.2 gives an indiation of the approximate size of eah reservoir:
• Atmosphere
• Terrestrial Biosphere - this inludes soils and plants
• Oeans - inluding sediments, and dissolved inorgani arbon andliving/non-living marine biota in the surfae and deep layer
• Lithosphere - this is mostly inert arbon, although it an be released throughmetamorphosis of arbonate roks, volani eruptions and by the burningof extrated fossil fuels.CO2 is regularly exhanged between the atmosphere, oean, and terrestrialbiosphere, over a range of spatial and temporal sales. The terrestrial biospherestores organi arbon in the form of land-based organisms, soils and miro-organisms suh as bateria and fungi. On a global sale, plants and soils arethe largest arbon stores of the terrestrial biosphere, ontaining approximately560 PgC and 1500 PgC respetively. The net arbon ux between a biome-sale
20 1.2 The Global Carbon CyleEarth's Carbon ReservoirsReservoir Size (PgC)Atmosphere 750Terrestrial BiosphereForests 560Soils 1500OeanSurfae Oean 900Deep Oean 37100Oean Sediments 1750LithosphereCarbonates 100×106Fossil Fuels 4000Table 1.2: Size of various arbon reservoirs (PgC) (Global Carbon Projet).terrestrial eosystem and the atmosphere is known as Net Biome Produtivity(NBP):
NBP = NEP − Ld (1.8)where NEP is the Net Eosystem Prodution and Ld is arbon whih is lostthrough major disturbanes suh as forest res, deforestation and land use hange.The NEP is the net arbon ux resulting from the balane between photosynthesisand respiration:
NEP = GPP −Rh −Ra (1.9)where GPP is the Gross Primary Produtivity, Rh is heterotrophi respiration, Rais autotrophi respiration. The GPP is a measure of the amount of atmospheriarbon used by plants to form new plant tissues in the proess of photosynthesis.Rh is the metabolism of organi matter by bateria, fungi and animals, while Ra isthe metabolism of organi matter by plants, both of whih result in loss of arbonto the atmosphere. To a large extent, these proesses are dependent on biotifators whih means that in many ases they follow a diurnal and seasonal yle.
CHAPTER 1. Introdution 21This dependene on bioti fators also means that they are sensitive to hanges inlimate and atmospheri omposition resulting in hanges to the balane betweenphotosynthesis and respiration. Carbon from dead plant matter is typiallyinorporated into soils where it an be stored for years, deades or enturies beforeit is broken down by soil mirobes are re-released into the atmosphere. Forest resare a further mehanism by whih plant and soil arbon an be rapidly releasedinto the atmosphere.
Figure 1.7: Simplied diagram of the global arbon yle. Pool sizes are given inblue, whereas uxes between the pools are given in red. Units are petagrams (Pg)of arbon and Pg per year (Pg/yr) respetively. Soure: Global Carbon Projet -www.globe.gov/projets/arbon.Oeans ontain the largest amount of atively yled arbon (∼38000 PgC),however the majority of this, ∼37100 PgC, is stored as dissolved inorgani arbonin the deep layer of the oean. The surfae layer ontains∼900 PgC, most of whihis dissolved organi arbon that is exhanged rapidly with the atmosphere. Theoeans urrently at as a net sink for CO2, and this is driven by two primary
22 1.2 The Global Carbon Cylemehanisms: the solubility pump and the biologial pump (Raven and Falkowski,1999).The biologial pump is the smallest of the two proesses and begins in the euphotizone, where there is suient sunlight for phytoplankton to photosynthesize. Thephytoplankton onvert dissolved inorgani arbon into organi biomass, eithersoft, or hard tissues. In the ase of hard tissues, alium (Ca) and dissolvedarboni aid and biarbonate are ombined to form a alium arbonate (CaCO3)shell. Eventually the phytoplankton die, and a proportion of them (∼25%) sink tothe oean oor. A further proportion of the dead phytoplankton are sequesteredinto the surfae sediment on the oean oor where they an remain for thousandsof years. The solubility pump ours as the result of two proesses in the oean:
• The solubility of CO2 is inversely related to sea water temperature, whereooler temperatures are favourable for solubility.
• The thermohaline irulation is driven by deep water formation in the highlatitudes where waters are lower in temperature.Subsequently, CO2 taken up by the oeans in the high latitudes is pumped intothe oean interior as dissolved inorgani arbon by the thermohaline irulation.The water whih arries this dissolved inorgani arbon an later upwell in equa-torial regions, where due to the redued solubility of the warmer waters results inoutgassing of CO2 into the atmosphere.The arbon budget of CO2 an be summarised by the following equation:
dM
dt
= Fanthro − (Fland + Focean) (1.10)
CHAPTER 1. Introdution 23where Fland is the net land ux, Focean is the net oean ux, and the human-driven,or anthropogeni ux, Fanthro, is equal to:
Fanthro = Ffossil + FLUC (1.11)a ombination of fossil fuel emissions (Ffossil) and hanges in arbon ux resultingfrom hanges in land use (FLUC) suh as deforestation (Le Quéré et al., 2014).
1.2.2 CH4 Soures and SinksAlthough they share some ommon soures, the soures and sinks of CH4 aredierent to CO2. The primary sink of atmospheri CH4, aounting for 90%of the global CH4 sink, is oxidation by hydroxyl radials (OH) in the uppertroposphere. OH, whih is produed photohemially, has a onentration whihvaries seasonally in onjuntion with hanges in UV. The reation leading to thehemial destrution of CH4 by OH ours as follows:
OH + CH4 → H2O + CH3 (1.12)Its rate of destrution, d[CH4℄/dt = -k3(T)[OH℄[CH4℄ depends on temperature,the abundane of OH, and the CH4 burden. This reation is the rst in a hain ofreations eventually leading to the reation of CO and CO2. The remaining CH4sinks are uptake of CH4 by soils, destrution by reation with Cl and O in thestratosphere, and reation of CH4 with Cl in the marine boundary layer. These
24 1.2 The Global Carbon Cylesinks make up the nal 10% of the global CH4 sink.There are a large number of CH4 soures, both natural and anthropogeni.Soures of CH4 an be grouped into three ategories: biogeni, thermogeni andpyrogeni. Biogeni soures ontain CH4 generating mirobes or methanogens,an example of whih are anaerobi environments suh as natural wetlands or riepaddies. Thermogeni CH4 is formed over millions of years through geologialproesses into fossil fuels. Exploitation of fossil fuels subsequently results in itsrelease into the atmosphere, although it an also vent through naturally ourringfeatures. Pyrogeni CH4 is produed by inomplete ombustion of biomass andsoil arbon. This ours during natural res (wild res) as well as from theburning of biofuels and fossil fuels. Eah of these soures has a unique isotopisignature whih an help to dierentiate between them.The atmospheri methane reservoir was approximately 2007±50 TgCH4 in thepre-industrial era and has grown by 2960±60 TgCH4 from 1750-2009 (Kirshke,2013). Kirshke (2013) provide estimates of mean annual CH4 emissions through-out 2000-2009. The largest single soure of CH4 are wetlands, inluding bogs,swamps, marshes and peat lands to name a few, with a mean emission of
∼217 TgCH4/yr. The majority of wetlands are loated in tropial and subtropi-al humid regions. The high-latitude northern hemisphere is home to vast areasof wetlands aounting for approximately 44% of total wetland areas (OECD,1996) and where permafrost limits emissions of CH4. Warm temperatures duringthe high-latitude summer inreases soil thaw, resulting in a summertime peakemission of wetland CH4. Although wetlands only over 6-7% of the Earth's sur-fae (OECD, 1996), they aount for a disproportionate share of the terrestrialarbon pool. The majority of wetland arbon is stored in northern boreal andsub-arti regions in peat land soils. At present, low and mid-latitude wetlands
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tion 25represent a larger annual soure of CH4 to the atmosphere, but as CH4 emissionrates from high-latitude wetlands peak during periods of soil thaw, arbon storesin these regions are partiularly vulnerable to rapid warming in the Arti. Ge-ologial soures of CH4 are ∼54 TgCH4/yr and emissions from CH4 hydrates areurrently very low (∼6 TgCH4/yr). The largest anthropogeni soures are fromfossil fuels (∼96 TgCH4/yr), ruminants (∼90 TgCH4/yr), emissions from land-lls and waste (∼75 TgCH4/yr) and rie paddies (∼36 TgCH4/yr). Destrutionof CH4 by tropospheri OH typially lies within 450-620 TgCH4/yr (Kirshke,2013).
1.2.3 Observing the Carbon CyleA large range of instruments and tehniques have been developed to observe andimprove our understanding of the arbon yle. For example measurement am-paigns of the soil-atmosphere CO2 ux have taken plae in hundreds of loations.However ux measurement sites are often short term resulting in temporal dis-ontinuities and the uxes they measure are representative of relatively smallspatial sales. This type of measurement is partiularly useful for understand-ing the underlying proesses whih determine arbon uxes and their responseto environmental variables. Flux measurements are typially up saled using aproess-based model. This approah to estimating large-sale arbon uxes isknown as a bottom-up estimate.The top down approah is used to make estimates of arbon uxes fromonentrations of CO2 and CH4 in the atmosphere. As this is not a diretmeasurement of the arbon ux, the ux estimates are inferred indiretly. Upuntil reently, ontinental-sale ux estimates have typially been estimatedby the assimilation of ground-based measurements of atmospheri CO2 into an
26 1.2 The Global Carbon Cyleatmospheri hemistry transport model (ACTM). Suh a model uses the existingbest estimate (prior) surfae emission uxes with assimilated meteorologial eldsto simulate spatial and temporal variations in atmospheri onentrations of traegases. By assimilating the most reent CO2 or CH4 measurements, the priorsurfae uxes are then adjusted to nd the best math between the model andinput data, termed the posterior ux.
Figure 1.8: Global map of NOAA/ESRL GMD greenhouse gas monitoringsites showing disrete ask sites (red irles), observatories that ollet semi-ontinuous measurements (blue squares), tower data (green triangle) and lo-ations where airraft ampaigns have olleted data (blue stars). Soure:http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/gg/Sine 1958 when Keeling set up his CO2 instrument at Mauna Loa, the globalsurfae measurement network of CO2 has grown, with more sites around the worldmeasuring an inreasing number of greenhouse gases. The largest measurementnetwork is the Cooperative Global Air Sampling Network (CGASN), whih is runby the National Oean and Atmospheri Administration (NOAA)/Earth SystemResearh Laboratory (ESRL) Global Monitoring Division (GMD) and has many
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tion 27sites loated around the world. Figure 1.8 shows the extent of the NOAA/ESRLgreenhouse gas monitoring network. Although one of the rst diret observationsof atmospheri CH4 was made in 1978 Blake et al. (1982), the NOAA/ESRLnetwork began to monitor CH4 ontinuously in 1983 (Dlugokenky et al., 1983-2013). CO2 and CH4 are now measured at many surfae monitoring sites at arange of temporal resolutions by a number of dierent researh ommunities. Theadvantage of suh observations is that they an be representative of large salesurfae uxes if the loation of the measurement is hosen arefully. However,suh observations are aeted by surfae uxes from a wide range of soures whihhave been transported from all of the world. ACTMs are required to interpretthe transport omponent of the data. Although ground based observations arevery preise, their global spatial distribution is sparse and unevenly distributedfor surfae ux estimates at smaller spatial sales. From Figure 1.8, it an beseen that boreal and tropial regions have a relatively low number of samplingsites, where these areas are some of the largest ontributors to terrestrial arbonuxes. Airraft ight ampaigns also provide useful observations of CO2 in thatthey an provide vertial proles of CO2, however they have a limited range andare only available on a ampaign basis. This limits their spatial overage and thetime period over whih measurements an be taken. The low number of samplingsites in boreal and tropial regions means that they are poorly represented in uxinversions, and high unertainties persist in the arbon ux estimates.Spae-based observations of the atmosphere represent a possible solution to therelatively sparse surfae network. They have the potential to provide highresolution observations with frequent global overage inluding observations overregions that are, at present, poorly haraterised by ground-based measurements.It has been shown that spae-borne observations of CO2 have the potential to bevery useful for onstraining CO2 surfae uxes at regional sales in omparisonto using the existing ground-based network alone (Rayner and O'Brien, 2001).
28 1.2 The Global Carbon CyleThere are a number of operational instruments that take measurements of XCO2and XCH4 from spae, where XCO2 is the olumn-averaged dry air mole fration ofCO2. These olumn onentrations are not diret measurements but are inferredby measuring spetra of sunlight reeted from the Earth's surfae. The reetedeletromagneti radiation is absorbed by CO2 and CH4 in the atmosphere at veryspei wavelengths. A spae-borne spetrometer is able to measure the spetrawhih ontain this information in the form of absorption lines, from whih theamount of CO2 and CH4 in the atmospheri olumn an be retrieved using aradiative transfer model. CO2 instruments typially measure reeted radiation inthe thermal and short-wave infrared wavelengths (TIR and SWIR respetively) asCO2 absorption is strong at these wavelengths. Measurements of SWIR radiationprovides the key advantage of being partiularly sensitive of CO2 onentrationsnear to the surfae where this is more useful for estimating surfae uxes (Olsenand Randerson, 2004).
Figure 1.9: Representative averaging kernels for XCO2 soundings using the nearinfrared (analogous to SWIR) CO2 absorption band from OCO and the TIR CO2absorption band from AIRS(Crisp et al., 2004).The Atmospheri Infrared Sounder (AIRS) on-board the National Aeronautisand Spae Administration (NASA) Aqua satellite, launhed in 2002, was the rst
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tion 29instrument from whih global maps of atmospheri CO2 in the loud-free uppertroposphere ould be derived from measurements of TIR. TIR soundings are lesssensitive to near-surfae CO2 due to the small surfae-atmosphere temperatureontrast. The CO2 onentrations in the upper troposhere tend to be relativelyzonal due to atmospheri mixing and provide limited information about surfaeuxes (Chevallier et al., 2005). For this reason, most subsequent missions, forexample the NASA Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO) (Crisp et al., 2004)have opted for soundings of XCO2 in the SWIR part of the spetrum. Figure 1.9shows the averaging kernels for AIRS and OCO respetively, where the averagingkernels represent the vertial weighting of the XCO2 retrieval depending onwhih CO2 absorption band is used. In addition to AIRS, The European SpaeAgeny's (ESA) SCanning Imaging Absorption SpetroMeter for AtmospheriCartograpHY (SCIAMACHY) was also launhed in 2002 aboard Envisat, whihwas the next satellite from whih retrievals were made of XCO2, this timefrom measurements of SWIR. Although the SCIAMACHY instrument was highlysensitive to surfae CO2, it was not initially optimised for observing the neessaryabsorption bands for XCO2 retrievals, resulting in systemati XCO2 retrievalerrors and subsequent limitations on ux estimation Frankenberg et al. (2011).The Japanese Aerospae Exploration Ageny (JAXA) launhed the Greenhousegases Observing SATellite (GOSAT) in 2009, arrying the Thermal And Nearinfrared Sensor for arbon Observation (TANSO), the rst instrument dediatedto observing XCO2 and XCH4 onentrations from spae. NASA's OCO wasdue to be launhed in the same year as GOSAT, but an unfortunate failing ofthe launh model resulted in the loss of the satellite. A replaement for OCOwas launhed earlier this year. Spae-borne sensor tehnology and algorithms forretrieving XCO2 and XCH4 are being developed rapidly, and these measurementsare likely to provide substantially better onstraints on the arbon budget whenused in onjuntion with ground-based data and ux inversion methods. Althoughthere are many planned missions and many emerging mission onepts, there is a
30 1.2 The Global Carbon Cylerequirement for new designs whih are lighter, more ompat and with the abilityto measure atmospheri XCO2 and XCH4 onentrations with greater auray.
1.2.4 CO2 and CH4 sine 1958Carbon DioxideFigure 1.10 shows estimates of anthropogeni CO2 emissions and how they arepartitioned into dierent arbon reservoirs from the Global Carbon Projet 2013(Le Quéré et al., 2014). The top panel shows the inrease in emissions fromfossil fuel ombustion and ement prodution, as well as those resulting fromhanges in landuse. The bottom panel shows estimates of how these emissionshave been distributed among the dierent arbon reservoirs with time. It an beseen that eah of the three reservoirs, the land, the oeans, and the atmospherehave gradually inreased in size as emissions of CO2 have inreased. Note thatthere is far more interannual variability following 1958 due to the additionalinformation from ontinuous CO2 measurements, but also that the land sink showssigniantly more variability than the oeans. The land arbon sink appears to bepartiularly sensitive to limate variability and it has been shown that large salelimate phenomena suh as El NinõSouthern Osillation (ENSO) explains muhof this variability (Jones et al., 2001). Cox et al. (2013) highlights the existeneof an emerging linear relationship between the interannual variation in the CO2growth rate and tropial temperature anomalies whih are highly orrelated withENSO.By removing anthropogeni emissions from the annual growth rate in the atmo-spheri onentration of CO2, it has been alulated that approximately 43% ofanthropogeni emissions of CO2 remain in the atmosphere annually, while the
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Figure 1.10: Soures of CO2 (land use hange and ombined fossil fuel ombustionand ement prodution) and estimates of how they are partitioned into dierent arbonreservoirs: the terrestrial biosphere, oeans and atmosphere (Le Quéré et al., 2014).The interannual variability in the land ux is signiantly larger than any of the otherarbon uxes.rest is absorbed by the natural arbon yle (Stoker et al., 2013). This frationis known as the airborne fration (AF). As shown in Figure 1.10, the oeans andterrestrial biosphere are onsidered responsible for this missing sink. While therate of anthropogeni CO2 emissions has been steadily rising, long term hange inthe AF appears to be small. This is in agreement with many studies suggestingthat the natural arbon yle has been taking up progressively more CO2 (e.g.(Canadel et al., 2007)) with uptake approximately doubling sine 1960 (Ballan-tyne et al., 2012). The biosphere and oeans have, in eet, provided a free servieto us so far by reduing the proportion of our CO2 emissions that remain in theatmosphere, and in turn preventing additional greenhouse warming. Changes inthe eieny of these sinks ould have a large impat on the rate of limate hange(Raupah, 2011).
32 1.2 The Global Carbon CyleIt has been debated whether there has been a trend in the AF, with Le Quéréet al. (2009) estimating a 90% probability of a signiant AF inrease of 3±2% perdeade over the period of ontinuous CO2 measurements at Mauna Loa. Le Quéréet al. (2009) outline several possibilities to explain this inrease: (1) a greater rateof inrease in CO2 emissions than strengthening of uptake from arbon sinks (2)a redution in the rate at whih arbon sinks are beoming more eient dueto the limits of CO2 fertilisation and/or the oeans beoming saturated withCO2 (3) a response of the arbon sinks to limate variability or hange (4) somesink proesses that have not yet been onsidered. A dierent study, by Knorr(2009), did not nd evidene to support a statistially signiant inrease inthe AF based on the available data and auray. This result however diereddepending on whether the AF, whih ontains substantial interannual variability,was ltered to redue the inuene of interannual limate variability and volanieruptions. Knorr (2009) found trends in the AF of 0.2±0.17 and 1.2±0.9%/yr perdeade over the same time period for the unltered and ltered ases respetively.Fröliher et al. (2013) found that previous studies suh as Le Quéré et al. (2009)underestimate deadal-sale eets of large volani eruptions in alulations ofAF trends, and also found a near-zero trend in their analysis.It has been speulated that the AF alone is insuient to make rm onlusionsabout a slowdown of land biosphere or oean uptake of anthropogeni arbon - forexample, Gloor et al. (2010) pointed out that hanges in oean and land sinks arenot equivalent to hanges in the airborne fration. A more reent study has usedan observable quantity that reets sink properties more diretly than the AF, ks,the ombined landoean CO2 sink ux per unit of exess atmospheri CO2 abovepreindustrial levels (Raupah et al., 2014). They nd that this quantity hasdereased by ∼33% throughout 1959-2012 reenforing the idea that CO2 sinkshave inreased at a slower rate than the inrease in exess CO2 and where 20% ofthe trend is estimated to be a response to limate hange. If this gap ontinues to
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tion 33widen, CO2 will begin to aumulate more rapidly in the atmosphere. Indeed, thisis not totally unexpeted, as model simulations have estimated a deline in thefuture uptake of CO2 by the oean and terrestrial biosphere (Friedlingstein et al.,2006). For example, while higher levels of CO2 an enhane plant photosynthesisand water use eieny, it an also inrease plant and soil respiration rates. Itis not urrently known whether the terrestrial biosphere will remain a net sink ofCO2 or beome a net soure in the next entury (Friedlingstein et al., 2006).It is likely that terrestrial eosystems will respond dierently to limate hangeand inreased atmospheri CO2 onentrations aording to their geographialregion. This will largely result from dierenes in plant physiology and dierentregional hanges in limate in the tropis and mid to high latitudes. For exam-ple, boreal eosystems whih primarily lie >50◦N between temperate forest andtundra, are being exposed to partiularly rapid warming as a result of polar am-pliation of limate hange, in addition to the higher levels of atmospheri CO2.Our ability to monitor these eosystems and their exhange rates of arbon withthe atmosphere on regional sales as well as improving the methods by whih weanalyse existing data is now key.
MethaneDisrete global measurements of CH4 began in 1983 as part of the NOAA/ESRLmonitoring network (Dlugokenky et al., 1983-2013). In the past 30 years, theatmospheri observations have shown a substantial rise in CH4 of ∼200 ppb. Theatmospheri growth rate of CH4 was ∼12 ppb/yr between 19801992, but slowedto ∼9 ppb/yr in the following deade, before reahing a relatively stable statein the early 2000s (Dlugokenky et al., 1998). This stagnation period oured
34 1.2 The Global Carbon Cylebetween 1999-2006, but in 2007 the onentration of CH4 began to rise again at
∼6 ppb/yr (Rigby et al., 2008; Dlugokenky et al., 2009).The reasons for the observed hanges in the growth rate are still not fullyunderstood. On deadal timesales, estimates of natural CH4 emissions frombottom-up inventories (based on proess based models) appear to be ∼20%larger than those estimated using top down methods (those that use atmospherionentration measurements) (Kirshke, 2013). These inonsistenies indiatethat estimates of regional emissions of natural soures are still not robust.Meanwhile, industrial emissions appear to be underestimated. Miller et al. (2013),for example, nds that anthropogeni emissions of CH4 from fossil fuel extrationand proessing is 4.9±2.6 times higher than those estimated in the EmissionDatabase for Global Atmospheri Researh (EDGAR), onsidered to be the mostomprehensive global methane inventory.A number of studies have found that the immediate rise in the CH4 onentrationfollowing 2007 was partly due to a surge in natural wetland emissions in theArti (Dlugokenky et al., 2011) and the tropis (Bousquet et al., 2011) in2008-2009 and 2010-2011 respetively (Bloom et al., 2010). The inreases inthe Arti were assoiated with abnormally high temperatures in 2007. Indeed,there are vast stores of CH4 in the Arti that are vulnerable to rapid inreases intemperature. In addition to anthropogeni emissions from gas wells and pipelines,there are large areas of permafrost and methane hydrate trapped beneath oshorepermafrost. Although the permafrost arbon pool aumulates slowly and an bepreserved for millions of years when frozen, it is highly deomposable and anbe released quikly when thawed (Zimov et al., 2006b). When permafrost thaws,methanogenisis an our in exposed soils on the land, and bubbles of previouslytrapped CH4 an rise up to the oean surfae from the sea bed, subsequently beingreleased into the atmosphere. Large emissions from deaying methane hydrates
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tion 35have already been observed from the East Siberian Arti Shelf (Shakhova et al.,2010, 2013), although these have not been deteted in NOAA/ESRL atmospherimeasurements and they are likely to remain limited in the next 100 years (Biastohet al., 2011). Permafrost sediments on the land have already begun to thaw(Romanovsky et al., 2001), and many are questioning the fate of permafrostarbon (Zimov et al., 2006a). Isotope measurements from surfae and airraftampaigns have also been used to highlight Arti wetlands as a major soure inthe Summer, and gas leaks from industry in the Winter (Fisher et al., 2011). Along term trend in Arti emissions from permafrost has not yet been observedand despite the potentially large eet on future limate projetions, few modelsimulations urrently aount for the potential of large Arti CH4 emissions.
36 1.3 Thesis Outline1.3 Thesis OutlineMy thesis has two primary objetives:
• Assess reent hanges in the seasonality of the arbon yle in high-latituderegions of the northern hemisphere for CO2 and CH4.
• Explore a novel satellite instrument onept for observing CO2 from spae.As ever, I have an ultimate objetive, whih in this ase is to improve our urrentunderstanding of reent hanges in the global arbon yle. The fous of mythesis is on reent hanges in CO2 uxes from boreal vegetation, and high-latitudewetland soures of CH4 in response to rapidly inreasing Arti and sub-Artitemperatures.In Chapter 2, I haraterise the errors assoiated with analysing variability andtrends of the CO2 seasonal yle when it is detrended using the wavelet transform.I analyse the phase and amplitude of the CO2 seasonal yle using a range ofmetris, some of whih have not previously been used. The phase of the seasonalyle refers to hanges in the timing of the net arbon uptake period, while theamplitude represents hanges in overall arbon exhange. I ompare the resultswith high-latitude temperature metris and o-loated observations of the CO2isotope ratio, δ13C.In Chapter 3, I analyse ground-based in-situ and ask measurements of high-latitude CH4 onentrations to look for evidene of hanging CH4 emissions fromboreal and Arti wetlands. In-situ observations at Barrow, Alaska, provideinformation about summertime CH4 anomalies that are assoiated with wetlandemissions from the North Slope of Alaska. These anomalies show the relativetiming of wetland emissions with respet to the broad sale CH4 seasonal yle at
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tion 37high latitudes. It is hypothesised that inreases in wetland emissions ould resultin a derease in the seasonal amplitude of CH4 at high-latitude sites. I analyseask measurements of CH4 for hanges in amplitude, and use output from anatmospheri transport model to investigate whether this ould be linked with ahange in wetland emissions.In Chapter 4, I present a novel instrument onept, developed by sta at the UKAstronomy Tehnology Centre, for observing atmospheri olumns of CO2 fromspae. I present the results from the prototype laboratory experiments whih Iarried out on the instrument and haraterise the ability of the instrument tomeasure the three spetra neessary for XCO2 retrievals on the same detetor.This study is limited to theoretial design and proof of onept of the instrument.In Chapter 5 I summarise the results and suggest future diretions for this work.
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Chapter 2
Evidene of large-sale hanges inCO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes
2.1 Introdution
Observed variability of atmospheri arbon dioxide (CO2) reets hanges in time-and spatial-dependent surfae emission and uptake proesses, and atmospheritransport and hemistry. Long-term reords of atmospheri CO2, available insome loations for more than half a entury, show a near-monotoni inreasesuperimposed with a seasonal yle. Disentangling signals from individualproesses from these data is generally non-trivial but partiularly diult forlong-lived trae gases with atmospheri lifetimes of, say, longer than one yearwhere the signal of interest typially represents a variation of, perhaps, only a fewperent atop a slowly varying ambient onentration. We are instead reliant on39
40 2.1 Introdutionomputer models of surfae proesses and atmospheri transport, whih have theirown weaknesses, or omplex analysis of the time series. Here, I use the wavelettransform to spetrally deompose CO2 time series aross the globe, revealingnew insights about the growth rate, and hanges in the amplitude and phase ofCO2 assoiated with the growing season.A growing body of work shows that terrestrial eosystems are partiularlysensitive to hanges in limate at the start and end of the growing season,largely based on relating earlier owering and leaf ushing dates at mid-latitudesto warmer springtime temperatures (e.g., Shwartz et al. (2006); Taylor et al.(2008); Thompson and Clark (2008); Ellwood et al. (2013)). Preditions basedon experimental studies have been unable to reprodue the sign or the magnitudeof the observed variations in leaf phenology (Wolkovih et al., 2012). Studieshave typially shown a weaker relationship between autumn surfae temperaturesand the timing of leaf loss, with some work suggesting that inreasing CO2ontributes to delayed autumnal senesene (Taylor et al., 2008). Changes inphenology have impliations for arbon uxes, and the assoiated analysis of theobserved variability of atmospheri CO2 generally supports the onlusions fromthe phenology studies of spring warming (Thompson, 2011). Keeling et al. (1996)reported an inrease in the peak-to-peak amplitude of the seasonal yle at MaunaLoa, Hawaii and Barrow, Alaska, interpreted as an indiator of inreased ativityof northern vegetation, and a hange in the phase suggesting a lengthening ofthe growing season in response to warmer spring temperatures. A more updatestudy by Graven et al. (2013) has shown that the inrease in seasonal amplitudehas persisted at Barrow, Alaska and an also be seen in airraft measurements inthe mid-troposphere, and that these hanges, evident of inreased CO2 uptake byboreal and temperate forests, show no signs of slowing down. Later studies haveshowed that arbon uptake in the northern hemisphere is starting earlier in springand that the release of arbon is also starting sooner in autumn (Piao et al., 2008)
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hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 41in response to hanges in the thermal growing season (Barihivih et al., 2012) andsnow melt dates (Barihivih et al., 2013). Spetral deomposition of atmospherimeasurements of CO2 is not a new idea, with Keeling providing some of the earlyinsights into his measurements at Mauna Loa. Previous studies have typiallyemployed urve tting tehniques (e.g. Baastow et al. (1985), Thompson et al.(1986), Piao et al. (2008) and Barihivih et al. (2012)) or ltering methods suhas omplex demodulation (Thompson and Clark (2008) and Thompson (2011).However there are inherent problems with analyses whih fous on detrendedseasonal yles, in partiular the aliasing eets that our as a result of thedetrending proess.I apply the wavelet transform (Torrene and Compo, 1998) to CO2 mole frationdata, whih simultaneously deomposes time series into time-frequeny spae,while preserving information about both the amplitude and phase of osillationswithin the time series. When used as a ltering tehnique, this transform hasan advantage over traditional ltering methods in that it removes noise at allfrequenies and an be used to isolate single events that have a broad powerspetrum or multiple events that have a varying frequeny. This method provideseasy isolation of hanges in the CO2 growth rate and seasonal yle. I haraterisethe aliasing eets that result from the detrending proess in order to determinethe best metris for estimating trends in the seasonal yle. My data analysis isfoused on high northern latitude sites where the boreal CO2 seasonal yle hasa high signal-to-noise ratio relating to strong boreal terrestrial arbon uxes.In Setion 2.2, I desribe the data and methods used in the analysis. In Setion2.3, I desribe the wavelet transform that I use to spetrally deompose the dataand haraterize the aliasing errors assoiated with detrending the data. I alsoompare my CO2 growth rate estimates with those reported by NOAA/ESRL atMauna Loa to quantify the unertainty assoiated with both methods. In Setion
42 2.2 Data and Methods2.4, I quantify the regional ontributions to high-latitude CO2 onentrations. InSetion 2.5, I analyse global atmospheri CO2 growth rates, and I use the wavelettransform to produe detrended time series of CO2. I quantify hanges in theamplitude and phase of the high-latitude seasonal yle over the past 40 years atnumerous high-latitude CO2 monitoring sites. In Setion 2.6, I further investigatethe results by using gridded temperature data and CO2 isotope observations. Ionlude in Setion 2.7.
2.2 Data and Methods2.2.1 CO2 and δ13C DataI use weekly mean CO2 time series alulated from NOAA/ESRL CGASNdisrete CO2 surfae mole fration measurements, with geographial site loationsshown in Figure 2.1. At eah of these monitoring sites, asks of air areolleted twie weekly by the NOAA/ESRL GMD when onditions are onsideredrepresentative of bakground onditions, before the CO2 dry air mole frationis determined using a non-dispersive infrared analyser. Ongoing alibrationsat eah site ensures reasonable auray of individual measurements and allowsreliable interomparisons of data time series within the NOAA/ESRL network.Unertainties of disrete CO2 measurements are alulated based on the abilityto propagate the World Meteorologial Organisation (WMO) XCO2 sale toworking standards (±0.02 ppm based on a 68% ondene interval, Zhao andTans (2006)), analytial repeatability when using the analysers for samplemeasurement (±0.03 ppm), and the agreement between pairs of samples olletedsimultaneously (±0.1 ppm aross the entire sampling network). Comparison ofmonthly mean CO2 at Mauna Loa determined independently by NOAA/ESRL
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hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 43and Sripps Institution of Oeanography (SIO) shows an average dierene during1974-2004 of 0.04 ppm with a standard deviation of the annual mean dierenesof 0.12 ppm - these omparisons provide ondene that the NOAA/ESRL CO2measurements are generally aurate to better than 0.2 ppm. The sum of theseunertainties is negligible in omparison to the magnitude of CO2 variabilityobserved at northern high-latitudes where there is a strong seasonal yle.



































Figure 2.1: The loations of NOAA/ESRL sites used in my CO2 time series analysis.For seasonal yle analysis, I fous on northern hemisphere high-latitude sites markedin blue, where mid and low-latitudes sites are marked in green and red respetively.The sites shown in magenta, blue and green are used for growth rate analysis only.The six sites with a blak border are those with the longest time span in eah 30◦latitude band. The shaded regions are the temperate and boreal northern hemisphereland regions dened in the initial TransCom study (Gurney et al., 2002). These regionsare used for analysis of temperature and atmospheri transport.I also use oiniding measurements of δ13C to help us attribute observed hangesof CO2 to land biospheri uptake. The isotope samples are analysed at theStable Isotope Laboratory at The Institute of Arti and Alpine Researh withinColorado University (CU-INSTAAR) using asks of air from the CGASN (White
44 2.2 Data and Methodsand Vaughn, 2011a). Preision is estimated to be approximately 0.028 permil for



















× 1000, (2.1)where [ 13C12C ]
sample
is the ratio of 13C to 12C within the sample, and [ 13C12C ]
sample
isthe ratio of 13C to 12C in a standard (a substane with a known, unhanging 13Cto 12C ratio). Individual measurements of 12C and 13C are arried out by isolatingthe CO2 in a subsample of air from eah ask and using a mass spetrometer todetermine the isotopi omposition. Measurements of δ13C show strong seasonalvariations, whih are anti-orrelated with CO2. Plants preferentially take thelighter arbon 12C isotope out of the atmosphere through photosynthesis duringspring and summer resulting in an inrease in δ13C, and release more 12C than
12C during autumn and winter resulting in a derease in δ13C.I only use data from sites where the length of the time series is at least 15 years,reeting my primary interest of understanding long-term responses of CO2 tohanges in limate. Although there are typially more temporal disontinuitiesthan monthly data, I fous on analysis of weekly mean CO2 as it provides moredetailed information about hanges in the phase of the seasonal yle.The wavelet transform method requires a ontinuous time series with a onstanttime step and it is therefore neessary to impute missing data. To ll a missingvalue in the time series I extrat a seasonal value from a loally averaged seasonalyle (alulated from the 2 years to either side of the missing value) and a trendvalue from a latitude-spei referene time series (Figure 2.2), aounting forlarge-sale anomalies in the growth rate. Any remaining missing data points areextrated from a pieewise ubi spline urve-t. Figure 2.3 shows an example ofmy imputation approah using CO2 mole fration and δ13C time series from Cold
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hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 45Bay, Alaska (CBA). At this site, there are typially few missing data points butthere are periods of >1 year with no data at all. Parts of the time series thatontain signiant setions of missing data are likely to be unreliable, howeverprolonged periods are rare, with CBA being one of the worst examples, and I ndthat isolated missing data points do not signiantly impat the determination oflong-term trends in the phase and amplitude.For analysis of atmospheri growth rates, I use estimates of CO2 emissions fromland use hange and those resulting from the ombined eets of fossil fuelombustion and ement prodution throughout 1960-2010. This data was souredfrom the Global Carbon Projet (Le Quéré et al., 2014).
































Figure 2.2: Referene weekly CO2 mole fration measurements (ppm) overingvarious time spans for 30◦ degree latitude bands used to impute missing data points.BRW, NWR, MLO, SMO, CGO, and SPO are odes to denote Barrow (71.3◦N,156.6◦W), Niwot Ridge (40.0◦N, 105.6◦W), Mauna Loa (19.5◦N, 155.6◦W), AmerianSamoa (14.2◦S, 170.5◦W), Cape Grim (40.7◦S, 144.7◦E), and South Pole (89.9◦S,24.8◦W). Also see Figure 2.1 for site loations.





























Figure 2.3: Weekly (top) CO2 mole fration (ppm) measurements (blak) and(bottom) δ13C values (per mil) at Cold Bay, Alaska (CBA, 55.2◦N, 162.7◦W) from1980 to 2012. Imputed values, shown in red, are inferred from a loally averagedseasonal yle adjusted for anomalies in growth rate. Any remaining missing valuesare extrated from a tted pieewise ubi spline urve (magenta).
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hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 472.2.2 GEOS-Chem Atmospheri Transport Model
I use output from the GEOS-Chem ACTM to help interpret results from theCO2 data analysis. In partiular, this model output is used to estimate theproportion of seasonal variability in CO2 observed at surfae monitoring sitesdriven by arbon uxes in dierent geographial regions.Model DesriptionThe GEOS-Chem model output was provided by Liang Feng of the TropospheriChemistry and Earth Observation Modelling Group within the Shool of Geo-sienes at the University of Edinburgh. The model output was produed usingv7-03-06 of the GEOS-Chem ACTM, driven by GEOS-5 assimilated meteorologi-al data from the NASA Global Modelling and Assimilation Oe (GMAO) God-dard Earth Observing System (GEOS). It uses a horizontal spatial resolution of4◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude (a degradation of the native resolution of 0.5◦×0.667◦)with 47 vertial levels and a temporal resolution of 3 hours. The model uses priorCO2 uxes for the land biosphere (Randerson et al., 1997), oeans (Takahashiet al., 2002), biomass burning (GFEDv2), and fossil fuel ombustion (Sunthar-alingam et al., 2005). For the CO2 attribution alulations, a tagged versionof the model is used (Feng et al., 2011), whih deomposes the total CO2 intoontributions from spei proesses and geographial regions. The 23 regionsused here are those often adopted from the original CO2 TransCom experiments(Gurney et al., 2002). These inlude the boreal and temperate regions of NorthAmeria, Europe and Asia.Model SimulationThe simulation used is a perturbation simulation from 2004-2009. In thesimulation, on the rst day of every month, eah region releases a xed quantity of1 PgCO2 from the surfae, whih is then transported by the GEOS-5 meteorology.
48 2.2 Data and MethodsThe CO2 is tagged by region and month of the year. I nd and sample CO2 atthe nearest model grid point to eah of the NOAA/ESRL CO2 measurement sitesto build up daily CO2 time series over the ve year period. In order to reet thedierent magnitude of arbon uxes from dierent regions and the fat that CO2uxes vary seasonally, the 1 PgCO2 is multiplied by the prior ux estimate forthat region. The prior uxes vary seasonally, but not from year to year. I thenderive the relative quantities of CO2 arriving at eah site from dierent regionsand times of the year. For eah site, I take the maximum ontribution from eahregion in the rst 30 days from the initial monthly ux into the atmosphere.
2.2.3 Other DataI use the University of East Anglia Climate Researh Unit TS3.10 gridded landtemperature dataset (Harris et al., 2013) to help interpret observed variationsin the CO2 time series. This data has a 0.5×0.5 degree spatial resolution andmonthly time resolution. I alulate regional mean time series of temperatureusing the northern hemisphere TransCom regions shown in Figure 2.1. Thisaounts for the fat that CO2 measurements typially have a larger spatialfootprint than the gridded limate data. I analyse the resulting time series through1960-2012, dening a thermal growing season (TGS), where TGSBEG is the 5◦Cspring rossing date (-ve to +ve), and TGSEND is the the 5◦C autumn rossingdate (+ve to -ve). This is equivalent to the method adopted by Barihivih et al.(2012). During this warm period of days >5◦C (TGSLEN), soil is likely to havethawed and temperatures are suient for plants to beome ative during thegrowing season. I regress these variables with with CO2 seasonal yle phasemetris.I originally hose this dataset due to its long-time span, whih went as far bak as
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hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 49the beginning of the ontinuous CO2 measurements at Mauna Loa. Although itwas unneessary to use suh a long time series in this partiular analysis, I foundthat the dierene in results when doing the same analysis with other temperaturedatasets was insigniant.
2.2.4 Statistial MethodsI use standard linear regression to alulate regression oeients and their 95%ondene intervals. I use the F statisti and its p value to test for statistialsigniane of trends. In an F -test, the test statisti has an F distribution underthe null hypothesis - that there is no statistial relationship between two timeseries. In my analysis I assume that oeients with p <0.05 and p <0.01 arestatistially signiant and highly statistially signiant respetively, while a
p value >0.05 represents a result that is not statistially signiant. Unlessotherwise speied, regression oeients refer to the linear regression of avariable against time, where a statistially signiant oeient would indiatethe presene of a trend. I use the Pearson produt-moment orrelation oeient
r, in order to determine the linear orrelation between two time series. I use aMonte Carlo simulation to empirially derive estimates of unertainty assoiatedwith the dierent seasonal yle metris used in my analysis.For regression of CO2 against δ13C metris, Method I (linear) regression isnot appropriate beause it assumes that there is no error assoiated with thedependent variable, and that the errors in the two variables are unrelated.This is not the ase, as errors are likely to be present in both δ13C and CO2and they are related beause one is present in the other. These errors arrythrough to the phase metris used in the analysis and therefore an alternativeregression method is required. I use Method II regression, Redued Major Axis
50 2.3 Wavelet transform: methodology and error haraterization(RMA) Regression, whih is also known as Geometri Mean Regression. RMAis speially formulated to aount for there being errors in both the x and yvariables. This method provides regression oeients, a 95% ondene intervalon eah oeient, and a p value assoiated with the statistial signiane of therelationship. I interpret these values as I do for those determined from standardlinear regression.
2.3 Wavelet transform: methodology and errorharaterization
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hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 51where x̂k is the disrete Fourier transform of xn, N is the number of points inthe time series, k=0...N − 1 is the frequeny index and ψ̂ ∗ (sωk) is the omplexonjugate of the Fourier transform of a normalized, saled and translated versionof ψ0(η), where s is the sale and ωk is the angular frequeny. I use the Morletwavelet (Torrene and Compo, 1998), a plane wave modulated by a Gaussianenvelope:
ψ0 (η) = π
−1/4eiω0ηe−η
2/2 (2.3)where ω0 is the nondimensional frequeny and η is the nondimensional time-parameter. I hose the Morlet wavelet beause it is nonorthogonal, whih is anattrative property for the analysis of smooth and ontinuous variations suh asthose exhibited by CO2 mole fration time series. The wavelet is omprised ofa real and imaginary part, providing information about amplitude and phase,respetively.
Figure 2.4: The left panel shows the real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts of theMorlet wavelet. The right panel shows the root mean square errors assoiated withdierent values of Cδ derived empirially from residuals determined by subtratingthe reonstruted CO2 time series from the original time series, where individuallyoloured lines are representative of dierent CO2 monitoring sites.The original time series an be reovered from wavelet spae using the orre-sponding inverse transform Torrene and Compo (1998) and summing over all











, (2.4)where ψ0(0) removes the energy saling and s1/2j onverts the wavelet transform toan energy density. Cδ and ψ0(0) are onstants determined for the spei waveletfuntion. In order to determine the optimum range of frequenies over whihto sum in order to reonstrut broad sale frequeny omponents I generated atime series equal to the sum of three individual sine waves with equal magnitudebut spei periods of 12, 6 and 4 months. Figure 2.5 shows the global waveletspetrum of this time series, where the global wavelet spetrum is the power of thewavelet oeient matrix summed over time. The dashed lines show the points ofminimum overlap between dierent frequeny omponents of the time series andare used as thresholds when reonstruting individual harmonis of the wavelettransformed data.To minimize edge eets assoiated with the Fourier transform, I add synthetidata to pad the start and end of the time series. For my alulation I repeat therst (last) three years of data bakward (forward), aounting for a growth ratebased on following (preeding) years. I also zero pad the time series so thatthe number of points used is an integral power of two, as this further reduesedge eets and speeds up the transform. The addition of the padded synthetidata allows utilisation of the edges of the time series by ensuring that thereis negligible additional error introdued by edge eets, but unertainty in thespetral deomposition is still likely to be largest at these points. The paddeddata at the edges of the time series are removed prior to analysis after the timeseries has been wavelet deomposed, ltered, and reonstruted.
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Figure 2.5: The global wavelet spetrum, dened as the power of the waveletoeient matrix summed over time, of a time series made up of three individual sineurves of equal magnitude but with periods of 12, 6 and 4 months respetively. Thedashed lines show the points at whih there is minimum overlap between the dierentomponents.I quantify the numerial error assoiated with the wavelet transform by deom-posing and reonstruting multiple time series before alulating the root meansquare error (RMSE) from the residuals. I nd that the value for Cδ previouslyreported (Torrene and Compo, 1998) introdues a small trend in the originalminus reonstruted residual, and nd that Cδ=0.7785 results in a muh smaller,unbiased residual and RMSE with a typial value <0.05 ppm for monthly dataand <0.025 ppm for weekly data (see Figure 2.4). Table 2.1 shows the waveletparameter values I used in my analysis.Additional unertainties may arise in the long-term trend and detrended seasonalyle as a result of spetral power being assigned to the inorret frequeny band.This ould, for example, result in onentration hanges aused by anthropogeniemissions reeping into what we deem the natural (seasonal) yle of CO2; theonverse is also true. However, this problem is prevalent amongst most methodsused to deompose the time series.










Example of spetral deomposition
Figure 2.6 shows, as an example, the spetral deomposition of CO2 mole frationmeasurements at Mauna Loa. The wavelet transform deomposes the 1-D timeseries into a 2-D power spetrum, desribing energy per unit time, as a funtionof frequeny (the reiproal of period) and time. The one of inuene is theboundary below whih wavelet oeients are ompromised by edge eets. I ndthat most of the power is in the annual and semi-annual periods, as expeted,but also peaks in power at periods > 12 months. This is likely to be a result ofresponses of the CO2 growth rate to large-sale limate variability, e.g., the ElNiño-Southern Osillation (ENSO). This is supported by the global wavelet powerspetra (integrated over all time). The interannual growth rate is determined bytaking the value of the long-term trend (deseasonalized) on January 1st in oneyear, and subtrating the value from the previous year to leave the net hange inonentration.Figure 2.6 shows two example appliations of the wavelet transform: 1) as alow-pass lter to deseasonalize the CO2 data (red line in top panel); and 2) theassoiated annual growth rate (ppm/yr), whih I nd is within <0.1 ppm of thereported values from NOAA/ESRL (not shown).













































Figure 2.6: Top row: weekly mean (blak) and low-pass ltered (red, frequenies
>18 months) CO2 mole fration time series (ppm) at Mauna Loa, 1959-2012. Middlerow: (left) the wavelet power spetrum where the olour sale is log(power). Theblak solid lines denotes the one of inuene. The wavelet power spetrum tends toemphasise very low frequeny information so I have subtrated an exponential termprior to applying the wavelet transform to emphasise the high frequeny variability(right) the orresponding time-integrated global wavelet spetrum. Bottom row: theinferred annual growth rate of CO2 (ppm/yr).Components of the Seasonal CyleThe annual yle of CO2 in the high-latitude northern hemisphere is drivenprimarily by photosynthesis and respiration of terrestrial vegetation, with aminima during the summer growing season months and a maxima during thewinter months. The seasonal ontribution from oean soures and sinks isrelatively small. This is disussed further in Setion 2.4.
56 2.3 Wavelet transform: methodology and error haraterizationPast analyses of surfae and airraft in situ CO2 onentration measurements haveshown the presene of a semi-annual yle in mid-tropospheri and surfae CO2(e.g. Thompson et al. (1986), Jiang et al. (2012)). This signal has reently beenattributed to biosphere-atmosphere CO2 exhange with a small ontribution frombiomass burning (Jiang et al., 2012), although better knowledge of oean uxesis also required to determine their ontribution to the CO2 semi-annual yle.The semi-annual yle has a minima during winter and summer just prior to themaxima and minima of the annual yle, and has a maxima during spring andautumn just prior to times of peak net uptake and release of CO2, respetively.In terms of spetral deomposition, the presene of a semi-annual yle in high-latitude CO2 is not surprising. This is beause the high-latitude seasonal yle isnot sinusoidal, but instead varies asymmetrially. Consequently, it is importantto onsider both the semi-annual and annual yles together when interpretinghanges in the phase of the seasonal yle. For this reason, and based on theanalysis of the global wavelet spetrums shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.5, I nd thatusing periods of >2 months and <18 months to onstrut the CO2 seasonal yleadequately desribes variability in the phase and amplitude.In the next setion, I dene a number of metris whih desribe dierentways in whih the seasonal yle hanges shape. I use a series of numerialexperiments based on syntheti data to haraterise the aliasing errors assoiatedwith detrending the seasonal yle and the ability to detet trends and interannualvariability in eah of the metris.
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haraterisation
Although the atmospheri growth rate of CO2 ontains important informationabout the arbon balane of large-sale vegetation, it is mixed in with informationabout many other soures and sinks of CO2 suh as oeani and anthropogenisoures. The seasonal yle on the other hand is predominantly driven byseasonal hanges in the uptake and release of arbon by terrestrial vegetation.Furthermore, the high-latitude seasonal yle is predominantly driven by borealvegetation (see Setion 2.4). It would therefore make sense that analysing thisseasonal yle ould provide invaluable insights into hanges in the CO2 ux fromboreal vegetation.The wavelet detrended seasonal yle of CO2 ontains a zero net annual uxby denition. Therefore, analysis of the detrended CO2 seasonal yle does notprovide diret evidene about the balane between uptake and release of arbon.Furthermore, the detrending proess an ompromise our ability to auratelydetermine hanges in the seasonal yle - a result of aliasing. Here, I usesyntheti CO2 time series, dened with spei hanges in amplitude and phase,to haraterize the aliasing errors assoiated with analysing CO2 onentrationtime series that have been detrended using the wavelet transform. Insights fromthis syntheti analysis will be applied to the interpretation of NOAA/ESRL molefration measurements. I attempt to use a number of metris dened belowto provide indiret evidene of trends in the arbon balane of the northernhemisphere.The starting point of my numerial experiments is the detrended time series ofatmospheri CO2 mole fration and it's rst time derivative, ∆tCO2.
58 2.3 Wavelet transform: methodology and error haraterizationSyntheti model frameworkI use a simple box model based on the CO2 mole fration time series at BRW(Figure 2.7). BRW is the most suitable site for this purpose beause it hasthe longest time series of all of the high-latitude sites and is onsidered highlyrepresentative of boreal vegetation in the northern hemisphere. I take the rsttime derivative of the detrended time series at BRW to get the ux time series,
∆tCO2. I then take the time series mean seasonal yle of the BRW CO2 uxand adjust it so that in its initial state, the soure and sink terms are balaned.This yle is then repeated for 40 years whih is roughly equivalent to the timespan of the BRW data. For my experiments, desribed below, I apply trends andvariability to various aspets of the CO2 ux time series before integrating toretrieve the CO2 onentration. The resulting onentration time series emulatesan observed time series.In these experiments, the trends are introdued to the ux time series rather thanthe mole fration time series beause this inludes in the analysis the hanges inthe interannual growth rate whih are now present due to the imbalane betweenthe soure and sink terms. If I were to instead apply the trends to the CO2 molefration time series, the only error introdued would be the numerial error of thewavelet transform whih is negligible.
Biologial period dened by atmospheri CO2Based on the ux time series I dene three periods during an annual yle: 1) aarbon uptake period when there is a net negative CO2 ux to the atmosphere(photosynthesis is higher than respiration); 2) a release period when there is a netsoure of CO2 to the atmosphere; and 3) a dormant period, dened between the
CHAPTER 2. Eviden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ale 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Figure 2.7: Syntheti CO2 `ux', expressed here at ppm/wk over an annual yle(left) and the orresponding mole fration (ppm) time series repeated over suessiveyears (right). The CO2 annual yle is based on the observed yle at BRW.latter half of winter and the start of the next uptake period, when plant ativityis very low due to frozen ground suh that ∆tCO2 is typially small (but non-zerodue to transport of CO2 from the lower latitudes).
Metris used to interpret atmospheri CO2 variationsI use several metris from the time series analysis, eah of them determined fromthe detrended CO2 seasonal yle: the seasonal amplitude and zero-rossing pointsof the CO2 mole fration, and peak uptake/release and numerous phase thresholdsfrom the rst time dierential of CO2, ∆tCO2.The amplitude of the seasonal yle, dened as the peak to peak dierene(maxima minus minima) of the seasonal CO2 mole fration time series, has beenused in previous studies as a measure of biologial ativity. This metri aloneannot tell us whether net uptake or release is responsible for observed variationsin the seasonal yle, but previous work has shown that it tends to have a stronger
60 2.3 Wavelet transform: methodology and error haraterization












































Figure 2.8: A shemati of the measures I used to haraterize hanges in theamplitude and phase of atmospheri CO2 (ppm). In this example I use detrendedannual and semi-annual omponents of CO2 data from BRW.relationship with the period of strong net uptake during summer months (Gravenet al., 2013). Zero-rossing points refer to times when the detrended seasonalyle is equal to zero. For a seasonal yle there is a downward and upward ZCP(DZCP and UZCP, respetively) within one year. The DZCP does not neessarilyorrespond with spring onset, but an be onsidered as a proxy; similarly, theUZCP is a proxy for the timing of autumn arbon release but typially lies nearto the end of the period of net arbon release. Peak uptake (PU) and peakrelease (PR) refers to the minima and maxima of the ux time series respetively.Changes in ∆tCO2 have a learer physial interpretation than the onentrationZCPs. For example, the ∆tCO2 DZCP and UZCP is the approximate timing ofwhen terrestrial vegetation beomes a net sink or a net soure of CO2 respetively.For ∆tCO2 I use a number of additional phase thresholds whih represent thetiming of when ertain thresholds in ∆tCO2 are reahed (e.g. 25% of peak uptake).The ∆tCO2 DZCP is more diult to determine using the BRW seasonal yle
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 61beause small mole fration variations during the dormant period (whih has anear-zero ux) are suient to bring ∆tCO2 below zero prior to the onset oflarge-sale net uptake. As disussed below a more robust approah is to use25% of peak uptake as an indiator of spring timing rather than the DZCP. Inontrast, the ∆tCO2 UZCP is well dened and trivial to alulate. Finally, Idene a arbon uptake period (CUP), CO2 CUP and CUP∆ for CO2 and ∆tCO2respetively, where this represents the dierene between the autumn and springphase metris dened above.
Numerial ExperimentsThe following three broad set experiments are designed to identify the best metristo desribe hanges in the ontemporary yle from detrended CO2 mole frationmeasurements. First, I perturb the timing of spring or autumn by adding orsubtrating a smooth Gaussian urve with a at top entred roughly about theonset of net uptake or release, and inrease the magnitude of the urve eah yearto introdue a trend aross the time series. I use a dierent shaped Gaussianurve for spring and autumn to aount for the asymmetry of the seasonal yle.Seond, I perturb the magnitude of net uptake or net release by multiplying theuptake (-ve ∆tCO2) or release (+ve ∆tCO2) by some fator, and inrease thefator eah year to introdue a trend. Finally, I add year to year variability(or noise) to eah variable in the time series to assess the ability of the spetralmethod to extrat trends from the data. I ompare eah metri by alulatingthe % dierene in trend from the input time series and the wavelet detrendedtime series. A series of Monte Carlo simulations allows us to present statistialanalysis of our ability to detet trends in the CO2 time series.
62 2.3 Wavelet transform: methodology and error haraterizationPerturbing the timing of the spring and autumn phases
Figure 2.9 shows the results of the spetral analysis of a time series for whihI introdued a progressively earlier onset of net CO2 uptake of 0.50 days/yr for
∆tCO2 DZCP. The ∆tCO2 DZCP is very sensitive to the urve I used to perturbthe time series due to the relatively at period of near-zero net ux preedingit (it does not take muh to bring this below zero). While for the synthetiexample, I have used a smoothed version of the BRW time series, in pratiethere is substantial variability in the spring shoulder so that it is often diult toaurately dene a trend in the ∆tCO2 DZCP. To address this I use an operationaldenition that is dened as 25% from zero to the peak uptake (∆tCO2=25%PU)- whih in this example has a trend of -0.35 days/yr. The ∆tCO2 metris werefound to be better at apturing the springtime trend to within 23% and 16%for ∆tCO2 DZCP and ∆tCO2=25%PU respetively, with the CO2 mole DZCPunderestimating the trend by 63%. This has impliations for using this CO2 molefration metri to interpret hanges in the spring and autumn phase. There islittle hange in any of the UZCP metris (typially <0.025 days/yr) as a resultof aliasing. The wavelet detrending introdues a -0.01%/yr trend in peak CO2uptake and a onurrent inrease in peak CO2 release of 0.14%/yr orrespondingto -0.4% and 5.6% aross the 40 year time series respetively. This is onsideredan aliasing error and is relatively small onsidering the large trends introdued inspring uptake.Figure 2.10 shows the same alulation but from introduing an earlier autumnonset of net CO2 release of 0.30 days/yr with a trend of equivalent magnitudeintrodued for ∆tCO2=25% PR. I nd that the metris for spring phase respondto the presribed hange in autumn phase due to aliasing, where the mole frationand ∆tCO2=0 metris had non-zero trends up to ∼-0.16 days/yr. All three UZCPphase metris underestimate the hange in the dened phase hange by amounts
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 63








































































































































Figure 2.9: Wavelet analysis of ∆tCO2 ux time series inluding a presribed earlieronset of net CO2 uptake. Top left panel: the dened ux time series and the assoiatedwavelet detrended time series. Top right panel: the expeted (dened) and measuredhange in peak uptake and release of CO2. Bottom panels: the expeted (dened)and measured hange in (left) DZCP and (right) UZCP.ranging from 1122% where the CO2 UZCP performed the best. The earlieronset of net CO2 release aliases into a 2.5% inrease in peak CO2 release and a5% inrease in peak CO2 aross the entire time series.
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Figure 2.10: As Figure 2.9 but inluding an earlier autumn onset of net CO2 release.
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 65Perturbing the periods of net uptake and release of CO2Figure 2.11 shows the results of introduing a progressive enhanement of CO2uptake of roughly 0.70%/yr, equivalent to a 28% inrease over 40 years. Iintrodue the trend by multiplying the negative ux by an inreasing amounteah year. This does not have an eet on the timing of the onset of net CO2uptake or release. I also introdue two exeptional years to emulate the eetof interannual variability suh as variability driven by limate phenomena likeENSO.I nd that the wavelet transform attributes the 0.70%/yr inreased uptake as0.59%/yr uptake and 0.20%/yr release. The mole fration metris infer non-zero CO2 DZCP and UZCP phase hanges of 0.06 days/yr and 0.16 days/yr,respetively, while the 25% ∆tCO2 DZCP and ∆tCO2 UZCP, the operationalmetris, exhibits negligible trends as expeted. The exeptional years are wellaptured in the PU metri but also appear as hanges in the phase for all phasemetris. The CO2 UZCP not only exhibits the largest error, but also exhibits thespreading of information from the exeptional years into adjaent years. This isnot the ase for the ∆tCO2 metris indiating that they are potentially better forestimating interannual variability in the phase.
Simultaneous variations in phase and peak uptake and releaseFigure 2.12 shows the results from a nal experiment that desribes a alulationin whih I simultaneously perturb the phase of the spring and autumn, asdiagnosed by the ∆tCO2=0, and the PU and PR. I also superimpose Gaussianrandom noise of ±10 days and ± 25% to desribe year-to-year hanges to thephase and to the PU and PR respetively.
66 2.3 Wavelet transform: methodology and error 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Figure 2.11: As Figure 2.9 but introduing a trend of 0.75%/yr trend in thepeak uptake and an anomalously high year for uptake and release in years 10 and20 respetively.Despite large interannual variability, there is a negligible trend in the spring timingof CO2 uptake (-0.02 days/yr). This is also shown by the ∆tCO2 phase metri(0.02 days/yr). The CO2 DZCP trend has the opposite sign and additionallyoverestimates the magnitude of the trend by 4×. The trend in the autumn ∆tCO2phase metri (0.05 days/yr) underestimates the expeted trend (0.09 days/yr) by
∼45%, while the CO2 UZCP overestimates it by 2.8×. The estimated trend in PUis 0.54% yr whih is 80% of the expeted trend (0.68%/yr), while the estimatedPR trend (0.14%/yr) is opposite in sign and double the magnitude of the expetedtrend (-0.07%/yr). The estimated CUP∆ trend is +ve but roughly zero, whihis a little smaller than the expeted trend of 0.12 days/yr. The inrease in peakuptake (whih is 3× larger than the rise in peak release) and the roughly zero
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 67trend estimated for the CUP∆ oinides with an inrease in annually integratednet uptake. The trend in net ux in this example is indeed negative with aninrease in uptake of -0.16 ppm CO2/yr.
































































































































Figure 2.12: As Figure 2.9 but introduing simultaneous trends in spring andautumn phase and in the peak uptake and release of CO2. I also superimpose Gaussianrandom noise to desribe interannual variation.So far, analysis of syntheti time series indiates that ∆tCO2 metris anreprodue presribed phase hanges to within 30%, but trends with a magnitudeof <0.1 days/yr were unertain in magnitude and sign. Strong shifts in springand autumn phase aused hanges in PU and PR of <6% due to aliasing. Strongtrends in PU and PR were estimated to within 25% of their expeted values.Next I repeat these experiments using a Monte Carlo simulation to determine theonsisteny of results aquired using this analysis when applied to a large numberof randomly generated time series.




































































Figure 2.13: Probability densities of trends introdued in the 1000 syntheti timeseries generated for the MCS where the blak line is the tted probability distribution.Figure 2.14 shows the results from the MCS regression analysis where I ompare
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-s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hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 69
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Slope = 0.86
r2 = 0.94


















































































r2 = 0.87Figure 2.14: Regression of expeted and estimated linear trends for PU, PR andthe ∆tCO2 and CO2 phase metris. Coloured points represent trends that werenot statistially signiant (red), trends where the estimate had the inorret sign(blak), statistially signiant trends that were suessfully deteted (blue), andstatistially signiant trends that were not deteted in the analysis (green). Statistialsigniane is at the 5% level. The numbers, N1..n, are the number of points in eahategory and have a sum of 1000.
expeted and estimated trends. The gure also shows the number of estimateswhere a trend of inorret sign was deteted and the number of statistiallysigniant trends (p<0.05) that were and were not deteted in the analysis. The
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r2 = 0.04Figure 2.15: Regression of linear trends in integrated CO2 uptake and release in1000× syntheti time series against seasonal amplitude estimates.results of the MCS indiated a large mean -ve bias in the CO2 DZCP trend (-0.57±4%), but also a large spread about the mean bias (r2=0.35) whih suggeststhat the CO2 DZCP is more suseptible to aliasing. On the other hand, the useof ∆tCO2=25% PU resulted in a relatively small mean bias (-14±2%) with highonsisteny (r2=0.94). Although the mean bias was less in the MCS for the CO2UZCP (-1±3%), it was also marginally less onsistent (r2=0.80). The ∆tCO2UZCP had a mean bias of -23±1% (r2=0.97). Dierenes between the spring andautumn phase biases alulated from CO2 and ∆tCO2 phase metris arry throughto the respetive CUP estimates, where the CUP∆ had a mean bias of -28±1%(r2=0.93) relative to a bias of -55±1% (r2=0.45) in the CO2 CUP. Estimatesof ∆tCO2 phase metris tended to be more onsistent, and while it resulted insigniantly more aurate estimates of the trend in spring phase, the autumnphase was better represented by the CO2 UZCP. I expet that this is a resultof the asymmetry of the high-latitude CO2 seasonal yle resulting in dierentaliasing eets on dierent aspets of the seasonal yle. Analysis of peak ratesof uptake and release resulted in mean biases of -18±2% and -28±2% for PU andPR respetively. In general, the trend estimates from the analysis had the orretsign so long as the trend was suiently large (>0.25%/yr for PU and PR, and
>0.1 days/yr for hanges in phase). The CO2 phase metri trend estimates were
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 71the most likely to have the wrong sign ompared to the ∆tCO2 phase metrisby 4.5, 4 and 1.5× for the DZCP, UZCP and CUP respetively. The ∆tCO2metris were far more eetive at deteting statistially signiant trends wherethe CO2 metris typially missed 3350% of signiant trends. Finally, Figure2.15 shows a regression of the linear trend in integrated CO2 uptake and releaseagainst the estimated seasonal amplitude, showing that the seasonal amplitudeis highly orrelated with variations in uptake during the CUP (r2=0.73), but farless so with hanges in arbon release during autumn (r2=0.04).The aim of these experiments was to quantify our ability to make auratemeasurements of the seasonal yle metris in order to aid the interpretationof the trends observed in uptake and release of CO2 in high-latitude CO2 data.In the next setion, I apply this analysis to the CO2 data.
72 2.4 Atmospheri Transport Analysis2.4 Atmospheri Transport AnalysisI use output from the GEOS-Chem simulation desribed in Setion 2.2.2 todetermine regional ontributions to seasonal CO2 variations. I sample CO2onentrations, tagged by region, at the nearest grid point to eah of thenorthern hemisphere monitoring sites shown in Figure 2.1. I take the maximumontribution to the variation in CO2 onentration from eah region at eah siteand for eah month, and take the zonal mean in 30◦ latitude bins. It should benoted that these alulations are dependent on both the ability of the model toreprodue atmospheri transport over the time span of the data, and the aurayof the prior CO2 uxes used for the TransCom regions. Despite this, as I haveaveraged over multiple years and over zonal bands, I expet that they reasonablyrepresent the large sale ontributions aused by dierent regions. Figure 2.16shows the maximum monthly and annual ontributions to the CO2 onentrationarriving at eah zonal band by biospheri arbon uxes from 5 of the TransComland regions, averaged over the period 2004-2009. This gure shows that theCO2 seasonality in the high-latitude region is dominated by arbon uxes fromvegetation in boreal North Ameria, Europe and Asia. Peak uptake in Europe,as seen in the high-latitudes, is reahed up to a month earlier than in the otherregions. As suh, it may play a marginally more dominant role in determiningthe springtime onset of arbon uptake at some high-latitude sites, however this isrelative to its smaller overall ontribution to seasonal CO2. As expeted, the mid-latitude sites have a muh larger relative ontribution from temperate vegetation,although the eet of boreal vegetation on the seasonal yle is still prominent.In the low latitudes it is lear that northern vegetation is still the primary driverof the seasonal yle, with both temperate and boreal vegetation playing animportant role. While tropial vegetation is a signiant omponent of the naturalarbon sink and therefore for determining the annual atmospheri growth rate ofCO2, it exhibits muh lower seasonality when ompared with vegetation in the

























































Figure 2.16: This gure shows the maximum CO2 ontributions aused by biospherearbon uxes from the TransCom land regions to the zonal mean onentrations in thehigh, mid, and low latitude northern hemisphere. These values were determined byusing GEOS-Chem transport model output with prior uxes on a 4◦x5◦ horizonal gridfrom 2004-2009, where the error bars represent the 1σ of the year-to-year variabilityover this time period. The zonal means were dened as the mean of the grid pointssampled nearest to the sites dened in Figure 2.1. The +ve perturbations are thoseaused by vegetative CO2 soures, whereas the -ve perturbations are aused by sinks.
74 2.4 Atmospheri Transport AnalysisAs the CO2 onentration measured at a partiular site is made up of uxontributions from dierent regions, interannual variability in the atmospheritransport and at dierent times of year ould drive variability in the amplitudeand phase of the seasonal yle. Low and mid-latitude sites on average reeiveroughly equal ontributions from temperature and boreal vegetation. In ontrast,it an be seen that the high-latitude sites are overwhelmingly dominated byboreal vegetation, suh that they are highly representative of the vegetation in thehigh-latitudes. In addition, the interannual variability of seasonal ontributionsindiated by the 1σ error bars, and resulting from interannual variations inatmospheri transport over the 5 year period, are relatively small (<0.5ppm).To determine the presene of any trends in the CO2 seasonal yle indued bylong-term hanges in atmospheri transport would require a ontrol experimentusing onstant CO2 emissions but variable transport over the time-span of the CO2data. The reliability of the results from suh an experiment would be dependenton the ability to aurately onstrain atmospheri transport over the past four orve deades.
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 752.5 Data Analysis
2.5.1 Growth Rates Analysis
I determined time series of annual growth rates for individual CO2 sites (shownin Figure 2.1) using the method outlined in Setion 2.3, before rst alulatingdeadal mean growth rates, and seond binning the deadal mean growth ratesinto 20◦ latitude bins. The subtrated deadal mean fossil fuel emissions areonstant with latitude. Figure 2.17 shows how the deadal mean of the annualatmospheri growth rates have hanged from 1980 to 2009 for individual sites andas a funtion of latitude. I nd that in the 1980s and 1990s the growth rates areapproximately the same in the southern hemisphere, but diverge further north.The 1980-1989 growth rate rises sharply towards the northern high-latitudes whilethere is a dip in the 1990-1999 in the same latitude band. I antiipate that thisis partially due to the ollapse of the Soviet Union but also due to hanges inbiospheri uptake in the northern hemisphere. It should be noted that the numberof CO2 monitoring sites in the 1980s is onsiderably more sparse. The 2000-2009 deadal mean growth rate is signiantly higher than both of the previousdeades by ∼ 0.35 ppm/yr and rises from the southern hemisphere to mid-latitudenorthern hemisphere before dropping o again in the northern high-latitudes.By subtrating anthropogeni fossil fuel emission estimates from the atmospheriCO2 signal (see Table 2.2 for values) uptake from the oean and terrestrialbiosphere an eetively be isolated, aknowledging the unertainties assoiatedwith the emission estimates and that I have not aounted for land use hangeemissions. The residual growth rate is negative, as expeted. I nd that duringthe 1980s the net uptake by the biosphere was typially -1.03±0.11 ppm/yr. This
76 2.5 Data Analysis


































































Figure 2.17: Deadal mean CO2 growth rates inferred from measurements atindividual sites and averaged in 20◦ latitude bins having retained (left) and subtrated(right) the deadal mean global fossil fuel emissions. The solid line with error barsrepresents the deadal mean growth rate in eah latitude bin with ±1σ representingthe standard deviation between individual sites in that latitude bin. The globaldeadal mean growth rate is indiated by the dashed lines and mean values with ±1σrepresenting the standard deviation between all sites. Values for Mauna Loa, whihare typially taken to be representative of the global growth rate, are highlighted witha irle.
inreases dramatially in the 1990s to approximately -1.54±0.06 ppm/yr and to -1.89±0.08 ppm/yr in 2000s. This supports the notion that the natural omponentof the arbon yle is inreasing the amount of arbon taken up in response tothe amount of arbon emitted into the atmosphere, although the last two deadesshow a smaller inrease in uptake. This apparent equilibrium state results in anapproximate mean airborne fration of 55.8±18.2% (inluding only fossil fuel)and 44.1±14.4% (inluding fossil fuel and land use hange) whih is onsistentwith existing analysis (Knorr, 2009; Le Quéré et al., 2009; Gloor et al., 2010).
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 77Table 2.2: Deadal mean growth rates (ppm/yr)Deade No. Sites Fossil Fuel (FF) Growth Rate (GR) GR 1σ GR - FF1960-1969 1 1.51 0.86 N/A -0.651970-1979 2 2.25 1.21 0.055 -1.041980-1989 13 2.61 1.58 0.108 -1.031990-1999 38 3.02 1.48 0.056 -1.542000-2009 49 3.79 1.90 0.076 -1.892.5.2 Seasonal Cyle AnalysisBarrow, AlaskaI alulate hanges in the seasonal yle at BRW using the metris dened in theprevious setion. Changes in the spring and autumn phase determined using theCO2 and ∆tCO2 metris are shown in the left and right panels of Figure 2.18respetively.





















































Figure 2.18: Satterplot of spring (DZCP) and autumn (UZCP) phase alulatedfrom BRW CO2 (left panel) and ∆tCO2 (right panel) time series respetively, whereindividual points are oloured aording to the year of measurement (1973-2013).The trends in CO2 DZCP and UZCP at BRW are -0.20±0.08 days/yr (p<0.01)
78 2.5 Data Analysisand -0.18±0.14 days/yr (p<0.05), respetively, with a orresponding CUP hangeof 0.02±0.15 days/yr (p>0.1); The equivalent analysis using the ∆tCO2 metrisshows hanges in spring and autumn of -0.14±0.14 days/yr (p<0.05) and -0.25±0.08 days/yr (p<0.01) respetively with a hange in CUP of -0.11±0.16days/yr (p>0.1). Changes in the CUP length are not statistially signiant ineither ase. The CO2 phase metris show a tighter oupling between the springand autumn phases and a more onserved CUP. The ∆tCO2 metri indiatesa deviation to a slightly longer CUP throughout 1975-1990, however there is anegative linear trend in the CUP∆ of -1.1±1.6 days/deade aross the entire timeseries. This is a result of an earlier net release of arbon in autumn in omparisonto the weaker trend in spring. In general, the CO2 and ∆tCO2 metris attributemore variability to either autumn or spring phase hanges respetively, but neithershow a trend in the CUP.The MCS indiated that phase trends needed a magnitude of >0.1 days/yr beforehigh ondene ould be given to the sign of the trend when assuming thatinterannual variability was ±10 days or less. In general interannual variabilityat BRW is <10 days, and the trends are suiently large (>0.1 days/yr) to givehigh ondene in the sign of the spring and autumn trends. The results of theMCS also suggested that the CO2 DZCP was often underestimated ompared tothe expeted hange in spring phase, but this bias was not onsistent aross allof the syntheti time series. Infat, the trend in BRW spring phase determinedfrom the CO2 metri is larger in magnitude than the trend alulated from the
∆tCO2 metri, whih I estimated to have a smaller, yet more onsistent bias. Thegeneral agreement of the trends determined from the CO2 and ∆tCO2 metris forspring and autumn phase and their statistial signiane gives high ondenethat both have been advaning over the past 40 years. Given the large trends inspring and autumn phase over the span of the time series, it is remarkable thatthe CUP hanges are so small.
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 79My estimate of amplitude hanges at BRW (0.09±0.02 ppm/yr) are onsistentin perentage terms (∼0.62%/yr) with previous work (0.60%/yr, Graven et al.(2013)) who also showed that hanges in atmospheri transport ould only explain
<7% of the amplitude variations. The seasonal amplitude whih exhibits aonsistent and almost linearly inreasing trend suggests a larger exhange ofarbon between vegetation and the atmosphere, however this does not appearto be a result of a hange in the CUP as this has remained relatively onstantover the past 40 years. I showed in Figure 2.15 that the seasonal amplitude ismore highly orrelated with hanges in uptake during the CUP than hanges inperiod of net arbon release. In addition, the inrease in PR of 0.42±0.37 ppm/yr(p<0.05) is muh smaller than the inrease in PU of 0.65±0.34 ppm/yr (p<0.01)and the former is less statistially signiant. I found in the MCS that hangesin PU and PR must be >0.25%/yr assuming interannual variability of ±25%/yrto have ondene in the sign of the trend. This indiates that the PR observedat BRW is likely to be inreasing, but signiantly less so than the PU.I analysed senarios from the 1000 time series generated in the MCS whih exhib-ited similar trend harateristis to those observed at BRW. These harateristiswere as follows (1) CUP trend <0.15 days/yr, p>0.1 (2) PU trend, p<0.01 (3)PR trend, p>0.1 (4) PU trend > PR trend. There were only 14 time series whihmet these speiations, however, they all exhibited an inrease in net uptakeranging from an additional 0.05-0.30 ppm/yr.My analysis of BRW CO2 suggests that the intensity of arbon uptake in summerhas inreased during the CUP. The trends in phase at either edge of the CUPappear to be robust, as both sets of phase metris agree in sign, however thereare some dierenes, where the ∆tCO2 metri attributes a slightly greater trendto autumn, and the CO2 metri attributes a slightly greater trend to spring.Piao et al. (2008) suggested that inreased arbon losses in autumn resulting in a
80 2.5 Data Analysisredution of the CUP ould result in a net soure of CO2 from northern vegetation.However, my analysis suggests that there is urrently no robust evidene thatthere has been a trend in the CUP over the past 40 years.
Analysis of other high northern latitude sitesTable 2.3 shows the results of the linear regression analysis of CO2 seasonal ylesfrom eah of the high-latitude sites shown in Figure 2.1. The error haraterisationof the seasonal yle analysis was based on a 40 year time series based on the BRWCO2 seasonal yle. I therefore analysed these time series under the assumptionthat they typially exhibit a seasonal yle of similar shape, phase and amplitudeto the seasonal yle observed at BRW. It should also be taken into aountthat eah of these time series overs a dierent time span, whih means that themagnitude of the linear regression oeients is representative of dierent periodsof time. In this disussion, I ontinue to use CO2 DZCP and ∆tCO2=25%PU asthe operational spring phase metris and CO2 and ∆tCO2 UZCPs as the autumnphase metris.I nd that oeients for the spring phase vary signiantly depending on thesite and between the CO2 and ∆tCO2 metri, however they are nearly all negativein sign. While most of the sites exhibit negative oeients for the spring phase,the analysis of ICE shows a large positive oeient for spring phase whih isstatistially signiant for the CO2 and ∆tCO2 metris. The remaining seasonalyles exhibit a negative oeient for spring phase ranging from zero (ZEP) to-0.4 days/yr (SHM). Other than BRW, only SHM has a statistially signiantoeient indiating the presene of a trend in the spring phase when using CO2and ∆tCO2 phase metris, while STM has a statistially signiant trend whenusing the CO2 metri.
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 81Most sites also exhibit negative oeients for autumn phase, where the onlyexeptions are the ZEP CO2 UZCP and the ICE ∆tCO2 UZCP. ALT, BRW,CBA and SHM eah have statistially signiant trends showing an advane ofCO2 UZCP where four sites have oeients lying in the range of -0.24 and -0.27days/yr.The advanes of spring and autumn phase is not entirely onsistent between sites,as the magnitude varies signiantly and few sites show statistially signianttrends in spring phase and the ∆tCO2 UZCP. ICE and ZEP show ontraditoryresults in that they exhibit delays in the spring and autumn phases respetively.However, the dierenes in autumn and spring phases typially result in a CUPhange whih is not statistially signiant. As this is onsistent with my BRWanalysis, this work provides strong evidene that the length of the high-latitudeCUP had been roughly onserved over the past 40 years.All sites exhibit signiant inreases in amplitude where the magnitude of inreasediers from 0.05 to 0.14 ppm/yr where this range is likely to reet dierenesin the time span of the data. Larger inreases in PU than PR are seen at ALT,CBA and ZEP.My analysis of CO2 at other high-latitude sites emphasises the uniqueness of BRWin that almost every metri I used with the exeption of PR and CUP exhibits astatistially signiant trend. This may reet the position of BRW with respetto boreal vegetation, however it is also likely that the longer time series at BRWinreases the hane of deteting a long-term trend in data.
82
2.5DataAnalysis
Site Info Spring Phase Autumn Phase Uptake Period C. ExhangeSite Times-pan CO2DZCP(days/yr)∆tCO2DZCP(days/yr)∆tCO2=25%PU(days/yr)∆tCO2= PU(days/yr) CO2UZCP(days/yr)∆tCO2UZCP(days/yr)∆tCO2=25%PR(days/yr)∆tCO2= PR(days/yr) CO2CUP(days/yr)∆tCO2CUP(days/yr) Seas.Amp.(ppm/yr) PU(%/yr) PR(%/yr)ALT 1986-2013 -0.14±0.15(p<0.1) -0.34±0.83(p>0.1) -0.16±0.26(p>0.1) -0.18±0.26(p>0.1) -0.27±0.19(p<0.01) -0.10±0.17(p>0.1) -0.09±0.20(p>0.1) 0.15±0.59(p>0.1) -0.02±0.20(p>0.1) 0.05±0.32(p>0.1) 0.10±0.04(p<0.01) 0.61±0.60(p<0.01) 0.40±0.60(p<0.1)BRW 1973-2013 -0.20±0.08(p<0.01) -0.02±0.47(p>0.1) -0.14±0.14(p<0.05) -0.21±0.15(p<0.01) -0.18±0.14(p<0.05) -0.25±0.08(p<0.01) -0.26±0.10(p<0.01) -0.25±0.10(p<0.1) 0.02±0.15(p>0.1) -0.11±0.16(p>0.1) 0.09±0.02(p<0.01) 0.65±0.34(p<0.01) 0.42±0.34(p<0.05)CBA 1979-2012 -0.14±0.15(p<0.1) -0.56±0.34(p<0.01) 0.06±0.11(p>0.1) -0.24±0.37(p>0.1) -0.27±0.27(p<0.05) -0.16±0.17(p<0.1) -0.17±0.20(p<0.1) 0.14±0.33(p>0.1) -0.07±0.29(p>0.1) -0.22±0.34(p>0.1) 0.07±0.04(p<0.01) 0.66±0.48(p<0.01) 0.58±0.48(p<0.05)ICE 1993-2013 0.34±0.27(p<0.05) 0.62±0.98(p<0.01) 0.63±0.65(p<0.01) 0.25±0.54(p<0.1) -0.13±0.28(p>0.1) 0.18±0.25(p>0.1) 0.22±0.24(p<0.1) 0.11±0.99(p>0.1) -0.21±0.33(p>0.1) -0.45±0.64(p>0.1) 0.06±0.04(p<0.01) 0.97±0.94(p<0.01) 0.92±0.92(p<0.05)SHM 1987-2012 -0.40±0.18(p<0.01) -0.59±0.45(p<0.05) -0.45±0.34(p<0.05) -0.54±0.40(p<0.01) -0.27±0.22(p<0.05) -0.13±0.23(p>0.1) -0.11±0.25(p>0.1) -0.15±0.33(p>0.1) -0.13±0.24(p>0.1) 0.32±0.44(p>0.1) 0.06±0.05(p<0.05) -0.24±0.75(p>0.1) -0.05±0.69(p>0.1)STM 1981-2010 -0.17±0.14(p<0.05) -0.60±0.74(p>0.1) -0.03±0.65(p>0.1) -0.04±0.27(p>0.1) -0.24±0.25(p<0.1) -0.01±0.15(p>0.1) -0.01±0.18(p>0.1) 0.16±0.62(p>0.1) -0.07±0.31(p>0.1) 0.02±0.66(p>0.1) 0.05±0.03(p<0.01) 0.04±0.63(p>0.1) 0.72±0.62(p<0.05)ZEP 1994-2013 -0.01±0.21(p>0.1) -1.24±1.78(p>0.1) 0.01±0.61(p>0.1) -0.06±0.40(p>0.1) 0.40±0.52(p>0.1) -0.16±0.33(p>0.1) -0.24±0.38(p>0.1) 0.43±1.20(p>0.1) 0.12±0.25(p>0.1) -0.18±0.76(p>0.1) 0.14±0.05(p<0.01) 1.00±1.06(p<0.05) -0.30±1.07(p>0.1)Table 2.3: Estimated trends of downward and upward zero rossing points (DZCP and UZCP, respetively), peak uptake andrelease (PU and PR, respetively), and arbon uptake period (CUP) alulated from CO2 and ∆tCO2 data for seven high latitudemeasurement sites (Figure 2.1). The 95% ondene intervals and p-values are alulated for eah trend estimate.
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 832.6 Analysis of Anillary Data2.6.1 Surfae Temperature AnalysesTable 2.4 shows results from the linear trend analysis of temperature and the TGSas determined from surfae land temperatures averaged over northern hemisphereTransCom regions, where all trends are highly statistially signiant (p<0.01).The analysis shows that temperatures have warmed signiantly at high-latitudessine 1970. I nd that an earlier onset of the mean temperature reahing 5◦C inspring, TGSBEG and a delay in the temperature dropping below 5◦C in autumn,TGSEND results in a signiant lengthening of the thermal growing season,TGSLEN sine 1970 for a number of high-latitude regions. Of the TransComregions, I nd that Europe exhibits the largest hange in TGSLEN of ∼3.41±0.9days/deade, a result of equal shifts in TGSBEG and TGSEND. Europe is followedby roughly equal hanges in Boreal North Ameria and Asia, however these regionsexhibit dierent hanges in spring and autumn temperature. The largest overallhanges are seen >60◦N where TGSLEN has inreased by up to 5±1.7 days/deadewhere a larger proportion of this hange is due to autumn warming. This inreasein TGSLEN suggests that the potential period during whih plant growth is nothindered by low temperatures has been signiantly extended by approximately 11days (>45◦N) and 20 days (>60◦N) sine 1970, onsistent with previous ndings(Linderholm, 2006; Barihivih et al., 2012).
Table 2.5 shows the relationship between TGSBEG, TGSEND and TGSLENdetermined from northern high-latitude land surfae temperature anomalies
84 2.6 Analysis of Anillary DataTable 2.4: Temperature linear trend analysis (1970-2011)TGSBEG (Days/deade) Spring T (◦C/deade)Region Trend un r2 p-value Trend un r2 p-valueASBor -1.39 ±0.49 0.45 <0.01 0.58 0.27 0.32 p<0.01Europe -1.67 ±0.52 0.51 <0.01 0.33 0.11 0.47 p<0.01USBor -1.06 ±0.72 0.18 <0.01 0.34 0.25 0.15 p<0.05
>45◦ N -1.24 ±0.44 0.44 <0.01 0.41 0.13 0.49 p<0.01
>60◦ N -2.12 ±0.75 0.45 <0.01 0.45 0.18 0.40 p<0.01TGSEND Autumn TRegion Trend un r2 p-valueASBor 1.07 ±0.79 0.16 <0.01 0.57 0.29 0.28 p<0.01Europe 1.74 ±0.66 0.42 <0.01 0.38 0.12 0.49 p<0.01USBor 1.57 ±0.69 0.35 <0.01 0.47 0.21 0.34 p<0.01
>45◦ N 1.34 ±0.47 0.45 <0.01 0.44 0.13 0.55 p<0.01
>60◦ N 2.85 ±1.04 0.43 <0.01 0.52 0.16 0.53 p<0.01TGSLEN Annual TRegion Trend un r2 p-valueASBor 2.46 ±1.08 0.35 <0.01 0.45 0.16 0.45 p<0.01Europe 3.41 ±0.90 0.60 <0.01 0.35 0.10 0.61 p<0.01USBor 2.63 ±1.25 0.31 <0.01 0.43 0.16 0.41 p<0.01
>45◦ N 2.57 ±0.78 0.52 <0.01 0.40 0.10 0.67 p<0.01
>60◦ N 4.97 ±1.69 0.47 <0.01 0.43 0.11 0.63 p<0.01
>45◦N and >60◦ with the BRW CO2 and ∆tCO2 phase metris throughout 1973-2011 respetively, where the individual time series are shown in Figure 2.19. Theautumn phase metris for CO2 and ∆tCO2 are anti-orrelated with TGSENDindiating that autumn arbon release has inreased while temperatures haverisen in autumn. The spring phase is positively orrelated indiating that arbonuptake has inreased as temperature has risen in spring. If spring and autumntemperature variations ould aount for 100% of hanges in arbon uptake inspring and autumn, the expeted regression oeients for CO2 and ∆tCO2would be roughly equal to one. This is the ase for the CO2 DZCP and the
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 85CO2DZCP vs. TGSBEG UZCP vs. TGSEND CUP vs. TGSLEN
>45◦N 1.02±0.47 -0.13±0.73 0.31±0.44(r2=34, p<0.01) (r2=0.01, p>0.1) (r2=0.04, p>0.1)
>60◦N 0.63±0.27 -0.11±0.34 0.14±0.22(r2=0.38, p<0.01) (r2=0.01, p>0.1) (r2=0.04, p>0.1)
∆tCO2DZCP vs. TGSBEG UZCP vs. TGSEND CUP vs. TGSLEN
>45◦N 0.57±0.81 -0.89±0.51 -0.42±0.48(r2=0.05, p>0.1) (r2=0.25, p<0.01) (r2=0.08, p<0.1)
>60◦N 0.28±0.48 -0.42±0.24 -0.19±0.24(r2=0.04, p>0.1) (r2=0.26, p<0.01) (r2=0.07, p<0.1)Table 2.5: Regression oeients between CO2, ∆tCO2 and temperature phasemetris (1973-2012).
∆tCO2 UZCP whih both have statistially signiant relationships (p<0.01) withTGSBEG and TGSEND respetively when ompared with temperature anomalies
>45◦N. However both metris show either a weak orrelation in spring phase ora weak orrelation in autumn phase, and all CO2 metris are smaller than thetemperature trend >60◦. The low orrelation between the CO2 CUP and CUP∆reets that the CUP has not extended despite a signiantly longer period ofpotential plant produtivity.


































































Figure 2.19: Phase anomalies for CO2, ∆tCO2 and >60◦N TGS. Regressionoeients and stats are shown in Table 2.5.
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 872.6.2 δ13C Isotope Measurements
As the seasonality of δ13C is anti-orrelated with CO2, I perform the same phaseanalysis on (-1)×δ13C and (-1)×∆tδ13C to determine annual time series of δ13Cphase hanges. I ompare the variability and trends of the CO2 and δ13C phasehanges using RMA. RMA aounts for there being errors in both regressionvariables, where the errors are related to eah other. In this ase, the errors arerelated beause the phase metris are derived from measurements of δ13C andCO2 whih are obtained from the same ask samples. The phase time seriesdetermined from CO2 and δ13C are shown in Figure 2.20.Table 2.6 shows the RMA regression oeients and stats for the spring andautumn phase and the CUP. If the trend in biospheri uptake was perfetlyrepresented by δ13C and the trend in CO2 was aused entirely by hanges inthe biosphere, the expeted regression oeients would be equal to one. Indeed,many of the regression oeients are lose to a value of one, the oeientsare muh larger than the unertainties, the time series are highly orrelated, andthey eah exhibit a highly statistially signiant relationship (p<0.01). TheCO2 seasonal signal measured at BRW, while mostly being driven by borealvegetation is also subjet to variability in atmospheri transport and minorontributions from other CO2 soures and sinks that are diult to separatefrom the seasonal signal. As the CO2 and δ13C values are retrieved from the sameask samples, this means that the trends are primarily either a result of CO2 and
δ13C transported from elsewhere, or hanges biospheri uxes. However Gravenet al. (2013) found in a study of northern hemisphere seasonal amplitude hangesthat atmospheri transport was a larger ontributor in the lower latitudes, andthat its magnitude was 7% or less at all loations, subjet to errors in modeltransport. It therefore appears that muh of the variability in phase, at least 80%of the spring and autumn phases, are likely driven by hanges in arbon exhange
88 2.6 Analysis of Anillary Databy the terrestrial biosphere. The CO2 vs. δ13C regression shows a similar patternto the temperature regression analysis, in that the CO2 spring phase and ∆tCO2autumn phase are the most highly orrelated with the isotope reord. The CO2and δ13CO2 CUP hanges are also highly orrelated.DZCP UZCP CUPCO2 0.97±0.18 1.04±0.37 0.99±0.36vs. δ13C (r2=0.91, p<0.01) (r2=0.61, p<0.01) (r2=0.58, p<0.01)
∆tCO2 0.95±0.33 0.87±0.22 0.79±0.26vs. ∆tδ13C (r2=0.64, p<0.01) (r2=0.83, p<0.01) (r2=0.69, p<0.01)Table 2.6: Regression oeients omparing hanges in CO2 against hanges in
δ13C at BRW during the overlapping time span of the data (19902012).





























































Figure 2.20: Comparison of phase time series determined from the CO2 and ∆tCO2seasonal yles and the equivalent values alulated from δ13C ratios.
90 2.7 Summary2.7 Summary
Changes in the funtioning of terrestrial eosystems represent a substantiallimate feedbak, but urrent understanding preludes our identiation andprotetion of the responsible geographi regions. My results provide evideneof substantial hanges in arbon uptake and release by northern high-latitudeeosystems.I used the wavelet transform to spetrally deompose CO2 mole fration data intoa trend omponent and a seasonal yle. I ompared growth rates determinedfrom the trend omponent at Mauna Loa with NOAA/ESRL values and founddierenes of <0.1 ppm/yr. I found that global atmospheri growth rates exhibitlarge deadal hanges, and one the anthropogeni signal has been removed, I ndstrong evidene that the natural signal orresponding to oeani and biospherisinks has responded to inreasing atmospheri CO2 onentrations. This hasresulted in a near-onstant airborne CO2 fration of 55.8±18.2 % (inluding onlyfossil fuel emissions) and 44.1±14.4 % (inluding fossil fuel and land use hangeemissions).I used numerial Monte Carlo experiments to haraterize the aliasing errorsassoiated with independently identifying hanges in phase and amplitude of thedetrended CO2 seasonal yle that an otherwise lead to the misinterpretation ofthe data; these errors are not unique to the wavelet transform. For example, Ishow that a realisti trend in the downward, spring phase an be misinterpretedas hanges in the downward and upward phase and in the peak uptake and releaseof CO2.Statistial analysis from the Monte Carlo simulation generally indiated that useof the rst derivative of the CO2 mole fration produes more reliable and less
CHAPTER 2. Evidene of large-sale hanges in CO2 uptake at high northernlatitudes 91biased estimates for the hanges in either phase with an estimated 25% aliasingerror. I also found that the wavelet transform an apture at least 80% ofindependent hanges in the peak and trough of the seasonal yle, whih hasnot been reported previously and allows us to study hanges in harateristismore losely related to annual hanges in biologial release and uptake of CO2.My data analysis was predominantly foused on the BRW site in Alaska as thissite has the longest time series of atmospheri CO2 in the high-latitude northernhemisphere, but is also highly representative of boreal arbon uxes. I foundadvanes in both the spring and autumn phases of the seasonal yle indiatingan earlier onset of net arbon uptake in spring and an earlier onset of net arbonrelease in autumn. Changes in the spring and autumn phase are supported byonomitant hanges in the δ13C reords supporting the idea that at least 80%of the observed phase variations are due to the terrestrial biosphere. Analysisof surfae temperature analyses also support this result, although I nd that thestart of the thermal growing season (dened as the ontinuous period above 5◦C)is advaning two (three) times faster at latitudes >45◦N (>60◦N). In ontrast,the CO2 autumn phase is anti-orrelated with the end of the thermal growingseason and traks it more losely. PU was found to be inreasing at a greaterrate than PR, whih along with the inrease in seasonal amplitude, indiates thatuptake during the CUP is likely to be inreasing. Statistial analysis indiatedthat the trends in the high-latitude seasonal yle are onsistent with an inreasein net uptake by boreal vegetation. However, our understanding of the proessesunderlying the hanges at the edges of the CUP need to be improved.My analysis here does not provide diret evidene about the balane betweenuptake and release of arbon, but hanges in the peak uptake and release togetherwith an invariant arbon uptake period provides indiret evidene that highnorthern latitude eosystems are progressively taking up more arbon. Changes
92 2.7 Summaryin the atmospheri CO2 mole fration only tell us part of the underlying arbonyle story in terms of how the underlying eosystems are hanging. Clearly,additional measurements and models need to be applied to better understandthese observed hanges. A more frequent inspetion of these data using advanedstatistial tools suh as the wavelet transform is likely to have a role to play.
Chapter 3
Are high latitude CH4 emissionsinreasing? An analysis of surfaeCH4 mole fration data
3.1 Introdution
Methane is the seond most important greenhouse gas after arbon dioxide.Although CH4 has a muh shorter atmospheri lifetime (<10 years) than CO2,it has a muh higher radiative foring on a per molar basis, suh that additionalrelease of CH4 is partiularly important over short durations. The onentration ofCH4 has more than doubled sine pre-industrial times. However the atmospherigrowth rate of CH4 whih has been positive throughout muh of the twentiethentury, slowed towards the end of the 1990's, reahing a relatively stable state(Dlugokenky et al., 1998) before ontinuing to inrease again in 2007 (Rigbyet al., 2008; Dlugokenky et al., 2009). There are a large number of soures93
94 3.1 Introdutionof CH4 to the atmosphere, the largest being wetlands and rie paddies, butthe reent hanges in the atmospheri growth rate are still poorly understood.Our need to inrease the eetiveness of emission redution shemes and detetfeedbaks to limate hange depends on our ability to quantify CH4 emissions atregional sales. The purpose of this hapter is to determine whether an inreasein the emissions of CH4 from high-latitude wetland soures an be detetedin atmospheri onentration data by looking at hanges in the seasonal yleamplitude. In partiular, I fous on using hanges in the amplitude of the CH4seasonal yle for the detetion of large-sale hange. Measurements of the CH4onentration at any partiular site ontains ontributions from dierent loal andnon-loal soures and sinks. This makes interpretation of the data partiularlydiult. High-latitude sites are likely to be the most sensitive to hanges inwetland emissions and use of onentration data means that long time series anbe utilised for trend analysis.Arti permafrost is a partiularly vulnerable soure of CH4 to the atmosphere.Large amounts of organi arbon is stored within Arti permafrost (Ping et al.,2008; Tarnoai et al., 2009) and in CH4 hydrates beneath subterranean andsubmerged permafrost (Corell et al., 2008). MGuire et al. (2009) estimated thatthe amount of CH4 stored as gas hydrate in the Arti is likely to range between35 and 365 Pg CH4. When the frozen soils in land-based permafrost layers thaw,the organi arbon stored within beomes exposed to mirobial deompositionreleasing it into the atmosphere.Current CH4 uxes from the Arti are urrently onsidered relatively small froma global perspetive. A reent review of the Arti arbon yle by MGuireet al. (2012) found that most estimates lie within the range of 8-29 TgCH4/yr.The vast stores of arbon in the region are vulnerable to the unpreedentedrises in temperature that have been observed in the Arti (Overland et al.,
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 952008), espeially as muh of the warming is ourring near to the surfae (Sreenand Simmonds, 2010). It has been determined that while methanogenesis issensitive to a number of environmental variables (primarily soil temperature,labile arbon availability and the depth of the water table), soil temperatureis the dominant fator in determining emissions on an annual basis (Zhuanget al., 2007). Therefore these stores are a signiant ause for onern due tothe poteny of CH4 as a greenhouse gas, with the possibility of strong limate-feedbaks as a onsequene of its release into the atmosphere. As most hydratesare stored at onsiderable depth, most modelling studies have suggested that thelimate-CH4 feedbak from high-latitude wetlands and permafrost is unlikely tobe atastrophi, but will our in the form of sustained CH4 release over the nextfew deades (Arher, 2007). Gedney et al. (2004) and Zhuang et al. (2006) bothestimate a doubling of Arti CH4 emissions by 2100 under high anthropogeniemissions senarios.Current estimates of Arti CH4 emissions have been determined independentlyusing diret ux observations, proess-based models, and atmospheri inversionsin onjuntion with surfae CH4 onentration measurements. Flux observationstudies have been of great use in understanding surfae proesses aeting thestrength of CH4 emissions during summer and autumn. However these studiestend to be short, perhaps one or two years, and are typially representative ofreasonably loal areas (whih are subsequently saled up). The spatio-temporaldisontinuities inherent aross the range of ux observations and the range ofinstruments eah with their own unertainty ranges means that it has beendiult to quantify the deadal trend in emissions. CH4 emissions from wetlandsare diult to quantify using assimilation systems for two reasons: poor orinaurate knowledge of their global distribution, and large variability in emissionrates over small spatial sales making it diult to upsale to larger spatial sales.
96 3.1 IntrodutionSome studies have reorded large, short-term inreases in CH4 ux from theArti, highlighting the sensitivity of emissions to even small amounts of warming.For example, Bloom et al. (2010) found inreases in Arti wetland emissions(>67◦N) of 30.6±0.9% in the period 2003-2007 using data from SCIAMACHY,and that these hanges were highly orrelated with surfae temperature. Againthese short term datasets do not give us muh information about long-term trendsin Arti CH4 emissions.It has been argued that if there had been a large-sale inrease in surfae emissionsof CH4 as a result of reent Arti warming, that we should be able to see it inatmospheri measurements of CH4, for example from the NOAA/ESRL CGASN.The numerous high-latitude measurement sites, some of whih have been runningfor up to 30 years, provide a long-term piture of the growth rate and seasonality ofsurfae CH4 onentrations. These measurements ontain information about loalsurfae uxes, and uxes from other parts of the world as a result of atmospherimixing. ACTMs are typially used to disentangle suh signals, where inversionstudies produe emission estimates of CH4 from dierent regions. Previous studieshave shown that the network has a sensitivity of at least 3TgCH4/yr (Dlugokenkyet al., 2003). Despite this, there has been no evidene using onentration datathat has shown a signiant deadal inrease in Arti wetland emissions. Thisould either be beause there is simply no long-term trend in emissions, thatthe trend is too small to detet over fators suh as variations in atmospheritransport, or beause the measurement network is not sensitive enough to detethanging emissions in the Arti.In this hapter, I use a simple approah to investigate long-term hanges in theseasonality of high-latitude CH4 onentrations. I fous my analysis on CH4onentrations measured at the site of Barrow in northern Alaska. Analysis ofCH4 at this site is beneial for a number of reasons: (1) it has the longest CH4
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 97onentration time series of all of the high latitude sites (2) it is host to a numberof measurement programs, inluding in situ and disrete CH4 ask measurementsand measurements of the isotope ratio δ13C-CH4 and (3) it is in lose proximityto large areas of natural wetlands. First I use in situ measurements of BRWCH4, ltered using loal meteorologial elds, to estimate hanges in summerCH4 anomalies at a loal sale, making a omparison with loal variations intemperature. Seond, I spetrally deompose CH4 ask time series measured atnumerous high-latitude sites to quantify variability and trends in the seasonalamplitude. Wetland emissions typially peak in late summer/early autumn,whih roughly oinides with the seasonal minima of the high-latitude CH4onentration. Next, I test the hypothesis that inreased high-latitude wetlandemissions ould redue the seasonal amplitude of CH4 by lling in part ofthis minima. I use an atmospheri transport model to interpret the observedvariability and trends in CH4, with a fous on the ontribution from transportvariability and Arti wetland emissions.
3.2 Data and Methods3.2.1 DataIn situ CH4To estimate loal CH4 summer anomalies on the Alaska North Slope, I usehourly averaged in situ CH4 measurements at Barrow, Alaska (BRW) providedby the NOAA/ESRL CGASN. These measurements are made using a gashromatograph designed speially for analysis of ambient levels of CH4, CO(arbon monoxide) and CO2. The preision of a single CH4 measurementis estimated to be approximately 0.2%, the standard deviation (1σ) of 20
98 3.2 Data and Methodsmeasurements of standard gas (Dlugokenky et al., 1995). Measurements madewhen the analytial instrument was not working properly are rst removed usinga rule-based editing algorithm (Masarie et al., 1991). Hourly averages werealulated from 2-3 individual measurements per hour from 1986-1996 and 4measurements per hour from 1996 to the present day.Flask CH4I use weekly values and monthly averages of CH4 from ask measurements at anumber of high-latitude sites shown in Figure 3.2 from the NOAA/ESRL CGASN.Air samples (ask) are olleted at the sites and analysed for CH4 at NOAA/ESRLin Boulder, Colorado by the NOAA/ESRL GMD using a gas hromatographwith ame ionization detetion. Eah sample aliquot is referened to the NOAA2004 CH4 standard sale (Dlugokenky et al., 2005). Individual measurementunertainties are alulated based on analytial repeatability and the ability topropagate the World Meteorologial Organization (WMO) CH4 mole frationstandard sale. Analytial repeatability has varied between 0.8 and 2.3 ppb,but averaged over the measurement reord is approximately 2 ppb. Propagationof the sale is based on a omparison of ask and in situ measurements at theMLO and BRW observatories and has a xed value 0.7 ppb. These two valuesare added in quadrature (square root of the sum of the squares) to estimate thetotal measurement unertainty, equivalent to a ∼68% ondene interval.These monitoring sites usually ollet at least one CH4 sample per week, and thusit is suitable to use weekly values or monthly averages for the analysis. As thereare data gaps in the weekly time series and we need a ontinuous time series witha onstant time step to use the wavelet deomposition tehnique, it is neessaryto impute missing data points in the time series. Initially I subtrat the long-termtrend from a referene time series whih is representative of the latitude band,in this ase BRW. I then alulate a loally averaged in time seasonal yle and




































Figure 3.1: Disrete CH4 ask data at BRW (blak) where magenta points arethose whih have been interpolated. The lower panel shows the number of missingweekly observations aross the time series in a running window of 52 weeks.extrat the missing value from this seasonal yle before adding the trend valuefrom the referene time series. This method ensures that imputed data pointsare weighted by variability in the atual data under the assumption that theatmospheri growth rate at any partiular site is similar to BRW. Any remainingmissing data points are extrated from a pieewise ubi spline urve t. Partsof the time series whih ontain signiant setions of missing data are likelyto exhibit unreliable interannual variations - this is espeially the ase beausethe CH4 time series are noisy. However missing setions are unusual and I ndthat isolated missing data points do not signiantly impat the determination oflong-term trends.Figure 3.1 shows the disrete CH4 ask measurements at BRW and data pointsthat I have imputed, where the lower panel shows the % of measurements missingin any 52 week period. It an be seen that the rst 5-6 years has the largestproportion of missing data but in general there is <25% missing data points andthey tend to be sporadi rather than onseutive. The earliest years of the BRW
100 3.2 Data and Methodstime series are likely to be the most unreliable.
Marine Boundary Layer Referene CH4 (MBL)The NOAA/ESRL CO2 MBL is a data produt showing the evolution of CH4onentration by latitude over time. The MBL is based on measurements fromthe CGASN. The sites whih are inluded are those at remote marine sea levelloations with prevailing onshore winds suh that they pik up well-mixed ma-rine boundary layer air that is representative of large volumes of the atmosphere.These data are smoothed in time (Thoning and Tans, 1989), temporal gaps inthe data are lled using a data-based extension methodology (Masarie and Tans,1995), and latitudinal smoothing is also applied by tting urves to eah weeklylatitudinal distribution, where sites exhibiting higher signal-to-noise and moreonsistent sampling have greater weighting (Tans et al., 1989). The MBL refer-ene surfae is a 2-dimensional matrix omposed of weekly CH4 onentrationsfrom 1984-2012 at intervals of 0.05 sine of latitude from 90◦S to 90◦N. I also usezonal-averages of CH4 from the MBL, namely the Polar Northern Hemisphere(PNH) mean.
CH4 Isotope Reord (δ13C-CH4)I also use weekly measurements of the stable isotopi omposition (13C) ofatmospheri CH4, δ13C-CH4 (White and Vaughn, 2011b). The isotope samplesare analysed at CU-INSTAAR where preision is estimated to be approximately0.06 permil for δ13C-CH4. The δ13C-CH4 ratios at ALT and BRW over the timespans of 1990-2012 and 1998-2012 respetively, and are the only high-latitudereords with a time span of >10 years. The isotope ratios are derived from thesame asks of air used to measure the quantity of CH4. The δ notation refers to







× 1000 (3.1)and is expressed in units of `permil' (parts per thousand).I use the Keeling plot approah outlined in Pataki et al. (2003) to assess bulkinputs of CH4 into Arti air. This involves using RMA regression to nd theinterept of δ13C-CH4 and 1/CH4, a value whih an be assoiated with the CH4soure. Method I (standard linear) regression is not appropriate beause it as-sumes that there is no error assoiated with the dependent variable, δ13C-CH4,and that the errors in the two variables are unrelated. This is not the ase, aserrors are likely to be present in both δ13C and CH4 and they are related beauseone is present in the other. I use a running window of 9 weeks aross the 1/CH4and δ13C-CH4 time series and produe a Keeling plot, alulating the interset foreah window, assuming that the window has at least 5 oiniding measurements.The geometri mean regression provides the interset and 95% ondene inter-val for eah Keeling plot. I also alulate the mean interset by season for eahyear. The three primary lasses of CH4 have distint isotopi signatures, δ13C≈-60h for baterial CH4, δ13C≈-40h for thermogeni CH4 and δ13C≈-20h forbiomass burning CH4 (Quay et al., 1991). While individual soures of CH4 arelikely to be signiantly dierent from the soure type's harateristi signature,the average values are likely to be valid for large spatial sales (Conny and Currie,1996).
Meteorologial DataFor the analysis of BRW insitu hourly mean CH4 I use loal meteorologial datafrom the site of BRW. This inludes hourly mean time series of wind speed and
102 3.2 Data and Methodswind diretion whih are used to separate the measurements of CH4 into air se-tors. I use hourly averages of the two metre temperature for omparison withCH4 emission estimates.Other DataI ompare trends and interannual variability of CH4 with gridded temperature(resolution of 1 degree latitude × 2/3 degrees longitude) from the Global Mod-elling and Assimilation Oe (GMAO) Modern Era-Retrospetive Analysis forResearh and Appliations (MERRA) dataset (Rieneker et al., 2011). MERRAovers the time span of modern era remotely sensed data (1979-present), and alsooverlaps with the period of onsistent ground-based observations of surfae CH4onentrations from NOAA/ESRL CGASN. I sample gridded surfae tempera-tures over areas of Eurasian and North Amerian permafrost aeted wetlands(see Figure 3.2) and build up time series of growing season temperature anomaliesand potential growing season length (where the potential growing period is de-ned as days>0◦) for eah region. The permafrost aeted wetland map is basedon a relassiation of the FAO-UNESCO soil map of the world, ombined witha soil limate map from USDA-NRCS.
3.2.2 Wavelet TransformI use the wavelet transform to deompose the CH4 time series into a waveletoeient matrix, whih shows the power of dierent frequenies ontained withinthe data and how they evolve with time. I use this method with the Morlet waveletto spetrally lter CH4 time series, to separate the seasonal variability and long-term trend, and also to remove high frequeny noise. In general I remove high
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Figure 3.2: Map of the polar northern hemisphere. Deadal trends in potentialperiod of thaw (days >0◦C) over the period 1979-2012 are imposed over permafrostaeted wetland regions as alulated from the MERRA reanalysis dataset (Rienekeret al., 2011). Deadal trends <0.5 days/deade are shown in grey. The NOAA/ESRLCH4 ask sites used in the analysis are shown by the blue markers, where sites witha blue star also have an in situ measurement program. Monitoring sites are asfollows: Alert, Nunavut, Canada (ALT - 62.51◦W, 82.45◦N), Barrow, Alaska (BRW- 156.61◦W, 71.32◦W), Cold Bay, Alaska (CBA - 162.72◦W, 55.21◦N), Storhofdi,Vestmannaeyjar, Ieland (ICE - 20.29◦W, 63.40◦N), Shemya Island, Alaska (SHM -174.13◦E, 52.71◦N), Oean Station M, Norway (STM - 2.00◦E, 66.00◦N), Ny-Alesund,Svalbard, Norway (ZEP - 11.89◦E, 78.91◦N).
frequeny variations (<2 months) and retain a sub-annual frequeny (<7 months),an annual frequeny (<18 months), and a trend omponent (>18 months).
104 3.2 Data and Methods3.2.3 TM5 Atmospheri Transport Model
Model DesriptionTo help interpret the trends in Arti CH4 onentrations, I use model output fromTransport Model 5 (TM5, Krol et al. (2005)), rstly to determine trend ontribu-tion from atmospheri transport and seond, to simulate the eet of inreasedArti wetland emissions to the CH4 onentrations observed by high-latitudemonitoring sites. The TM5 model simulations used in this study were providedby Lori Bruhwiler from the Carbon Cyle Greenhouse Gases Group within theNOAA GMD in Boulder, Colorado (Bruhwiler et al., 2014). TM5 is developedand maintained jointly by the Institute for Marine and Atmospheri ResearhUtreht (IMAU, the Netherlands), the Joint Researh Centre (JRC, Italy), theRoyal Netherlands Meteorologial Institute (KNMI, the Netherlands), NOAA andESRL. The inputs of TM5 are 3D meteorologial elds and best guess regionalestimates of CH4 soures and sinks (priors), inluding loss proesses of CH4 (e.g.by reation with OH) in the atmosphere. The output of the model is a gridded3D eld of CH4 onentration throughout the period 1989-2010. In this ase, thewinds used for transport in the TM5 simulations ome from the European Centrefor Medium range Weather Foreast (ECMWF) operational foreast model. TheTM5 simulations have a horizontal resolution of 4◦ latitude × 6◦ longitude anda vertial resolution of 34 hybrid sigma-pressure levels (from 2006 onwards; 25levels previously).
Prior Emission EstimatesThe prior ux estimates used for wetlands are from Bergamashi et al. (2005).Wetlands are the largest natural soure of CH4, and our in regions that arepermanently or seasonally water logged, a broad ategory inluding high-latitudebogs and tropial swamps. The prior ux estimates of Bergamashi et al. (2005)
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 105are based on wetland distribution of Matthews (1989) and wetland emission modelof Kaplan (2002) whih parameterizes emissions based on moisture, temperatureand soil arbon. Arti wetland emissions are symmetri aross the growing sea-son, peaking in mid-summer. Other prior emissions inlude fossil fuel, agriultureand waste (EDGAR 3.2FT2000, European Commission (2009)), biomass burning(Global Fire Emissions Database), and atmospheri hemial loss. Atmospherihemial loss from the reation with OH is the primary mehanism by whih CH4is removed from the atmosphere. This reation roughly balanes the total atmo-spheri input of CH4 from soures, however small dierenes lead to trends in theatmospheri abundane of CH4 as have been observed in reent years. Interannualvariability of the OH sink is expeted to be small, within ∼2% (Montzka et al.,2011). This is equivalent to ∼10 TgCH4/yr, the approximate size of inter-annualvariability in CH4 emissions (Bruhwiler et al., 2014). Details of hemial losselds an be found in Bergamashi et al. (2005) and onsist of a single, repeatingseasonal yle resulting in a CH4 lifetime of approximately 9.5 years.Model SimulationsI use a number of dierent model simulations, a ontrol simulation in whihprior emissions do not vary from year to year, and a series of emissions senarioswhere Arti wetland emissions inrease eah year. In the ontrol simulation,prior emissions do not hange (2000 anthropogeni emissions are used), so thatonly meteorology hanges on an interannual basis. This allows me to determinethe interannual variability in seasonal amplitude produed by variations inatmospheri transport alone and also ats as a referene time series with whih Ian ompare the output from the emission senarios. The emission senarios arethe same as the ontrol simulation but with inremental inreases in high-latitudewetland CH4 emissions of 1, 2 and 5 TgCH4/yr respetively, where the emissionsinreases are symmetri aross the growing season. The high-latitude region is
106 3.2 Data and Methodsdened as an aggregation of the TransCom 3 regions boreal North Ameria, borealEurasia and Europe. As some of Europe lies to the south of what might typiallybe onsidered high northern latitudes, the area of Europe north of 47◦N is usedin the denition of the high-latitude region as this roughly orresponds with thesouthern extent of boreal North Ameria and Eurasia (Bruhwiler et al., 2014).To ompare model output with CH4 mole fration data, the 3D eld of modelCH4 onentrations is sampled at the surfae level at the nearest grid point toeah of the NOAA/ESRL monitoring sites. The result is a time series made upof 48 data points per year (1 per 7.6 days). I then interpolate these time series toa onstant weekly time step (52 data points per year) for onsistent omparisonwith the CH4 data.I deompose the sampled time series into sub-annual, annual and trend ompo-nents using the riteria previously dened. First, I hek for onsisteny betweenthe model and data by omparing the mean seasonal yles from the model out-put and CH4 data respetively. I then use the model time series for analysis ofthe seasonal yle amplitude, as desribed for the CH4 mole fration data.
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 1073.3 Analysis of IsotopesMy analysis of the δ13C-CH4 ratio at ALT and BRW is shown in Figure 3.3.It an be seen in the top panels that some years have sparse observations of theisotope, however eah Keeling plot was alulated using at least 5 oiniding mea-surements in eah window of 9 measurements aross the time series. The middlepanels show that the majority of intersets >-60h tend to our in spring andwinter whereas the opposite is true for summer and autumn. The time series meanintersets for summer and autumn are -68.79±13.55h and -69.47±13.55h forALT and -68.10±12.90h and -64.74±4.81h for BRW respetively. Most iso-topi wetland signatures tend to lie in this region where, for example, the signa-tures assoiated with worldwide boreal wetland emissions are typially between-69 to -65h (Striskantharajah et al., 2012). This suggests that the large-salevariability in summertime CH4 is driven by high-latitude wetlands, as expeted.
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Summer Mean −68.10 ±12.90‰
Autumn Mean −64.74 ±4.81‰
Figure 3.3: Top two panels show (blak) CH4 and (green) δ13C-CH4 time seriesbetween 1997 and 2013 for (left) ALT and (right) BRW. Middle panels show theKeeling plot intersets for the 9 week running window alulated from 1/CH4 and
δ13C-CH4, where the olour of the markers represents the week of the year. Thebottom panels show the seasonal mean intersets for (green) summer (JJA) and (red)autumn (SON) where the error bars show the standard deviation in eah season andthe solid lines show the linear trend in the seasonal means.
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 1093.4 Barrow In situ Data AnalysisI use hourly averages from the ontinuous measurements of surfae CH4 at Barrow,Alaska (BRW) in an attempt to quantify hanges in loal summertime CH4anomalies assoiated with wetlands. I use hourly averages of loal meteorologialdata, namely wind speed and wind diretion to lter the CH4 data by air setorsas dened in (Dlugokenky et al., 1995). Measurements of CH4 inbound from thenorth air setor (020◦-110◦) are typially used to avoid ontamination from non-bakground or loal soures, namely anthropogeni soures from gas wells and thetown of Barrow, and emissions from the large areas of permafrost aeted wetlandsin the region. The air from the north air setor is therefore onsidered to berepresentative of bakground onditions and ontain information about regionalvariations of CH4. Here I also use measurements of CH4 from the south air setor(135◦-220◦), whih does ontain information about the loal emissions as well asregionally representative air. I use CH4 measurements only when the wind speed is
≥1m/s and ensure that the seleted meteorologial onditions have been in eetfor at least one hour. Examination of data from the north and south air setorindiates that there is signiant diurnal variability of the CH4 onentration fromthe south air setor, where there is a maximum between 03:00-05:00. To reduepotential biases without over-onstraining the data, I alulate diurnal averagesfrom 09:00-17:00, the period of least variability. Finally, I determine monthlyaverages from the ltered data. Figure 3.4 shows graphial representation of myhoies of ltering riteria for wind diretion and time of day. It an be seen inthe bottom left panel of Figure 3.4 that prevailing winds from the north resultin substantially more observations from the north air setor than from the southair setor. The top left panel shows that air from the south air setor typiallyhas muh higher CH4 onentrations as a result of loal emissions. The diurnalvariability in CH4 is muh greater in the air from the south air setor, with thegreatest variability in summer. It is suspeted that this is partially a result of CH4




























































Figure 3.4: (Top left) mean CH4 onentrations with 1σ observed from dierentwind diretions (Bottom left) histogram showing the number of hourly observationstaken of dierent wind diretions (Top right) mean diurnal yles measured duringwinds inbound from the north air setor for eah season (Bottom right) mean diurnalyles measured during winds inbound from the south air setor.As the prevailing wind is from the north air setor, this setor is better representedby the observations than the south air setor. This leaves potential for biases.One way to better redue large biases introdued by low number of observations isto use a urve-tting proedure for omparison with the data averages. Figure 3.5shows the BRW hourly CH4 observations ltered aording to air setor, wherethe top left inset panel shows the time series mean CH4 seasonal yle (blue) andthe mean dierene of the two time series (red).There are some striking dierenes between the CH4 onentrations inboundfrom the north and south air setors. Notably, while they are both stronglyseasonal, the seasonal maxima from the south air setor typially ours duringthe asending shoulder of the seasonal yle and often overlaps with the seasonal
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Figure 3.5: CH4 time series ltered aording to the riteria dened for the north(blue) and south (green) air setors. The most signiant dierenes between thetwo time series ours during the summer and autumn months, when loal wetlandemissions peak, with the dierenes in winter being small. The top left panel showsthe mean north air setor seasonal yle, and the mean South-North Dierene.minima from the north air setor. The timing of the strong seasonal dierenesourring primarily in summer and autumn are onsistent with the timing wetlandCH4 emissions, whih typially peak in late summer. Loal anthropogeni souresare likely to play a minor role in these dierenes. In addition, the dierenebetween the north and south CH4 onentrations are small during the north airsetor seasonal maxima, whih ours during winter when loal wetland emissionsare likely to be negligible. I subsequently alulate the South-North dierene(SND) by subtrating the monthly-averaged CH4 onentrations from the northair setor from those of the south air setor. In theory, this will remove the partof the CH4 onentration that is representative of large, well-mixed air masses,leaving primarily the CH4 anomalies resulting from soures loal to BRW. Iompare the CH4 anomalies with an analysis of BRW 2 metre temperature data. Iuse the number of days >0◦C as a temperature metri, representing the potentialperiod of soil thaw and wetland CH4 emission, although emission of CH4 may
































Figure 3.6: 2 metre temperature measurements at BRW, where olour representshanges in temperature seasonally (horizontal axis) and annually (vertial axis). Blakmarkers are 5 year means of the dates when smoothed temperature passes above (left)and below (right) 0◦C. Dashed blak lines represent the least squares linear t to theannual zero rossing dates. The time series mean zero rossing dates are approximatelyday 160 for -ve to +ve and 260 for +ve to -ve respetively.Having alulated the SND summer anomalies, I nd three periods of rel-atively high CH4 anomalies and a positive linear regression oeient of
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 1135.4±9.0 ppb/deade whih is not statistially signiant (p>0.1). The interan-nual variability is similar using dierent ltering riteria and averages alulatedfrom the data and urve t (not shown), and while altering these variables doeshave an eet on the magnitude of the oeient alulated from the summertimeCH4 anomalies at BRW, the sign of the oeient remains positive in all ases.Despite this, there was no evidene of a trend. The sensitivity of the oeient toltering riteria is a result of the low number of CH4 observations from the southair setor whih is likely to signiantly inrease the eet of averaging biases andinreases the unertainties assoiated with the summer anomalies from the SND.This is not surprising as the site was hosen to be representative of bakgroundonditions. Despite this, I nd that some of the temporal variability in CH4 oin-ides with temperature variability, where the linear trend in the number of days
>0◦C over the same time span is 8.2±7.7 days/deade (p<0.01), with a partiu-larly rapid inrease following 2000. The linear relationship between temperatureand the CH4 anomalies (r2=0.18) is statistially signiant, with a sensitivity of0.47±0.42 ppb per additional day >0◦C (p<0.05), where some peaks in CH4 (e.g.2004) annot be explained by temperature variability. The r2 is small, whih sug-gests a weak relationship, but it remains statistially signiant for a range of CH4ltering riteria whih gives some ondene that at least some of the observedhanges in CH4 may be due to physial mehanisms rather than an artefat ofbiases and data proessing.We have seen that emissions from the wetlands lose to BRW are greatest duringsummer and early autumn. This partially overlaps with the seasonal yle minimafrom the north air setor, and also reates a shoulder on the asending phaseof the seasonal yle. A large-sale inrease in high-latitude wetland emissionsis therefore likely to have two major eets on high-latitude measurements ofsurfae CH4: rst we expet an inrease in the growth rate resulting from the netinrease in emissions, and seond, we expet both a redution in the amplitude of
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Figure 3.7: Summer CH4 anomaly (blak) and number of days >0◦C (red) withlinear least squares t.the seasonal yle due to the summertime emissions partly lling in the seasonalminima, and an enhaned shoulder on the asending edge of the seasonal yle.In the next setion I examine hanges in the amplitude of the seasonal yle atnumerous high-latitude sites, before assessing how useful the amplitude is as anindiator of hanges in wetland emissions. My hypothesis is that an inrease inArti wetland emissions will lead to a derease in the seasonal amplitude of CH4.
3.5 Flask Time Series Data AnalysisHere I analyse time series of surfae CH4 onentrations from the high-latitudemonitoring sites of the NOAA/ESRL CGASN - these sites are shown in Figure3.2. The bakground ask sites sample air that is onsidered to be representativeof large, well-mixed air parels, and the high-latitude sites were seleted as theyare likely to be the most sensitive to hanges in large-sale hanges in emissionsfrom Arti wetlands.Figure 3.8 shows the linear regression oeients of seasonal amplitude of CH4alulated from monthly ask time series at sites in the NOAA/ESRL network
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fra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Trend = −0.29±0.16ppb yr −1 (p<0.01)






















Figure 3.8: (Top) Linear regression oeients of time vs. amplitude anomaliesfrom individual CH4 ask sites. Error bars indiate the 1σ unertainty on the lineartrends while signiane levels are shown by the dierent markers. (Bottom) Timeseries of amplitude anomalies determined from the MBL CH4 PNH zonal mean, withlinear least-squares t.and a time series of seasonal amplitude for the PNH mean. The oeientsshow a number of regional patterns: a small but statistially signiant inreasein amplitude in the southern hemisphere, huge variability in amplitude in themid-latitude northern hemisphere, and dereasing amplitude in the high-latitudenorthern hemisphere. The high-latitude region ontrasts with the other regionsin that the linear regression oeients lie onsistently below zero, whereasmost of the oeients in the mid-latitudes lie above zero. The PNH meanseasonal amplitude, based on high-latitude CH4 ask data is onsistent with thenegative oeients of the individual sites, exhibiting a signiant trend of -2.9±1.6 ppb/deade (p<0.01) over the 29 year period.In order to test how robust this result is, I perform a more in-depth analysis of CH4
116 3.5 Flask Time Series Data Analysisat individual high-latitude sites. I alulate the seasonal amplitude at these sitesusing two methods and from both monthly and weekly time series determinedfrom the NOAA/ESRL disrete CH4 ask measurements. The rst and mostsimple option is take the range of the detrended CH4 onentration in a givenyear, termed the annual range. As the seasonal maxima our during winter, thisdoesn't take aount of the fat that there an be two seasonal maxima in oneyear when the timing of the maxima shift. A seond option is therefore to takethe peak to peak dierene of one seasonal osillation, termed the seasonal range.The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3.1.The regression oeients alulated from the seasonal amplitude time serieswhen using NOAA/ESRL monthly means are predominantly negative. However,I nd that there are just three sites that exhibit a statistially signiant (or near)trend in amplitude over the time span of the data. These sites are ALT (p<0.01,sine 1990), BRW (p<0.01) and STM (p=0.06), where time series of the amplitudeanomalies at these sites are shown in Figure 3.9. While most of the derease inamplitude at ALT ours following 1990, the largest derease at BRW and STMour between 1984-1998 and 1984-2004 respetively. Interannual variability ofthe seasonal amplitude at ALT shows some orrelation with the peaks and troughsin amplitude at BRW, however it is unlear whether the rst few years of the ALTtime series, whih show a period of partiularly low amplitude anomalies, werepreeded by anomalously high years in amplitude as seen at BRW and STM.I also alulate seasonal amplitude time series from disrete CH4 mole frationmeasurements (weekly means), the assoiated regression oeients of these timeseries are also shown in Table 3.1. Interannual variability in the amplitudesappear to be sensitive to both the method of imputing missing data, and theltering riteria dened in the wavelet transform, a result of the level of noisein the CH4 time series. However, the regression analysis using weekly data still
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 117shows a statistially signiant trend at BRW (p<0.01) and an even more robusttrend at STM (p<0.01). The trend at ALT sine 1990 is statistially signiant(p<0.05) at -3.62±3.48 days/deade.
118
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NOAA/ESRL Monthly Flask DataAnnual Range Seasonal RangeSite Time Span Mean±1σ (ppb) Trend±1σ (ppb/deade) Mean ±1σ (ppb) Trend±1σ (ppb/deade)ALT 1986-2013 50.18±6.22 -2.34±2.90 (p>0.1) 50.21±6.00 -2.30±2.86 (p>0.1)BRW 1984-2013 47.45±9.27 -4.91±3.61 (p<0.01) 47.73±9.34 -5.14±3.60 (p<0.01)CBA 1984-2012 38.16±6.01 -0.60±2.60 (p>0.1) 37.92±5.95 -1.03±2.59 (p>0.1)ICE 1993-2013 32.77±6.00 -3.37±4.35 (p>0.1) 32.45±5.65 -2.35±4.22 (p>0.1)SHM 1986-2013 41.27±6.00 0.73±3.10 (p>0.1) 40.62±6.33 -2.35±3.10 (p>0.1)STM 1984-2008 37.04±6.44 -3.38±3.49 (p=0.06) 36.37±6.15 -3.06±3.13 (p=0.06)ZEP 1995-2013 46.23±4.73 -1.03±4.27 (p>0.1) 46.09±4.87 -0.92±4.41 (p>0.1)NOAA/ESRL Weekly Flask DataAnnual Range Seasonal RangeSite Time Span Mean±1σ (ppb) Trend±1σ (ppb/deade) Mean±1σ (ppb) Trend±1σ (ppb/deade)ALT 1986-2011 56.26±6.14 -0.93±2.98 (p>0.1) 56.49±6.41 -1.05±2.87 (p>0.1)BRW 1984-2011 56.17±8.55 -4.70±3.29 (p<0.01) 56.63±8.67 -4.48±3.31 (p<0.01)CBA 1984-2011 45.49±7.93 -2.70±3.73 (p∼0.1) 45.66±8.19 -2.91±2.58 (p∼0.1)ICE 1993-2011 39.75±7.35 -4.82±4.71 (p<0.05) 37.76±6.01 -2.58±4.45 (p>0.1)SHM 1986-2011 48.36±6.93 3.43±4.05 (p∼0.1) 48.84±6.60 2.81±3.81 (p>0.1)STM 1984-2008 43.53±7.92 -5.65±3.69 (p<0.01) 41.96±7.28 -4.31±3.35 (p<0.05)ZEP 1995-2011 52.97±5.49 -2.07±4.87 (p>0.1) 51.92±6.23 -1.79±5.61 (p>0.1)Table 3.1: CH4 amplitude trends at ALT, BRW, CBA, ICE, SHM, STM and ZEP determined from NOAA/ESRL monthly andweekly CH4 data respetively.
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 119We saw in Figure 3.1 that the rst 5-6 years of the weekly BRW CH4 time serieshad the largest proportion of missing observations. As a result, this setion ofthe time series has a larger proportion of imputed data points whih ould havesigniantly ontributed to the observed trend. However I repeated this analysisfor the in situ observations at BRW by taking weekly averages from the north airsetor and wavelet ltering them before alulating the equivalent amplitude timeseries. Figure 3.10 shows a omparison of the CH4 onentrations and seasonalamplitude for annual and sub-annual frequeny omponents determined fromthe ask and in situ time series respetively. Although there are oasionallylarge dierenes in the interannual variability of the ask and in situ amplitudeanomalies, the in situ time series also exhibits a deline in the CH4 seasonalamplitude whih arguably persists for longer than in the ask time series. Thisomparison of two independent time series indiates that the amplitude trend isnot a result of my treatment of the data but due to the presene of a trend in bothtime series. In both datasets, the trend is predominantly aused by a derease inthe annual omponent of the time series.Although my analysis shows negative oeients in the seasonal CH4 amplitudeat all but one of the high-latitude monitoring sites, the predominant sites areALT, BRW and STM. My analysis suggests that ALT, BRW, and STM seemto be largely responsible for the negative amplitude trend observed in the PNHmean alulated from the MBL.




































TRD = −0.34±0.35ppb year−1 (p=0.057)
Year
STM
Figure 3.9: Time series of amplitude anomalies alulated from monthly averagesof CH4 at ALT, BRW and STM. TRD is the trend±1σ and p is the value of the trend.













































AnnualFigure 3.10: (Top) Comparison of ask and in situ CH4 onentration. (Middle)Amplitude anomalies alulated from annual + sub-annual frequeny omponents.(Bottom) Amplitude anomalies alulated from annual frequeny omponent only.There are a number of possible drivers of these observed trends: (1) atmospheritransport variability, (2) a hange in Arti wetland emissions, (3) a trendtransported from mid-latitude CH4 soures or (4) variability in OH. In the nextsetion I will use the TM5 model output to investigate the rst and seond ofthese hypotheses.
122 3.6 TM5 Emission Experiments3.6 TM5 Emission ExperimentsHere, I aim to (1) determine the ontribution of atmospheri transport to theobserved trend in the high-latitude CH4 seasonal amplitude and (2) investigatethe magnitude of trends in amplitude we would expet to see given a range ofdierent emission senarios.
3.6.1 Control SimulationMy rst use of the TM5 ontrol simulation is to test whether the modelled seasonalyle is onsistent with the seasonal yle observed in the data. Although theontrol simulation uses prior emissions whih remain the same eah year, I expetthat the seasonal yles should at least be similar in shape and amplitude whenompared with the data. To do this, I simply isolate the seasonal yle usingthe wavelet transform (same ltering riteria as used previously) and take themean seasonal yle, before making a omparison with the equivalent seasonalyle from the data at eah site. These omparisons an be seen as solid linesin the lower panel of Figure 3.11. Most of the seasonal yles generated usingthe model losely math those alulated from the data indiating that the CH4priors and meteorology used in the model are able to desribe realisti variationsin CH4. The timing of the seasonal minima/maxima and the seasonal amplitudeare aptured at ALT, CBA, SHM and ZEP. The model does not apture wellthe seasonal yle at ICE or STM as it largely underestimates the seasonal yleamplitude. These sites are in relative lose proximity to eah other and the poorrepresentation of the seasonal yle at these loations is likely to be aused byan issue with the ACTM. It is therefore neessary to exlude an interpretation ofICE and STM from my model analysis. At BRW, there appears to be a humpon the desending edge of the seasonal yle whih is not apparent in the data,
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 123and this leads to a muh later minima in the modelled BRW seasonal yle. It issuspeted that this is due to the presene of loal emissions that are sampled bythe model but not observed in the data. This is due to the NOAA/ESRL BRW bi-weekly ask samples being olleted when the wind is from oshore, whih largelynegates the ontribution from the loal emissions, whereas the model inludes CH4onentrations from onshore and oshore. This is partiularly apparent at BRWbeause the site is in lose proximity to areas of natural wetlands. In ontrast,most of the other Arti sites are more remote, whih means that there is somedelay before they pik up the wetland signal and by this time the air is more wellmixed and representative of a larger area. This dierene in sampling at BRWand the subsequent over estimate of the early summer wetland CH4 anomaly inthe modelled CH4 time series must be taken into aount in the interpretation ofthe results.I also use the ontrol simulation to look at the interannual variability and trendin amplitude as a result of hanges in atmospheri transport of CH4 to eah of theArti sites. I rst alulate regression oeients from the individual amplitudetime series from the data and the model, and seond determine the Pearsonorrelation oeient and p-value orresponding to the relationship between thetwo time series. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3.2. Themodel simulation did not extend as far bak as some of the observations andthus my analysis only shows a omparison during the period of overlap. Myresults show that the amplitude regression oeients resulting from atmospheritransport typially have the same sign as the oeients determined from thedata, but also that some sites exhibit oeients of a similar magnitude andorrelated amplitude anomalies. The orrelation oeients for the most part aresmall (<0.26). The TM5 amplitude regression oeient for ALT CH4 drivenby atmospheri transport is -6.10±6.29 ppb/deade, whih is larger than theoeient observed in the data by ∼1.5-3 ppb/deade. Variations in CH4 seasonal
124 3.6 TM5 Emission Experimentsamplitude driven by transport are also orrelated with some of the interannualvariability observed in the data at ALT, although the relationship between thetime series is not statistially signiant. The most robust derease in seasonalamplitude was observed at BRW and I noted that the largest derease ourredin the earlier years of the time series. The regression oeient for the BRWdata during the period overlapping with the model output is not statistiallysigniant but is still negative in sign. The magnitude of the trend observed inthe data is mathed by the oeient for amplitude hanges driven by atmospheritransport, and shows a statistially signiant orrelation with the monthlyamplitude anomalies, but not those alulated from the disrete measurements.Atmospheri transport also seems to explain the hange in amplitude at theonly site that showed a positive trend, SHM. ZEP exhibits a negative (butnot statistially signiant) trend in amplitude of -2.80±6.41 ppb/deade, whilethe model suggests transport has aused a very large inrease in the seasonalamplitude of 6.63±8.94 ppb/deade. The statistially signiant relationshipbetween the model and data amplitude anomalies at ZEP is not representative ofthe trend, but the interannual variability whih appears to be well explained bytransport.This analysis shows that variability in atmospheri transport ould be a largefator in driving the CH4 seasonal amplitude in the high latitudes. At ALT, astatistially signiant trend in seasonal CH4 amplitude (p<0.05) results fromvariations in atmospheri transport, although the reasons for this remain unlear.While the trend at BRW an be explained by transport during the period ofoverlap with the model, the biggest derease ours in the earlier years of thetime series for whih I do not have model output. We would therefore require aontrol simulation whih extends further bak in time to determine the proportionof the amplitude trend whih is driven by atmospheri transport at BRW.
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 125NOAA/ESRL Monthly Flask DataAmplitude Trend RegressionSite Time Span Data (ppb/de) Model (ppb/de) r2 p-valueALT 1990-2010 -4.39±4.45 -6.10±6.29 0.13 0.10BRW 1990-2010 -2.96±6.39 -2.74±8.06 0.18 0.05CBA 1990-2010 -1.68±4.90 -0.21±6.23 0.01 0.58ICE 1990-2010 -1.56±6.29 9.40±8.57 0.02 0.65SHM 1990-2010 3.33±4.54 1.70±7.50 0.26 0.01STM 1990-2010 -0.28±5.60 -1.70±12.39 0.20 0.04ZEP 1990-2010 -0.90±6.52 6.63±8.94 0.33 0.01NOAA/ESRL Weekly Flask DataAmplitude Trend RegressionSite Time Span Data (ppb/de) Model (ppb/de) r2 p-valueALT 1990-2010 -3.15±3.89 -6.10±6.29 0.16 0.06BRW 1990-2010 -2.33±4.86 -2.74±8.06 0.07 0.24CBA 1990-2010 -2.03±4.87 -0.21±6.23 0.02 0.52ICE 1990-2010 -3.73±5.61 9.40±8.57 0.01 0.72SHM 1990-2010 3.35±4.86 1.70±7.50 0.20 0.03STM 1990-2010 -1.63±4.68 -1.70±12.39 0.03 0.47ZEP 1990-2010 -2.80±6.41 6.63±8.94 0.07 0.32Table 3.2: Trends in amplitude from the data and model (alulated for theoverlapping time period) and r2 and p-values of their relationship.
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Figure 3.11: Top panel shows the high-latitude wetland ux (solid blue) and theresulting inrease in seasonal CH4 onentration observed at individual monitoringsites. Bottom panel shows mean seasonal yles alulated from CH4 mole frationdata (solid blue) and TM5 ontrol simulation (solid red). Dashed lines show meaneet of additional wetland emissions (15 TgCH4) to the seasonal yles.
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 1273.6.2 Emissions SenariosNext I introdue three emissions senarios, by adding a trend to the prior CH4wetland emissions of 1 TgCH4/yr, 2 TgCH4/yr and 5 TgCH4/yr respetively,in order to assess the observed eets of the inreased emissions on the high-latitude CH4 seasonal yle amplitude. As an example, the time series generatedat BRW for the ontrol simulation, and eah of the emissions senarios are shownin Figure 3.12. First I look at the timing of the additional wetland emissionsrelative to the seasonal CH4 onentration. In order to isolate the additionalontribution from wetland emissions seen at eah site, I subtrat the ontrolsimulation time series from the emissions senario time series. The remainingresidual time series is made up of a seasonal variation in CH4 whih peaks inthe summer when wetland emissions are highest, overlying a trend omponentresulting from the additional CH4 ux into the atmosphere. In order to isolatethe seasonal omponent, I remove the trend by tting a smooth urve throughthe seasonal minima and subtrating it from the residual time series. The wavelettransform is inappropriate for this as it would entre the seasonal osillation onzero.




























Figure 3.12: BRW TM5 time series for the ontrol run and 1, 2 and 5 TgCH4/yrhigh-latitude wetland emissions senarios respetively, where eah time series has beenltered of high frequeny variability using the wavelet transform.
128 3.6 TM5 Emission ExperimentsThe top panel of Figure 3.11 shows the prior CH4 high-latitude wetland ux usedin the TM5 simulation, and the seasonal omponent of the wetland ontributionto the CH4 onentration measured at individual monitoring sites. There is adelay between the peak emission in the CH4 wetland ux and the apparent CH4onentration, where the delay depends on the distane of the site from wetlands.BRW appears to see an immediate rise in CH4 due to a ombination of dierenesin the way the air is sampled in the model and data, and due to its lose proximityto large areas of wetlands. The wetland CH4 signal takes several weeks longer toreah some of the more remote sites. The dashed lines in the lower panel of Figure3.11 show the eet of adding an inrease in wetland emissions of 15 TgCH4 tothe mean seasonal yle. It is lear that at some sites, suh as ALT and BRW,additional wetland emissions are likely to redue the seasonal amplitude. Atsome sites, both the minima and maxima of the seasonal yle are raised, inwhih ase the amplitude would not be a good metri to show hanges in wetlandemissions. The additional wetland emissions are very evident over the asendingedge of the seasonal yle in Figure 3.11, but this would be non-trivial to detetwhen analysing detrended CH4 mole fration data due to the aliasing eets ofdetrending disussed in the previous hapter, and the level of noise often ontainedwithin the CH4 time series.
So far I have primarily foused on the seasonal yle amplitude alulated fromthe ombined annual + sub-annual frequeny omponents of the CH4 time series.Table 3.3 shows the amplitude regression oeients and variability determinedseparately from the annual and annual + sub-annual omponents of the seasonalyle for eah senario at ALT, BRW, CBA, SHM and ZEP. At the majorityof sites, there is not a onsistent derease in amplitude for either seasonal yleas wetland emissions inrease. For example, a trend of 1 TgCH4/yr produes
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tion data 129Frequeny ComponentALT Annual Sub-Annual + AnnualSenario Mean±σ Trend Mean±σ Trend(ppb) (ppb/deade) (ppb) (ppb/deade)Control 42.4±7.3 -6.8±3.9 (p<0.01) 54.7±9.6 -6.1±6.2 (p<0.1)1TgCH4/yr 40.5±7.0 -7.7±3.9 (p<0.01) 52.4±9.6 -7.4±5.9 (p<0.05)2TgCH4/yr 39.7±6.5 -6.1±4.1 (p<0.01) 53.1±8.5 -4.1±6.2 (p>0.1)5TgCH4/yr 44.4±8.7 4.7±4.6 (p>0.1) 61.6±14.1 10.7±8.8 (p<0.05)BRW Annual Sub-Annual + AnnualSenario Mean±σ Trend Mean±σ Trend(ppb) (ppb/deade) (ppb) (ppb/deade)Control 27.3±4.3 1.1±3.1 (p>0.1) 49.7±11.4 -2.7±8.1 (p>0.1)1TgCH4/yr 20.9±5.0 -4.1±3.0 (p<0.01) 48.4±14.9 -5.3±10.4 (p>0.1)2TgCH4/yr 13.7±7.5 -8.5±3.7 (p<0.01) 50.1±18.5 -4.5±13.1 (p>0.1)5TgCH4/yr 19.9±10.7 6.2±7.2 (p<0.1) 64.6±24.1 10.4±16.6 (p>0.1)CBA Annual Sub-Annual + AnnualSenario Mean±σ Trend Mean±σ Trend(ppb) (ppb/deade) (ppb) (ppb/deade)Control 21.3±4.5 1.5±3.3 (p>0.1) 41.1±8.7 -0.2±6.2 (p>0.1)1TgCH4/yr 18.9±4.2 -3.4±2.6 (p<0.01) 39.9±7.9 -0.3±5.7 (p>0.1)2TgCH4/yr 18.7±3.6 -1.2±2.5 (p>0.1) 43.4±9.5 6.4±6.0 (p<0.05)5TgCH4/yr 23.9±10.0 9.6±5.6 (p<0.01) 52.7±15.4 18.6±7.0 (p<0.01)SHM Annual Sub-Annual + AnnualSenario Mean±σ Trend Mean±σ Trend(ppb) (ppb/deade) (ppb) (ppb/deade)Control 30.3±7.2 0.4±5.1 (p>0.1) 51.6±10.5 1.7±7.5 (p>0.1)1TgCH4/yr 29.2±6.9 -0.1±4.9 (p<0.01) 51.6±10.6 2.2±7.5 (p>0.1)2TgCH4/yr 29.8±6.4 1.9±4.5 (p>0.1) 54.5±11.3 7.4±7.4 (p<0.1)5TgCH4/yr 35.2±9.1 11.3±3.8 (p<0.01) 66.7±17.4 20.5±8.0 (p<0.01)ZEP Annual Sub-Annual + AnnualSenario Mean±σ Trend Mean±σ Trend(ppb) (ppb/deade) (ppb) (ppb/deade)Control 35.3±8.2 6.0±9.2 (p>0.1) 57.3±8.1 6.6±8.9 (p>0.1)1TgCH4/yr 33.1±8.1 5.4±9.2 (p>0.1) 56.7±11.3 7.1±12.9 (p>0.1)2TgCH4/yr 33.4±8.1 10.1±7.9 (p<0.05) 63.4±18.2 18.0±19.4 (p<0.1)5TgCH4/yr 44.2±15.4 27.4±9.1 (p<0.01) 84.9±33.1 46.1±29.7 (p<0.01)Table 3.3: Mean seasonal yle amplitude and amplitude trends alulated fromthe annual and annual + sub-annual omponents of the TM5 ontrol simulation andemission senario time series.
130 3.6 TM5 Emission Experimentsa more negative oeient relative to the ontrol at ALT, whereas a trend of2 TgCH4/yr auses a more positive oeient. Likewise at CBA, the 1 TgCH4/yrsimulation doubles the magnitude of the negative oeient determined fromthe annual omponent, but 2 TgCH4/yr brings the oeient loser to zero.Furthermore, the sites of SHM and ZEP see a onsistent inrease in amplitude asthe wetland emissions inrease, where ZEP in partiular sees the largest inreasein amplitude. The extreme senario of 5 TgCH4/yr results in large inreasesin amplitude at all sites. BRW is an exeption in that the amplitude trenddetermined from the annual omponent beomes onsistently more negative fromthe ontrol (1.1±3.1 ppb/deade, p>0.1), to 1 TgCH4/yr (-4.1±3.0 ppb/deade,p<0.01) to 2 TgCH4/yr (-8.5±3.7 ppb/deade, p<0.01). At the end of the BRWtime series in the 2 TgCH4/yr emission senario, the annual omponent of theBRW seasonal yle has ompletely diminished. From my analysis, BRW is learlythe most sensitive site to inreases in wetland emissions - this point is emphasisedin Figure 3.13, whih shows the wavelet power spetrum of the residual fromsubtrating the ontrol simulation time series from the 1 TgCH4/yr senario timeseries. A gradual inrease in power of the annual frequeny of the spetrumis evident of the inreasing wetland emissions. Although some variability isintrodued to the sub-annual frequenies, this does not appear to be presentin the form of a trend.

















6log(Power)Figure 3.13: The left panel shows the wavelet oeient matrix alulated bysubtrating the wavelet oeient matrix of the BRW ontrol simulation from thatof the BRW 1 TgCH4/yr wetland simulation. The right panel shows the global powerspetrum for the oeient matrix and indiates that the dominant frequeny whihdiers between the two time series is the annual frequeny.
132 3.7 Summary3.7 Summary
My analysis of high-latitude surfae temperature data suggests that the periodof potential ie thaw (>0◦C) has lengthened signiantly over the past 30 years.The trends alulated from the gridded MERRA reanalysis dataset indiatedthat temperature trends over high-latitude wetland areas in boreal and ArtiNorth Ameria and Eurasia were predominantly positive, ranging from +0.5 to8 days/deade. My analysis of temperature at the BRW site in Alaska was atthe higher end of the sale with a trend of 8.2±7.7 days/deade where most ofthe hange (5.6±3.1 days/deade) was due to an inrease in autumn warming,indiating that trends ould be muh stronger at loal sales. While temperatureis not the only ontrolling variable on CH4 emission rates from thawed soils, therapid warming reently observed in the Arti is a lear indiator of the potentialfor large-sale inreases in CH4 emissions.I used in situ CH4 observations at BRW, ltered by air setor, to look at loalhanges in summertime CH4 anomalies. By subtrating monthly mean CH4onentrations from the north air setor from those of the south air setor, Iisolated CH4 anomalies that I expet are representative of CH4 emissions fromthe North Slope of Alaska. Although there are other loal soures of CH4 in theviinity of the BRW site, the seasonal variation in CH4 anomalies were onsistentwith those of wetland emissions, with a seasonal peak in late summer/earlyautumn. I found that although the summertime CH4 anomaly from the southair setor was inreasing by 5.4±9.0 ppb/deade, the trend was not statistiallysigniant (p>0.1). The CH4 anomalies were orrelated with surfae temperatureanomalies measured at the site of BRW, with a statistially signiant relationshipof 0.47±0.42 ppb for eah additional day >0◦ (p<0.05). This analysis wasinherently biased, as the site of BRW was hosen speially beause of theprevailing winds from the north, leading to limited observations from the south
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reasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 133air setor. Despite this I did not nd that expanding the ltering riteria Iused to dene the air setors resulted in anything but a positive trend in CH4anomalies. It was noted that the seasonal peaks in the south air setor CH4 timeseries typially oinided with the seasonal minima or the asending edge of theseasonal yle from the north air setor. The north air setor ontains informationabout muh larger sale uxes of CH4, inluding those in low, mid and highlatitudes. I hypothesised that a large-sale inrease in wetland emissions, and thesubsequent inrease in the seasonal peak ould ll in part of the seasonal minimaof time series that are representative of large-sale CH4 onentrations. The mostsensitive of these are likely to be ask sites in the northern high latitudes.I found a statistially signiant derease in the seasonal amplitude in the PNHmean determined from the MBL CH4 surfae. This time series is based on CH4observations at individual sites and weighted aording to the size of the air massthat they typially represent. I found statistially signiant trends in amplitudeat a number of the high-latitude ask sites, where the most robust trend wasobserved at BRW, showing a derease of approximately 14.10±9.90 ppb over 30years. The use of in situ and ask data both onrmed the presene of a trendin BRW seasonal CH4 amplitude indiating that the trend is not a result of theway I handled missing data. The site of BRW also happens to be in losestproximity to wetlands, while many of the other sites are relatively isolated suhthat the relative timing of the seasonal CH4 minima, and the peak in CH4 resultingfrom summertime wetland emissions are likely to have less overlap. While thisresult was onsistent with my hypothesis, there are numerous other fators thatan inuene the seasonal amplitude. One of these would be a hange in theamount of OH, as this ould for example limit the amount of CH4 destroyed inthe atmosphere, however a number of studies have found that there is no trend inOH that ould ause suh a hange (e.g. Dlugokenky et al. (1997)). Two furtherpossibilities were that a trend in CH4 emission from the mid-latitudes ould have
134 3.7 Summarybeen transported to the northern sites, or that a hange in atmospheri transportalone ould result in the dereased amplitude.I used a number of simulations from the TM5 ACTM to interpret the reentvariability in the high-latitude CH4 seasonal amplitudes. The rst was a ontrolsimulation to assess the variability in CH4 introdued by hanges in atmospheritransport alone. This simulation showed that the trends in seasonal amplitudeobserved in the ask sites were easily within the range of the hanges induedby atmospheri transport, and that atmospheri transport also resulted in largeinterannual variability in the amplitude. However at this stage in my analysis,I was not able to use a simulation that extended as far bak in time as asktime series suh as BRW. This is signiant, beause the biggest derease inamplitude at BRW is observed in the earlier years of the time series. Seondlythere were some issues with the TM5 simulations that are still being resolved. Forexample, the modelled BRW seasonal yle inludes CH4 from the south, whereasthe NOAA/ESRL GMD only use CH4 samples when the wind is oming from thenorth.Finally, I found using a number of emissions senarios that using the seasonalamplitude as a metri for hanges in wetland emissions was not useful at mostsites. BRW seems to be an exeption as this experiment resulted in a strongderease in the annual frequeny omponent of the seasonal yle. Although thiswas also observed in the CH4 ask and in situ data, I annot at this point provethat this was not a result of hanges in atmospheri transport. In addition, thisresult is likely to be exaggerated due to sampling dierenes between the modeland data.A major weakness of this analysis was the assumption that the timing of theedges of the high-latitude growing season does not hange, as I used prior wetlandemissions whih were symmetri about the growing season. Substantial warming
CHAPTER 3. Are high latitude CH4 emissions inreasing? An analysis ofsurfae CH4 mole fration data 135at both edges of the growing season suggests that this is unlikely to be the ase.For example, there is evidene for rapid inreases in CH4 emissions during spring(Song et al., 2012) and that there is a relationship between autumn emissions andspring emissions the following year (Sturtevant et al., 2012; Mastepanov et al.,2013). Earlier spring emissions would result in more overlap of the high CH4anomalies resulting from Arti wetlands with the seasonal minima from the large-sale seasonal yle, while an inrease in autumn emissions ould oset this byinreasing the seasonal maxima.At present I do not appear to have suient evidene to link the reent dereasein the high-latitude CH4 seasonal amplitude to an inrease in Arti wetlandemissions. It is possible that this trend is a result of a shift in atmospheritransport, however the reasons for this are not urrently understood. This willtherefore be a topi for future researh. It appears that there would have tobe large inreases in Arti wetland emissions before they beome detetable inhigh-latitude CH4 seasonal yles. Our ability to detet suh hanges is essentialhowever, as permafrost CH4 ould ontribute signiantly to the arbon-limatefeedbak.
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Chapter 4
PERSIST - Prototype EarthobseRving System using ImageSlier Tehnology
PERSIST is the Prototype Earth obseRving System using Image Slier Teh-nology. The PERSIST projet was funded by the Centre for Earth ObservationInstrumentation (CEOI) as a seed-orn study that took plae at the UK Astron-omy Tehnology Centre (ATC) during January and February of 2012. The aimof the projet was to build a benh mounted prototype image slier spetrometerwith a SWIR detetor system apable of measuring the atmospheri spetra needto infer XCO2. The instrument should have the ability to (1) simultaneouslymeasure three wavelength ranges with one spetrometer (2) demonstrate the fea-sibility of the tehnology for use in an Earth Observation instrument to measureatmospheri CO2. My ontribution to this projet was the lab-based testing ofthe benh mounted prototype spetrometer and analysis of the results. The re-sults of the study were plaed in an CEOI report but also published in SPIE (Lee137
138 4.1 Introdutionet al., 2012). First I will introdue the basi onepts of observing XCO2 fromspae. In the following setion I will introdue the instrument onept and layoutof the benh mounted prototype before presenting the test results.
4.1 IntrodutionSpae-based observations of XCO2 from low-Earth orbit sensors have the potentialto dramatially improve our knowledge of the arbon yle. The primaryadvantage of spae-borne sensors is the potential of repeated global overage withhigh spatial resolution over the vast areas of the Earth where the ground-basedmeasurement network remains sparse. To be eetive, these instruments need ahigh spatial resolution in order to loate important point soures of CO2 but alsoa high spetral resolution in order to detet diuse spatial variations in CO2 thatreet larger sale soures and sinks. CO2 in the atmosphere is onsidered to bewell mixed, a result of its long lifetime in the atmosphere and relatively low levelsof natural variability. As a onsequene, there are only small hanges in XCO2over large spatial sales. This represents a signiant hallenge to the arbonyle siene ommunity.At present there are two primary systems typially used to measure XCO2 fromspae: the push broom system and the Fourier Transform Spetrograph. Both ofthese systems measure three atmospheri spetra neessary to infer onentrationsof XCO2: the Oxygen (O2) A-Band, the weak CO2 band, and the strong CO2 bandwith entral wavelengths of approximately 765, 1605 and 2060 nm respetively(Crisp et al., 2004). Eah waveband plays an important role in determining anaurate XCO2 onentration. The Weak CO2 band for example is the mostsensitive to surfae CO2. The Strong CO2 band provides a seond, independentmeasure of the CO2 abundane. This waveband however is partiularly sensitive
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er Tehnology 139to variations in atmospheri pressure and moisture, as well as ertain aerosolpartiles. The O2 band is useful beause it provides a measure of the preseneof aerosols and louds whih would redue the measurement auray, and alsoallows the determination of surfae pressure whih is neessary to retrieve theXCO2 onentration.
Figure 4.1: Atmospheri spetra observed by OCO in the O2, Weak CO2 and StrongCO2 wavebands respetively (Connor et al., 2008).Fourier Transform Spetrographs suh as GOSAT have been utilised for spae-based missions in order to improve spetral sampling. These instruments typiallyoer very high spetral resolution but the instrument design is high in omplexitywith oiniding inreases in ost and weight. Furthermore, the eetive sanningof the instruments means that light olletion an still be ineient and spatialsampling is more sparse than a push broom system.OCO is an example of a Push broom system. It provides a spetrum in onespatial dimension and builds up a seond spatial dimension in time as the satellitepasses over the Earth's surfae or by use of a sanning system. Systems suhas OCO use a dispersive spetrograph to sample the spetral dimension. Theprimary limitation of this tehnique is the amount of light that an pass throughthe aperture. Only a small amount of the available light an be transmittedthrough the slit, whih ompromises the level of the signal that an reah thedetetor. This leads to a redution in either spatial or spetral sampling. The
140 4.1 IntrodutionOCO design uses three separate spetrometers and detetors, one to apture theO2, weak CO2 and strong CO2 wavebands respetively. For eah wavelengthhannel, light enters a slit whih illuminates the instrument detetor, howeveronly a small proportion of the detetor is lled with useful information.An Integral Field Spetrometer (IFS) an overome this problem. The feasibilityof using an IFS for Earth Observation was determined in a theoretial study by(Lee et al., 2011). An IFS onsists of an Integral Field Unit (IFU) whih ontainsan image slier. The image slier reformats light entering the instrument to formthree entrane slits to the spetrometer, one slit for eah waveband. A multiplediration order spetrometer is then used to simultaneously disperse spetra forthe three wavelength hannels onto the same detetor. This lls the detetor withuseful information making more eient use of the available spae. The use of anIFS an provide numerous performane advantages, but an also redue the weightand ost of an instrument while providing similar performane to an instrumentsuh as OCO. The siene requirements for the feasibility study of using the IFSfor spae-based XCO2 measurements are shown in Table 4.1. If an instrumentsuh as OCO implemented the IFU, it would have three detetors to ll withuseful information. This ould provide a three fold improvement in exposure time,inreasing signal to noise, or a three fold inrease in spatial resolution (beauseexposure time an be redued by a fator of three). Alternatively, an instrumentdeveloped with an IFU ould measure the three wavelength hannels required forXCO2 with just one spetrometer and one detetor, substantially reduing theinstrument weight and ost of the mission. The image slier is not limited tothree slies. An instrument that utilised an IFU ould also measure additionalwavelength hannels, for example those required to infer XCO and XCH4.The PERSIST design is based on the use of this tehnology to provide simultane-ous overage of a number of dierent wavelength hannels for the measurement of
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Figure 4.2: Shemati desribing the priniple of operation of the CEOI-IFShyperspetral imager used in PERSIST.XCO2. Figure 4.2 desribes the priniple of operation of PERSIST when used toobserve XCO2 from spae. The eld of view (left) on the ground is sampled by theimage slier mirror. Re-imaging optis then reformat the three slies into threeslits whih form the entrane slit at the foal plane of the spetrometer. Eahslit forms a spetrum with a dierent wavelength range, with the spetrometersubsequently dispersing the light from eah slit onto the instrument detetor. Thespetra, whih ontain information about absorption in the respetive wavelengthhannels are used to infer XCO2 onentrations sampled in spae and time.
To test the instrument onept, I performed a number of laboratory tests onPERSIST. The lab setup is desribed in the following setion.
142 4.1 Introdution
Requirement PerformaneTargetOrbit Sun synhronous orbitOrbit altitude 705kmViewing modes NadirGround trak 6.78km/sSwath width ≥10kmSpatial resolution Aross trak: 1.3km,Along trak: 2.2.kmInstrument 3 hannel imaging gratingspetrometerWavelengths O2:758-772nm, CO2:1594-1619nm, CO2:2042-2082nmSpetral Resolution O2:21000, CO2:24000,CO2:24000Signal to Noise O2:>TBD, CO2:>300,CO2:>240Table 4.1: Siene requirements of CEOI-IFU mission, adapted from Lee et al.(2011).
CHAPTER 4. PERSIST - Prototype Earth obseRving System using ImageSlier Tehnology 1434.2 PERSIST Laboratory LayoutFigure 4.3 shows a shemati of PERSIST as it was laid out on the benh inthe laboratory. In this setion I will desribe the omponents of the PERSISTprototype. I will also explain in steps how PERSIST works as light passes througheah optial omponent.
Figure 4.3: Shemati of the optial layout of PERSIST in the lab.Light soureA light soure is used to at as an input to the PERSIST instrument for mytests. I used a number of light soures for dierene purposes. The primary lightsoure was an Apex Illuminator with a Quartz Tungsten Halogen Lamp. It wasbeneial to use this light soure as the output of the lamp is very stable, allow-ing aurate omparisons of throughput through eah of the spetral hannels ofPERSIST. The top left panel of Figure 4.3 also shows the shemati of the setupfor observing atmospheri spetra. An optial bre was used to relay light from
144 4.2 PERSIST Laboratory Layouta telesope foused on the sun to the input of PERSIST.
Telesope simulatorThe PERSIST telesope simulator is the made up of a 150mm foal length ollima-tor lens, an aperture stop, and a 300mm foal length amera lens. The ollimatordirets the inoming light into the instrument. The aperture an be opened orlosed to ontrol the amount of light entering the system, however this aets theimage quality. The amera lens fouses the light onto the input aperture of theIFU.
Integral Field UnitThe IFU is made up of an entrane aperture, an input fold mirror, an aluminiumimage slier with 3 o-axis slies, a set of three band pass lters, a set of re-imaging lenses and nally a slit mask ontaining three output slit apertures. Theinput fold mirror direts the light onto the image slier. The image slier is madeup of three slies eah tilted at a slightly dierent angle whih splits the eld ofview ontained in the inoming light beam into three, one for eah wavelengthhannel. The band pass lters ut o light outside of the bandwidth of eahwavelength hannel. The expeted bandwidth diers for eah hannel, 16 nm, 15nm and 17 nm for the 1600 nm, 1020 nm and 2000 nm hannels respetively. Thetransmittane through the band pass lters are also dierent, where the 2000 nmwavelength has the lowest transmittane.
Benh spetrometerThe spetrometer used in PERSIST was made up using o the shelf omponentswhih signiantly limited the spetral resolution of the instrument. Howeverfor proof of onept of PERSIST it was suient. The benh spetrometer was
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hnology 145made up of a ollimator lens, a multiple diration order grating, a fold mirrorand a amera lens. Upon leaving the output slit of the IFU, the ollimator lensfouses the light from eah wavelength hannel onto the diration grating. It issubsequently direted from the fold mirror through the amera lens whih projetsthe image into the ryostat where the instrument detetor is housed.A spetrometer that uses multiple diration orders allows the simultaneousdiration of multiple wavelengths onto the detetor. This an only work if thediration orders and wavelengths satisfy the following ondition:
m1λ1 = m2λ2 = m3λ3 = k (4.1)where k is a onstant. As it is unlikely to nd an exat solution, an error term,
∆m is added to eah diration order:
(m1 + ∆m1)λ1 = (m2 + ∆m2)λ2 = (m3 + ∆m3)λ3 = k (4.2)The best solution results in the minimum value of the sum of the ∆m error terms.The use of the multiple order diration grating inreases the probability of ghostimages propagating in the system. A ghost image is an image whih arrives onthe detetor as a result of internal reetions within the system after the light hasbeen split into diration orders. It typially appears as a lower intensity versionof one of the spetra on the detetor.
Cryostat and detetorFinally the images from eah hannel arrives onto the detetor housed in the
146 4.3 Test Resultsryostat. The detetor was a Raytheon VIRGO-2 detetor, with a standardresolution of 2048×2048 pixels. However for PERSIST, only one half of thedetetor was utilised. As the detetor was only sensitive to light in the rangeof 800-2500 nm, it was not possible to use the 765 nm hannel (typially used toinfer XCO2) in the PERSIST prototype. The ryostat was ooled to ∼50K and athermal bloking lter was plaed at the entrane in order to redue the thermalbakground and noise on the detetor.
4.3 Test ResultsTable 4.3 summarises the series of experiments performed with the PERSISTinstrument during the projet. The results of the tests are ompared with theexpeted results from the omputer simulated instrument in the initial study.Next I will disuss the outome of the tests in more detail.
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Input LightSoure Tests PerformedApex Illuminatorand optial bre(monohromati) Used to fous instrument, opti-mised in the spatial diretionApex Illuminator(monohromati) Wavelength san to determinebandwidth, dispersion and hekfor light leaksApex Illuminator(monohromati) Adjustment of PERSIST align-ment to avoid overlap of spetraand dead pixels and move posi-tion of ghost imageApex Illuminator(white light) Simultaneous illumination ofthree spetra to measure sat-tered light performaneIntegratingsphere (uniformwhite light) Simultaneous illumination ofthree spetra to measure sat-tered light performaneHalogen-Argonlamp and optialbre Used to measure spatial and spe-tral resolution of 1020 nm bandThe Sun viaexternal telesopeand optial bre Used to reord an example atmo-spheri spetrum in the 1020 nmhannelTable 4.2: PERSIST performane tests
148 4.3 Test Results4.3.1 Illumination with monohromati light
The rst set of tests onduted with the PERSIST instrument used a monohro-mati soure of light. The monohromator provides an input with a variable butaurately known wavelength whih an be used to alibrate the PERSIST instru-ment. Initially I used an optial bre to produe a small image on the detetorwhih ould be used to fous the instrument. Next I illuminated one of the han-nels with an Apex illuminator and monohromator. By gradually hanging thewavelength of the monohromator input, a series of alibration images ould betaken with PERSIST to alulate: the operational wavelength range of eah ofthe three wavelength hannels (bandwidth), the entral wavelength of eah han-nel, the dispersion, and the spetral slope. An advantage of using monohromatilight is that it also enables the identiation of the wavelengths of any light leaksor stray light present in the instrument.Figure 4.4 shows an example image taken at 1600 nm. The image on the left showsthe full detetor image prior to proessing. Spatial and spetra information on thedetetor is shown from top to bottom and left to right respetively. The imageof the monohromator output slit is the bright orange area in the top entre.The darker orange, semi-irular shape overing most of the detetor is a result ofthermal bakground light emitted within the instrument itself. The blak pathes,for example near to the entre of the detetor image, are areas of dead pixels. Itan be seen that the only light on the detetor other than the bakground light isin the 1600 nm hannel as expeted. No light leaks of >0.1% were found in theinstrument when testing any of the three hannels indiating that the lters inthe instrument only transmit the wavelengths orresponding to their band pass.In the photo on the right, I fous in on the monohromator image in the 1600nm hannel. This is image was proessed to remove the thermal bakground. In
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Figure 4.4: PERSIST images taken with monohromati illumination. Image (a)shows the full detetor image of 1024×2050 pixels while image (b) shows an enlargedview of the image of the monohromator slit.
order to remove the thermal bakground, I take the mean of 10 images takenwith the monohromator swithed o and subtrat this from the image with themonohromator swithed on, resulting in a muh leaner image with a strongersignal-to-noise ratio. The width of the monohromator image is determined fromthe band pass of the monohromator. It an be seen that the image is sloped. Thisis a result of a small shift in wavelength along the length of the monohromatorslit, where the top of the slit emits light at a slightly shorter wavelength thanthe bottom of the slit. The striped struture in the image is spatial informationarried through the instrument from the oils in the lament lamp light soure. Irepeated these tests for eah hannel where the results are summarised in Table4.3.1. There are minor dierenes between the expeted values and the valuesdetermined from the tests of entral wavelength, dispersion and bandwidth. Thedierene in entral wavelength and bandwidth as a result of the auray ofthe wavelength ut-o lter. The dispersion is dierent as a side eet of the
150 4.3 Test Resultsdiration grating being tilted to prevent ghost images from appearing on thedetetor. Channel Parameter Expeted Test Result1600 nm Central Wavelength 1600 nm 1605.46 nmDispersion 3.81 nm/mm 4.33 nm/mmBandwidth 16 nm 16.29 nmSpetral Slope NA 6.58 nmLength of slit image 333 pixels 322 pixelsLight leaks NA <0.1%1020 nm Central Wavelength 1020 nm 1020.68 nmDispersion 2.38 nm/mm 2.63 nm/mmBandwidth 15 nm 13.81 nmSpetral Slope NA 6.62 nmLength of slit image 333 pixels 335 pixelsLight leaks NA <0.1%2000 nm Central Wavelength 2000 nm 2004.11 nmDispersion 4.76 nm/mm 5.26 nm/mmBandwidth 17 nm 16 nmSpetral Slope NA 9.26 nmLength of slit image 333 pixels 321 pixelsLight leaks NA <0.1%Table 4.3: Monohromator test results.
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hnology 1514.3.2 Illumination with lament imageIn the next test, the monohromator was removed and the Apex illuminatorwas used to illuminate the PERSIST input eld of view diretly. As thelight soure is no longer wavelength spei, all three slies in the IFU weresimultaneously illuminated with white light that overs all the wavelengths towhih the instrument detetor is sensitive. In eet, this test is a simulation ofilluminating PERSIST with an Earth Observation sene. Figure 4.5 shows theresult of this test, where the left image has a linear sale and the the right imageuses a logarithmi sale. In both ases the thermal bakground was removedusing the method desribed in the previous setion. The primary aim of thistest was to show that the PERSIST instrument ould simulateously reord threespetra, one in eah wavelength hannel. This test is a lear suess, although theApex illuminator only illuminates a fration of the full length of the slie. Theright hand image in Figure 4.5 uses a logarithmi sale to emphasise the preseneof sattered light between the spetra. This is primarily notieable about the1020 nm and 1600 nm spetra. The spetra on the detetor are as follows: 1600nm (top), 1020 nm (middle) and 2000 nm (bottom). It is lear that the 2000nm spetrum has a signiantly lower intensity than the 1600 nm and 1020 nmspetra. This is a result of the thermal bloking lter in the entrane to thethermostat whih has a lower transmittane at 2000 nm.
152 4.3 Test Results
Figure 4.5: PERSIST image reorded with diret illumination of the input eld ofview using the Apex illuminator. Image (a) uses a linear sale of intensity showing the1600 nm (top), 1020 nm (middle) and 2000 nm (bottom) hannels on the detetorwhile image (b) uses a logarithmi sale. The logarithmi sale highlights areas ofsattered light between the spetra, for example the large area of satter light abovethe 1600 nm spetra.
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er Tehnology 1534.3.3 Uniform IlluminationI used two light soures to provide uniform illumination of the PERSIST eld ofview: illumination from the Apex illuminator and illumination with an integratingsphere. An integrating sphere is an optial omponent with a hollow spherialavity overed with a diuse, white, reetive oating. The Apex illuminatoris direted into to the side part of the integrating sphere, with an output portilluminating the PERSIST eld of view. The integrating sphere provides moreuniform illuminating than the Apex illuminator as the spatial information in thelight entering the sphere beomes very diuse. For the next sets of tests, wehanged the PERSIST alignment in order to move the position of the spetra onthe detetor, suh that they did not overlap with the areas of dead pixels near tothe entre of the detetor. In doing so, a ghost image appeared on the detetor tothe right of the 1020 nm spetrum. We further adjusted the PERSIST alignmentso that that I ould also measure the intensity of the ghost image.
White light illuminationIn order to reate a more uniform illumination, the Apex illuminator wasdefoused, to partially remove the spatial information from the lament lamp,however some of the lament struture still remained. With the Apex illuminatordefoused, it now illuminates the entirety of the available spae on the image slierin the IFU. The result of this test is shown in Figure 4.6. Note that the images ineah hannel are now signiantly longer in the spatial diretion on the detetor.The left panel shows the image without the thermal bakground removed, whilethe middle and right hand images show the spetra with the thermal bakgroundremoved for linear and logarithmi intensity sales respetively. The thin strip oflight on the right hand side is the ghost image of the 1020 nm spetrum.
154 4.3 Test ResultsThe ghost image is a side eet of using a diration grating with multiple orderspropagating through the system. A series of internal reetions in the systemresult in the ghost image arriving on the detetor. The 8th diration order isthe most important for the 1020 nm hannel, but several other orders propagatethrough the system with eienies of up to 20%. The intensity of the ghost imagewas ∼6% of the peak intensity of the 1600 nm spetrum. This is not signiantif there is substantial distane between the ghost image and the siene spetra.
Figure 4.6: PERSIST image reorded with at-eld illumination from the Apexilluminator. Image (a) shows the unproessed image with linear intensity saling.Images (b) and () show the result having removed the thermal bakground usinglinear and logarithmi saling respetively.The intensity plot shown in Figure 4.7 shows the brightness of eah spetrumand the relative brightness of the sattered light between them. Figure 4.8 is ashemati diagram showing eah of the features on the detetor image in Figure4.6, where Table 4.3.3 shows the relative intensities of the features with respet tothe 1600 nm spetrum. The dierenes in intensity between the left hand ornerregions (A and C) and the right hand orner regions (B and D) are due to thethermal bakground.
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Figure 4.7: Plot of intensity vs. position (logarithmi sale) for a spatial ut throughthe white light image shown in Figure 4.6.I nd that the intensity of the sattered light between the spetra is in the regionof ∼1.5% or less. This result is onsistent with the expeted values given theomponents used in the PERSIST prototype. However, it is expeted that thisan be improved by at least a fator of ten by using higher speiation optialomponents as would be the ase in a funded spae-based mission.Even with a fator of ten improvement, the amount of sattered light between thespetra introdues the risk of ross-talk between spetra. Cross-talk is an overlapof the information ontained within the individual spetra, and would result insigniant degradation to the sienti quality of the image. Charaterisation andredution of sattered light within the system is therefore essential for redutionof potential XCO2 errors resulting from ross-talk.
156 4.3 Test Results
Figure 4.8: Shemati of the image as it is layed out on the PERSIST detetor.Area ondetetor Relativeintensity1600 nm 1.00001020 nm 0.65272000 nm 0.1669Ghost 0.0597SL1 0.0139SL1 0.0089A 0.0000B 0.0018C 0.0000D 0.0017Table 4.4: Relative intensities of dierent regions on the detetor dened in theshemati in Figure 4.8 and in referene to the detetor image shown in Figure 4.6.
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er Tehnology 157Integrating sphereThe integrating sphere provides a more uniform illumination of the PERSISTeld of view when ompared with the defoused Apex illuminator. The result ofthis test is shown in Figure 4.9 and shows spatially uniform spetra. The intensityof illumination through the integrating sphere is suient for the 1020 nm and1600 nm hannels, but the 2000 nm hannel whih already had low transmissionthrough the instrument optis is very faint. This was a result of the low reetivityof the oating inside the integrating sphere at this wavelength.
Figure 4.9: PERSIST image reorded with at-eld illumination from an integratingsphere. Image (a) shows the result following the removal of the thermal bakgroundwith a linear intensity sale, while image (b) shows the same image with a logarithmisale to show the 2µm hannel more learly.
158 4.3 Test Results4.3.4 Spetral ResolutionI determined the spatial and spetral resolution of the instrument in the 1020nm hannel. I used a Merury-Argon gas disharge lamp with spetral emissionlines at very spei wavelengths - this image is shown in Figure 4.10. The onlyemission line visible in the 1020 nm hannel was at a wavelength of 1013.975nm due to the bandwidth of the hannel. The resolution of the instrument wasdetermined by alulating the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the imagein the spatial and spetral diretion. The FWHM in the spetral dimension wasapproximately 7.3 pixels. I alulate the spetral resolution using R=λ/∆λ where
λ=1013.975 nm is the wavelength of the emission line and ∆λ is the FWHM in nmdetermined from the dispersion in the 1020 nm hannel. The PERSIST spetralresolution was 2760. As the instrument was optimised for spatial resolution,the FWHM in the spatial diretion of approximately 1.7 pixels. This indiatesthat signiantly higher spetral resolution ould be obtained given optimisationfor spetral rather than spatial resolution. As expeted, no emission lines wereobserved in the 1600 nm and 2000 nm hannels.
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Pixels along rowFigure 4.10: PERSIST image reorded with illumination from a Merury-Argon gasdisharge lamp at 1013.975 nm (linear intensity sale). Dashed line and red pointsshow full width half maximum of intensity. Note I only show a small setion of thedetetor.
160 4.3 Test Results4.3.5 Solar illuminationThe nal experiment performed with PERSIST was an attempt to measure anatmospheri spetrum using a small telesope set-up outside the laboratory. Thetelesope was direted towards the sun, and an optial bre was used to illuminatethe PERSIST eld of view. The optial bre used for the observations had a orediameter of 50µm, whih should produe a orresponding image size of 1.4 pixelson the detetor. However I measured the bre image to have a FWHM of 3.5pixels, a fator of 2.5 times larger than the expeted size. This is a reetionof the end to end aberrations in the system optis. Figure 4.3.5 shows the mostsuessful atmospheri measurement I was able to take in the time I had at theend of the projet.The top left image in the gure shows the appearane of the spetrum on thedetetor. The middle left panel shows the measured spetrum (blue line) havingremoved the thermal bakground, and the spetrum of a Tungsten-Halogen lamp(red line) used for alibration of the atmospheri spetrum. By removing thered urve I determine the atmospheri spetrum (middle right). The bottomleft image is a simulated spetrum taken at the same time as the atmospherispetrum, suh that the solar zenith is equivalent. In order to make a betteromparison with the observed spetrum, the high resolution simulated spetrumwas onvolved with a smooth gaussian urve to degrade it to the same spetralresolution as PERSIST. In general, the observed spetrum is quite poor, butthere are ertainly some reognisable lines when omparing with the simulatedspetrum.
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Figure 4.11: The top and middle left images show the atmospheri spetrummeasured in the 1020 nm hannel. The blue line in the middle left image shows theatmospheri spetrum, while the red line shows a spetrum of a Tungsten-Halogenlamp whih was used for alibration of the atmospheri spetrum. The middle rightimage shows the extrated spetrum after alibration with the lamp spetrum. Thebottom left image shows the simulated spetrum and the bottom left shows thesimulated spetrum degraded to the spetral resolution of PERSIST.
162 4.3 Test Results4.3.6 Stray LightStray light represents a signiant soure of error for XCO2 onentrations inferredusing atmospheri spetra. I found stray light between spetra measuring upto ∼1.5% of the peak intensity on the detetor. Although it is expeted thatthis an be redued by at least a fator of ten by improving the optis in thesystem, it is important to haraterise the error introdued by ross-talk. Todo this, I performed some simple tests using simulated atmospheri spetra anda radiative transfer model (Natraj et al., 2008). I simulated spetra measuredfrom an instrument with equivalent performane harateristis to those shownin Table 4.1 (Lee et al., 2011). Simulated stray light was then added to individualsimulated spetra as a % of the peak intensity of the spetra, and simultaneouslyto all spetra.







































Figure 4.12: Absolute error in XCO2 (ppm) as a funtion of stray light intensityin eah wavelength hannel where stray light is given as a % of the hannels peakintensity.
CHAPTER 4. PERSIST - Prototype Earth obseRving System using ImageSlier Tehnology 163Figure 4.12 shows the absolute XCO2 error introdued by retrieving an XCO2onentration from atmospheri spetra simulated assuming a standard measure-ment senario with a solar zenith angle (SZA) of 60◦ and a surfae albedo of0.2, with the addition of various levels of stray light. I also assumed that noaerosols or louds were present. The largest XCO2 error ame from the StrongCO2 band whih was the most sensitive waveband to the addition of stray light.Stray light in the Strong and Weak CO2 bands introdued a negative error, whilestray light added to the O2 band reated a positive error. Assuming the preseneof stray light in all spetra, this test indiated that ross-talk would need to bebelow 0.028% of peak intensity in order to retrieve an XCO2 onentration withan error of <1ppm. The stray light performane of PERSIST would have to beimproved by a fator of 50 in order to produe an aeptable level of XCO2 error.It may also be neessary to inrease the distane between spetra. This imposesstringent requirements on the optial design of the instrument. Substantiallymore detailed tests under a large range of onditions would be required to fullyharaterise XCO2 errors from ross-talk.
164 4.4 Summary4.4 Summary
The main goals of PERSIST were to demonstrate the ability of the instrumentto simultaneously reord three spetra in multiple wavelength ranges on the samedetetor. I performed a series of experiments using the benh spetrometer,working within its limitations.I showed that the spetrometer ould leanly apture three spetra at thewavelengths of 1020 nm, 1600 nm and 2000 nm. The 1020 nm waveband replaedthe nominal 765 nm waveband as the Virgo detetor was not sensitive to thiswavelength region. The level of sattered light between spetra was ∼1.5%introduing possible ross-talk. I simulated atmospheri spetra measurementsand ontaminated them with stray light to determine the sensitivity of XCO2retrievals to the presene of ross-talk. I found that stray light would have tobe redued by a fator of ∼50 relative to the stray light performane of thePERSIST prototype in order to redue the XCO2 error to <1ppm. Howeveronly a simple test was performed and range of measurement senarios need to beonsidered. The stray light an be redued by improving the optial omponents ofthe system. I tried to take an example measurement of atmospheri spetra, whihI suessfully did so for the 1020 nm hannel. Although the measured spetrashowed similar features to an equivalent simulated spetra, it was generally verypoor due to the low spetral resolution of the prototype instrument. The spetralresolution an easily be improved by using higher end optial omponents andoptimising the system for spetral rather than spatial resolution.The primary benets of PERSIST were that it ould theoretially ahieve similarperformane targets to those of OCO, but in a more ompat system, resultingin a signiant saving in ost and weight. Theoretial designs by the ATC show




5.1 Disussion of Future WorkThe two key objetives of this thesis are to: (1) improve understanding of reentvariability in observed CO2 and CH4 onentrations in the high latitudes (2)develop a novel instrument apable of observing the atmospheri spetra neessaryto infer XCO2, where XCO2 an be used to provide further onstraints on thearbon yle.
5.1.1 Chapter 2In Chapter 2 I showed that there have been substantial hanges in the high-latitude CO2 seasonal yle over the past 40 years. I haraterised the errorspropagating into the seasonal yle trend analysis resulting from the eets ofaliasing, a diret onsequene of detrending the data. More omplex statistialanalyses ould be done using this type of haraterisation in order to improve167
168 5.1 Disussion of Future Workour understanding of aliasing eets on observed seasonal yle variability. Anatmospheri transport model would be useful for this analysis. For example, itwould aount for hanges in atmospheri transport, as this was negleted by thesimple box model used in my study. A useful experiment would be to start witha model run with variable meteorology but prior CO2 emissions that are onstantfrom year-to-year. A subset of regions an be dened aording to the dominantvegetation type (e.g. boreal, mid-latitude temperate). A trend ould then beintrodued to, for example, the spring-time onset of uptake by boreal vegetation.Time series of CO2 would be sampled at the grid points nearest to existing surfaemonitoring sites to at as pseudo measurements. This would be done for a rangeof trend senarios in order to test the detetability of trends and aliasing eetsin the resulting time series.For CO2, there is a lear requirement to understand the reent hanges at the edgesof the arbon uptake period. In partiular, inreased autumn release of CO2 inresponse to warmer autumn temperatures does not appear to be well understoodin the literature. Proess-based models, whih produe estimates of NEE basedon hanges in photosynthesis and respiration driven by limate variables, donot appear to apture the observed variability on large sales. Determining thesensitivity of either edge of the growing season to rapidly warming temperaturesis key to determining the future arbon balane of the northern hemisphere.
5.1.2 Chapter 3In Chapter 3 I presented an analysis of high-latitude CH4 surfae onentrationsto test my hypothesis that reent observed hanges in the seasonal yle amplitudemeasured at high-latitude CH4 monitoring sites ould be a result of a hange inwetland emissions. A key result is that it was non-trivial to detet inreases in
CHAPTER 5. Outlook 169wetland emissions in the high-latitude time series until the year-to-year trendin emissions beame very large. Some omponents of the analysis are still notunderstood. For example, I showed that atmospheri transport resulted in atrend in the seasonal amplitude at ALT. To determine the frational ontributionof atmospheri transport to the amplitude trend at BRW, it is key to extend theTM5 model output to over the full time span of BRW time series. Improvedmodel priors will result in more aurate seasonal yles in the ontrol simulationwhih will improve the overall interpretation based on the study of the TM5 modeloutput. A simultaneous analysis of growth rates and seasonal yles ould providemore larity when interpreting the high-latitude data. For example, latitudinalgradients of the atmospheri CH4 growth rate determined from the broad-salesurfae network an provide information about the relative timing of inreases inCH4 onentration. It would aid soure attribution if this was onsistent withhanges in amplitude at a site whih is partiularly sensitive to wetland hanges,suh as BRW. Further work ould also be done to nd loations for new monitoringsites in the Arti whih would be more sensitive to large-sale hanges in CH4wetland emissions.
5.1.3 Chapter 4In Chapter 4, I presented the results of laboratory tests of a prototype Earthobserving instrument for CO2. Although the initial study of PERSIST was asuess, it is only at the proof of onept stage. The next stage would be todevelop a more advaned prototype with higher speiation optis and inreasedspetral resolution. This would allow the measurement of atmospheri spetra inorder to show that the instrument an meet the siene requirements for a spae-based CO2 mission. A key area of study for the PERSIST instrument is the furtherharaterisation of stray light and ross-talk as this represents a signiant soure
170 5.1 Disussion of Future Workof error when retrieving XCO2 onentrations. Cross-talk is a partiular problemfor PERSIST whih aptures multiple spetra on the same detetor.A signiant disadvantage of passive instruments suh as PERSIST, TANSO andOCO is that they annot monitor high-latitude surfae uxes during the wintermonths. This is beause they depend on the presene of reeted sunlight, whihis not present during the night or at high latitudes during the winter months.It is quite lear from my work in hapters 2 and 3 that the ability to monitorthe seasonal yle of these gases an provide important information about arbonyle proesses. Ative instruments represent a possible solution to this. Anexample of an ative instrument is the DIerential Absorption Lidar (DIAL).This instrument uses two lasers with dierent wavelengths, whih are seletedsuh that one of the wavelengths is absorbed by the moleule of interest while theother wavelength is not. The dierene in intensity between the two signals is usedto infer the atmospheri onentration of the gas. Ative methods an determineXCO2 and XCH4, day or night, and throughout the entire year. For this reason,it would be highly beneial to use observations from a DIAL instrument inonjuntion with atmospheri inversion methods for the purpose of estimatinghigh-latitude arbon uxes. Ative instruments have a lower spatial resolutionthan passive instruments, whih means that they are less eetive at loatingpoint soures of greenhouse gases.An example of a urrent proposed mission onept using an ative system isthe NASA Ative Sensing of CO2 Emissions over Nights, Days and Seasons(ASCENDS) mission. ASCENDS will provide extended CO2 remote sensingapability during all seasons and times of day, and will be able to monitorhigh-latitude XCO2 onentrations, inluding those over permafrost regions.Depending on the Earth orbit hosen for the mission, more emphasis an beplaed on monitoring diurnal or seasonal yles of vegetation to help understand
CHAPTER 5. Outlook 171underlying biologial proesses. Kawa et al. (2010) performed simulation studiesusing an instrument with the same performane riteria as ASCENDS. Theyshowed that it was not only possible to meet these siene requirements, but alsothat suh a mission would provide signiant insights into arbon yle siene.In onjuntion with an improved distribution of ground-based measurement sites,ative spae-based missions suh as ASCENDS will play a key role in onstraininghigh-latitude surfae uxes of greenhouse gases suh as XCO2 and XCH4. This willaid in understanding the high-latitude response to the arbon-limate feedbak.
5.1.4 Final CommentsThis thesis has laid the foundations that will help determine the sienti require-ments for future greenhouse gas spae-borne mission onepts. An important nextstep is to translate the surfae variations in CO2 and CH4 that have been observedin the surfae data to assoiated variations in atmospheri olumn observations.An atmospheri transport model in onjuntion with an Observing System Sim-ulation Experiment (OSSE) ould be used for this analysis. An OSSE is usedto simulate spae-borne measurements of XCO2 based on the harateristis ofa spei instrument. This experiment follows my suggested model experimentin 5.1.1 where I suggested introduing trends to regional arbon uxes in orderto test the detetability of the trends using ground-based observations. In thisase, I would try to detet the same variability using the simulated spae-basedinstrument. It is antiipated that due to the low spatial and temporal variabilityin XCO2 relative to surfae onentrations of CO2, an instrument would haveto satisfy very high preision requirements in order to observe hanges in theseasonal yle.
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